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INTRODUCTION 



Indian health planning started with the aim ofproviding health care to all irrespective 

of people's ability to pay. Over the years it had been repeating its resolve in more 

forms than one, like - health is basic to development and it shall be the ultimate 

objective of the state to ensure a better quality of life and human development. 

The Bhore committee developed the concept of building basic health services that 

provides the minimum necessary health care in 1946. It proposed provision of 

integrated basic care to all of India's population. Although, its recommendations did 

not emphasize the centrality of overall development in achievement of respectable 

health standards, it fully recognized the interdependence of disease and poverty. 

Supposedly, it assumed that such an understanding should come naturally to the 

health planners, and therefore need not be categorically outlined in a health policy 

guideline. This faith on the conceptual understanding and integrity of the planning 

fraternity has led India into a complex situation. Overall development remained the 

thrust of planning but only in terms of growth rates. By the time issues of distribution 

and equity became central, ill managed diseases of poverty like undernutrition and 

communicable diseases and increasing non-communicable diseases, together had 

become the bane of the planning process. 

Theoretically. the social nature of health, factors affecting health and disease 

causation, and complex systems for ensuring health of a population are well known. 

Planning for organization of health services and other specific issues related to health 

requires locating health within overall development process. All this calls for an 

integrated approach for public health planning. 

In the course of my learning process, I realized that except for the success in small 

pox eradication, India has not registered even a single success story, inspite of having 

technical expertise and financial resources for handling any health issue. My search 

for the reasons pointed towards poor conceptual understanding of health resulting in 

displaced priorities of our planners. Either there was an eagerness to eradicate malaria 

without adequate preparation, or there was undue thrust on family planning. The 

understanding that poor living conditions are the main causes of spread of 

communicable diseases was lost and development being the best contraceptive was an 

idea, which could not survive the greed of populist agendas. I realized that a health 



programme gets importance not on the basis of the gravity of the problem it addresses 

but on the amount of funds it receives. This .Jed to another query as to why is our 

financial outlay skewed towards programmes of dubious public health concerns rather 

than attending to the issues repeatedly identified by our five-year plans. The attempt 

to resolve this query pointed towards the international linkages of health sector 

planning. Methodologically we have the following description of the problem, which 
. c.~tvv 

is further developed in~ and II. 

THE PROBLI~M 

Readings about the origin, growth and significance of international health institutions, 

the debates on policy guidelines promulgated by these institutions, and the studies on 

experiences of various countries like china, Cuba, Sri Lanka who adopted a socialist 

democratic model of growth, and US~ ·ha$, a capitalist economy, suggested that 
""V''" 

it was not the rate of economic growth that determined the standards of health. Sri 

I ,anka though has a lower rate of growth has health standards much higher than India. 

China has been registering constantly high rates of economic growth post 1979 with a 

simultaneous increase in health inequalities. In other words, changes in the economic 

policies geared towards economic growth alone do not necessarily have a positive 

dTect on the health of the population. Rather it required basic structural changes in 

the economy, which ensure more equality in the redistribution ofwealth, to make any 

substantive ciTect of health. 

I nspite of so many researchers pointing towards faulty programme priorities in the 

health sector, criticizing the validity of the methods adopted to deal with diseases and 

ICrtil ity as a public health problem, our planners seemed to be totally oblivious of the 

problems. They kept on emphasizing the same programmes over the years and 

introducing 'health sector reforms' which further increased the distance between the 

needy and the services. Some examples of such questionable interventions are 
t1'\1 

childhood preventable infections through UIP ( . (Bane1ject, leprosy control 

(Chatte!je~~~1d high focus on contraceptive approach (BJslf.' 

My search into the reasons for such a parochial strategy adopted by our planners 

pointed towards problems in the economics of health care planning. It was realized 
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that health sector, which, till late 70s was a non productive social sector, later got 

recognition as an important area of investment for the development of a healthy 

human resource. The reason was that health service which was perceived as welfare 

for individuals. with growing private sector came to be seen as human capital. And 

therefore investments in health as investments for productive labor force. Also 

increasing privatization of the health sector led to increase in the number of 

polyclinics. nursing homes, hospitals and now corporate hospitals. This increased 

markets and attracted foreign inputs. It was the 80s and early 90s, therefore that saw a 

dramatic increase in the size of private sector and in the amount and the number of 

donors in the health sector. There seemed to exist a strong link between the existing 

international health priorities (like AIDS, tuberculosis and non communicable 

diseases) and the choice of disease control programme in India. This too had a basis. 

Research in the area of drug and equipments is increasingly becoming costly. 

Therefore it is more feasible for pharmaceutical giants to narrow down their focus to 

few diseases (for which market is large and the possibility to find a cure are more 

probable). and pool in their finances for research purposes. These diseases then go on 

to become international priorities and arc promoted by international agencies (funded 

by these giants) in the developing world. Further, once the technology is in the 

market. it depends on the purchasing power of the people to make it successful. The 

cost of such technology is high because of heavy investments in research and profit 

motives of the multi national drug companies. The rich can purchase from open 

markets but the poor remain marginalized. Therefore adjustments are made in the 

state machinery. which covers the marginalized sections so that these technical 

interventions can be sold to the poor as well. These strategies thus become central to 

adoption of health sector reforms and increase in funding for health sector by the 

World Bank. "We have entered a new era of public policy. This era is defined by 
\ 

increasing overlaps between domestic and foreign pol icy and national and 

international interests as well as by a widening range of new actors at the local, 

national, regional and international level" (Leppo, 1997). 'therefore it was found 

important to delve into this area of international funding in the health sector and study 

the implications it has had for public health planning in India. 

3 



OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

This study is an attempt to understand the dynamics of international aid in the health 

sector and its implications for public health planning in India. The objectives of this 

study are: 

I. To understand the ongtn, historical significance and changing role of 

international donor agencies. To understand the rationale behind giving and 

taking or international aid. 

2. To study the discourse on international aid, its relevance, dynamics and 

political economy at the global as well as the national level. 

International aid is a vast area and therefore, to understand its dynamics better, it 

is essential to focus in a particular field. Thus in this study we have focused on 

Indian public health planning and the influence of international aid on it. We have 

critically analyzed Indian planning and marked the changes it has undergone since 

independence. To analyze the implications of the 1low of international aid on 

public health planning in India, we studied the amount and priorities of the flow of 

international aid in the Indian health sector. This was also done to find out 

I inkages. i r any, between Indian planning priorities and the flow of international 

aid. 

METHODS 
Both primary and secondary data sources have been used for the purpose of this 

study. The sources, which have been consulted, are all the five year plans of India, 

Annual reports of the ministry of health and family wclt~m! External assistance 

published by the ministry of finance and company affair~ various health committee 

reports since independence, various World Bank reports, the health and population 

policies of India, books and journals, parliamentary proceedings of the year 2001-
-llt 

2002 and the internet (www.planning commission.org). 

PLAN OF CHAPTERS 

The plan of arrangement of chapters is as follows: 

The first chapter traces the history of international aid, its origin and the changing 

roles of international aid agencies, particularly the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

and the World Bank. It discusses the rationale behind this international phenomenon 



marked by generosity and feelings of mutual cooperation towards building a better 

world. Our analysis shows that there exists no one view aiding development. It 

changes with the motives of various donors for giving aid. Therefore it is essential to 

understand the various delinitions of international aid and the dynamics of such 

discourse. This has been dealt with in the second chapter. It also discusses the various 

lim11s. types and categories of aid. It thus tries to put forth a clear picture that aid is a 

planned tool of foreign policy and much beyond international generosity. This chapter 

also focuses on the changing role of international aid with the changing development 

paradigms over the decades from 1950s to 1990s. Contrasting viewpoints on aid and 

its efficiency and the need for taking such aid has also been discussed in greater detail 

in this chapter. 

In order to understand the implications of international aid in the Indian health sector. 

we have analyzed all the five-year plans in India. This has been done in reference to 

their overall objectives. their stand regarding reliance on international aid as a part of 

plan outlay and their idea of development and the strategy to be adopted thereof. 

I ~mphasis has been given to health sector planning which has been analyzed in greater 

detail to find out shifts in planning perspective and plan priorities. The third chapter 

contains discusses the details of this analysis. It traces the shifts experienced by Indian 

planning under international influence for example Alma-Ata and Cairo Conference. 

It deals with policy changes like liberalization and privatization and its implications 

on Indian health sector planning in conjugation with changing international priorities. 

The fourth chapter del vcs further into the questions raised by the previous chapter 

regarding the exact role of various international agencies in in1luencing Indian health 

planning. It examines the details of each donor to the Indian health sector since 1980. 

the amount. type of aid and the programmes funded by these donors has been studied 

and their priority areas of funding has been critically analyzed. Based on the analysis 

of the third chapter, the relevance of such aid for the Indian health sector has been 

traced. This shows the shifts in Indian planning and the role international aid had 

played in determining these shiits.The last is the discussion chapter, which highlights 

the implications international aid has had for Indian public health planning. This 

compiles the changes in the Indian health sector and shows how those changes are 

guided by policy guidelines suggested by major donor agencies like the World Bank. 
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Chapter-/ 
·HISTORY OF 

INTERNATIONAL AID 



Aid .is an international operation channeling tens of billions dollars to developing 

countries each year and employing large number of people in a multitude of 

organizations. Aid has grown through various stages, from modest origins in the 

nineteenth century to being securely established following the Second World War 

(including the success of the Marshall plan), the cold war and the wave of 

independence from 1945 onwards. Since then further changes have taken place. 

Institutions (the rise ofmultilateral donors institutions in the 1970s and NGOs in the 

I 'J80s), types of aid (the decline oj'.f()()d aid a/7(1 the rise and f(tl/ of .financial 

programme aid) and the aspects of donor ideology (mainly the perceived role of 

state). arc the major ones. 

Despite man~ changes over the years, there has been one constant in the history of 

aid, namely that the development objectives of aid programmes have been distorted 

hy the usc of aid for donor commercial and political advantage. This is not to say that 

aid has never been used for development nor achieved any bene1icial effects. The 

Soviet aid has been the product of nothing more pr:ecisely definable than a general 

desire lor good relations with India. However. it can be assumed that the primary 

Soviet foreign policy is defensive-to keep India out of the western military camp and 

in the economic sphere to limit influence from and dependence on the west and to 

which end economic aid was considered the most appropriate tool. Soviet Union's 

most notable diplomatic successes have been affected by their support for India's 

cause in Kashmir and Goa, but economic aid has played a useful role in gammg 

popular support. 

lIn like the United States, Soviet Union did not concern itself with problems of overall 

economic balance. It was involved in the success of particular projects. The full 

\vcight of Soviet resources, capitaL technical and managerial skills, were concentrated 

on a small number of carefully selected projects, which in most cases had been 

accorded the highest priority in India's five-year plans. Of particular attraction to 

India was the importance accorded to training and managerial responsibility for 

Indians during the establishment of the project, which on completion was turned over 

to full Indian control. The Bhilai steel mill project and oil exploration ventures in 

Gujarat have been clear successes. On the other hand the Ranchi heavy machine

constructing plant has suffered from serious administrative difliculties on the Indian 

6 
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side and has experienced a slackening of demand during recession of 70s. On balance, 

however. the successes clearly outweigh the fai.lures (Eldridge. 1969). 

When foreign aid first appeared on the international scene after the World War II, it 

was hailed as panacea for the i lis of economic underdevelopment. The tremendous 

success of the Marshall plan added strength to the view. In the general exuberance, 

views of doubt were brushed aside. Over the years. huge volumes of aid flowed from 

the developed to the underdeveloped countries - India being one of the major 

recipients of this aid flow. Unf(Jrtunately the foreign aid panacea has failed to work. 

Disenchantment with the very philosophy of foreign aid is growing. There are more 

poor in the world than ever before. Sizeable chunks of our own population are not 

able to meet their own basic needs. Despite aid \\C arc still saddled with innumerable 

bottlenecks. breakdowns and failures of economic and social infrastructures. Thirty

live thousand children die everyday from malnutrition and related diseases and fifty 

million people live in extreme poverty (in the developing world). 

In order to understand the reasons behind the present situation we need to f~rst 

understand the history of foreign aid. how it started. for whom and how has it changed 

i 11 form and n<lllHc over the years. 

Till~ ORIGIN OF FOREIGN AID 

The launching of the point l(lllr programmes by President Truman. in 1949. can be 

considered as the beginning of international devcklpmcnt assistance. This programme 

made it 'the policy of U.S. to a!d the eff(H·ts of economically underdeveloped areas to 

develop their resources and improve their living conditions'. After World War II 

several countries had already introduced funds to linancc dcYclopment and welfare 

programmes in their colonies. In 1946 the UN also placed development assistance on 

its agenda. hut funds were limited and the recipient countries were not yet 

independent. In the early years priority was given to linancing the reconstruction of 

countries arter the war, rather than to investment programmes in developing countries. 
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All these institutions go on to portray aid as a disinterested international generosity. 

lnf~tct to sec international aid as a weapon of the foreign policy of the donor countries 

nccc..ls a deeper historical understanding. For insta::ce, President Kennedy said in 1961 

that 'Foreign Aid is a method by which the U.S. maintains a position of influence and 

control around the world, and sustains a good many countries which would definitely 

collapse, or would pass into the communist bloc.' A former senior of USAID, Prof. 

Chenery, admilled that, 'economic assistance is one of the instruments of foreign 

policy that is used to prevent political and economic conditions from deteriorating in 

cotmtries when; we value the preservation of the present government·. 

"The roots or aid can be traced to at least the nineteenth century. Two events in the 

history or ll.S. overseas aid at different ends of that century exemplify the tension in 

aid programmes between - relief and assistance, and attempts to serve donor 

commercial and political objectives. 

The same conflict is evident in the early years of British aic..l. The 1929 Colonial 

I kvclopmcnt Act allowed for loans and grants for infrastructure. the purpose of 

which was explicitly seen as obtaining inputs for British manu1~tcturing. The Colonial 

I )cvclopmcnt and Welfare Act expanded the programme lo allow funding of social 

sector activities. Nevertheless, the minister of food in the post war labor government 

staled that ·by one means or another, by hook or by crook, the development of 

primary production of all sorts in the colonial era ... is ... a I i f"c and death matter for the 

cwnomy of the country. (Cited in Gupta I 975: 320). One labor Member of 

Pari iamcnt went so far as to call for rapid development or the colonies so that Britain 

could become independent of the United States. 

The continued support of colonial powers, notably Britain and France, to their 

colonies after the Second World War is one of three main features of the international 

aid scheme in that period. There was considerable continuity from colonial to post

colonial institutions. One example of this was the renaming of the Colonial 

I >cvclopmcnl ( 'orporation as the Commonwealth lkvclopment Corporation in the 

I 1H>Os. And aid financed ef1orts drew from the experience of both British and French 

authorities (as in case of the community development movement). 
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International activities in the wake of Second World War comprise the major basis for 

the development of today's aid machinery. Indeed. several institutions developed 

from organizations originally created to cater for the aftermath of war. For example: 

Oxllun first catered to refugees from Greece, CARE was originally the Centre for 

American Relief in Europe (Europe later became Everyvvhcrc); and the development 

work of the lIN began with the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency 

(lJNRRA) founded during the Second World War ( 1943). Also, the International 

Hank for Reconstruction and development, or IBRD (now commonly referred to as 

til~: World Hank). began with loans for war reconstruction. making its first loan to a 

tkvcloping country only in I 950 (to Columbia). And the success of the Marshall Plan, 

which involved the above institutions in the reconstruction of post-war Europe. 

·provided the impetus lor turning focus to the problems of' the developing world. A 

linal ICaturc or importance in the post-war international scene was the first wave of 

independence. creating a constituency for aid" (Tarp. Finn. 2000). 

INTF:RNATIONAL LENDING AND UNITED STATES 

··world war I changed America's standing in the international financial community. 

The United Slates was virtually the only industrialized 11<1tion to emerge from the war 

with its manull1cturing base intact - the only nation with money to invest abroad. 

Now the rest or the world needed money to rebuild. and the American investors -

large and small-- were able and eager to supply it. 

In this frenzied atmosphere. few hankers were inclined to look too closely at the 

creditworthiness of would-be borrowers. In 1927 and 192X. fix eg. a syndicate of the 

top American linns 1loated I 00 million worth of Peruvian Government bonds, though 

one advisor had warned them that "the government treasury is flat on its back and is 

g,asping for breadth." ... Five years later Peru del~1ultcd on those bonds. 

As the debts mounted. governments began taking out new loans in order to pay off the 

old ones ... Irresponsible salesman weren't the only ones to blame. The United States 

w~•s pursuing policies that made it difficult or even impossible for America's 

borrowers to rL~pay their debts. 
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With the collapse of Kreuger Empire, defaults of countries, and the ongoing 

til-pression in 1930s, what money Americans had, they kept to themselves. The United 

St;rlcs was no longer the world's banker. Withdrawal of American investors from the 

world market deepened the global depression of the 1930s ... Though the World War 

II interrupted the downward spiral, it did not eliminate the causes. There was 

witkspread 1L·:1r that peace would bring a return to ruinous trade battles, which have a 

history of k:ading to battles of other sorts. Thus the allies-- in particular the U.S. and 

13ritain -- were convinced that their future security depended as much on reforming 

international lr;rdc as on winning the war. 

Till~ BRI~TTON WOODS INSTITUTIONS: VISION VS. RI~ALITY 

The first serious proposal for a new post-war economic order was put forward by an 

American economist -- !-larry Dexter White. He wanted a 'stabilization fund' that 

could keep world exchange rates in equilibrium and ·a hank for reconstruction and 

tkvclopment'. I lis reason for the bank was -'though the li.S. would emerge from the 

war with a reasonable robust economy, it would sufkr ll·om lack of healthy trading 

partners. It would therefore be necessary to reconstruct Europe and bring the countries 

or Ati·ica Asia and Latin America up to world market standards, a feat that would 

require massive investments. Americans would have the money to invest, but after the 

c:-;pcriences or 1920s and 1930s they would be reluctant to do so. White's bank would 

li1sler needed investments by guaranteeing to cover any dcl~ndts on loans of which it 

approved" ( Cuilield, ·· . 1996 ). 

Kl·ynes visuali/.ed the establishment or three separate international institutions to 

serve three speci lie objectives, during the Bretton Woods Con!Crence in 1944. These 

he proposed to case the tension and crisis amongst countries after the two world wars 

and recession or 1930s. "First a central Bank or central hanks, ·with its own currency 

(named Bancor) to help case the balance of payments diniculties of the member 

countries. This bank, contrary to the current pract icc, was lo penalize countries 

holding trade surplus (i.e. production more than consumption), with a global tax of 1 

percent per month. on the ground that they were keeping the world effective demand 

low by their under purchase or goods produced by other countries. The proceeds of 

such global laxation were to be utilized for international buffer stock operations in 
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prunary goods. Second. a fund for the economic reconstruction of wat devastated 

I ·:urope. Third. an international trade organization (ITO). which would maintain and 

operate this hul'fer stock of primary goods, in order to stabilize their prices. The bu1fer 

stock operation was supposed to be anti-cyclical: ITO making purchases when the 

world pnces were low and selling them when the prices became high" (Dasgupta, 

-1997). 

It is important to remember that, in the original conception of Keynes, the 

development of less developed countries (LDCs) was not on the agenda. The final 

outcome of the deliberations of the Bn~tton Woods Conference was, however, 

diiTercnt from Keynes' proposals. The fund and the bank were established but did not 

have all the proposed features. World Bank had never to engage in tasks assigned to it 

hy the conl"crcncc and European reconstruction was carried out by U.S.sponsored 

Marshall Plan. ITO was never born because of U.S. opposition. Both World Bank and 

lnkrnation<d Monetary Fund were to operate in the interest of developed countries 

alone. 

"The World Hank was not intended to compete with private banks. The original idea 

w<1s that it would guarantee loans made by private lenders. However, the private 

lenders were still reluctant_ the bank l()lll1d that it could offer loans itself at lower rates 

of interest then private lenders. It would lend only when foreign exchange was not 

~lvailable on reasonable terms from private lenders. Thus, it could deal with high risk 

loa11S. but would minimize the risks by ensuring that its loans were used, in Keynes' 

words. "only l(lr proper purposes and in proper ways" ... Reducing its risk would 

enable the ha11k to charge lower interest rates·. which would in turn reduce the 

likelihood of del~wlt. 

Till' key aspect of the bank's operation was that it would lend only foreign exchange 

a11d it would i11sist on being repaid in the currencies it lent. Therefore the projects it 

funded would have to earn foreign exchange. 

1\ right wing 1\merican critic. John F Neylan, called Keynes a "brilliant exponent of 

t llc project o I" substituting economic i m peri a I ism for political imperialism"... "The 

Bretton Woods agreement docs not contemplate a new world order based upon 
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-rrcedom and'~·xpai1diJig development of all huri1an race. It is a document which seeks 

to create an economic strait jacket for the benefit of a continent which for centuries 

has drained the treasure of the rest of the world to finance its wars and to support it in 

intervals of peace." As one student of the Bank's early days put it" The British 

returned from the savannah feeling that the IMr and the World Bank were little more 

than schemes of the United States to gain control of world trade" (Caufield. 

, I<JWl). 

CIIANGIN(; ROLE OF IMF AND WORLD BANK 

During later decades, because Soviet Union opted out of both (IMF and WB) with the 

onsd of cold war and the fact that voting power was linked to the contributions or 

·quotas· of the members. these twins came under clear domination of rich, which gave 

I hem a promarkct and anti-state fix us. 

From the early days, conditionalities had been a part of IMF loans. but these were few 

and not rigorously enforced. The conditionalities were oriented towards improving 

l!lacro-cconomic management. Those seeking long-term financial support \Yent to 

world hank. which acted as an international hanker. assessed the viability of a project 

in terms of its capacity of repaying the loan with interest, and oiJered loans on the 

basis of guarantees provided by the governments. While IMF was concerned with 

nwcro-cconomic management. World Banks' concern was micro project based 

lending. to make private sectors the main actors in the economic scene and to reduce 

the role or st:1tc in the economy to the minimum. Over the past two to three decades. 

both have undergone important changes. With the abandonment of gold standard and 

the floating or currencies in I 971, IMFs role declined, as the rich countries found 

other ways or funding their deficits eg. From global capital markets. Since then IMFs 

activities have remained ex~lusively confined to developing countries and LDCs. It 

plays no global surveillance role in the world economy and it carries no influence 

with the rich country governments. World bank too now operates exclusively in 

developing and LDCs. With the emergence of an integrated global capital market, 

hacked by modern means of communication, rich countries with good credit ratings 

1:1cc nodi fliculty in mobilizing required funding ti·om that source. Only counties with 

low credit rating, having no other source of funding. now come to World Bank. 
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This implies that while their role as international organizations has diminished, their 

importance has grown more than proportionately in the economic life of LDCs. The 

conditionalities accompanying their loans now shape the economic policies of the 

recipient countries. Thus we lind that while they were set up to 11erform two different 

t<tsks, over time, they have come closer in their mode of functioning and treatment of 

issues. Also the idea behind their birth is completely different from the tasks they 

pcrl(mn today. Also that these organizations were f"ormcd to provide a forum for the 

world (espcci<tlly the developed countries) to interact on an equal plane. Instead, 

today these organizations arc fed by the understanding of developed west. but are 

working in 1.1 >Cs predominantly. 

Also, it needs mentioning that these organizations, in their charters were recognized 

<ts international institutions, artiliated to United Nations, and it was expected that their 

reports would regularly go to the Economic and Social ( 'ouncil of UN (ECOSOC) 

;md that their heads would attend the meetings ofECOSOC 

H '(>SOC r<tther than IMF and World bank, w;~s supposed to be the agency 

coordinating the economic activities of nations, and was to play a role in the world 

economy that was parallel to the role of Security Council in the political and military 

<tlbirs. In practice, neither the World Bank nor IMF ever play any subordinate role to 

H '(>SOC and over time have gained ascendancc over it. One major reason for this 

was that, with the beginning of the cold war, the rich countries played down the role 

or I·:COSO(' and patronized World Bank and IMF. While ITOSOC was always short 

or funds, the rich western countries generously rundqlthesc twins. 

<)Ill' reason lin the western preference for World Bank and I M F, over ECOSOC was 

its decision making procedure where voting is linked to contributions to the initial 

f"und. As a result the LDCs arc excluded and more than hal r the voting power is 

coil trolled by ( i-8 countries. 

Till•: ORIGIN OF STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT I'RO<;RAMME (SAP) 

I ,ooking back, 1970s was a decade of massive economic upheavals, prompted by the 

two oil crises or 1973 and 1979-80. The sudden and steep rise in oil prices created a .. 
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l'lxling of despair in the west. as it was gomg to involve a massive outflow of 

rL·sources fron1 the rich western countries. Had the two sets of developing countries, 

i.e. Organis~1tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and other LDCs. agreed 

to work on tilL· hasis of common understanding. the surplus capital accumulated by the 

< 11'1·:( · countriL·s could be transferred to capital starved LDCs. But this couldn't 

lllatcrializc as the ruling elite of these OPEC countries depended on the military might 

of the west li>r their political survival. Thus this pdro-dnllar was recycled back to 

\VL"st. more spcci lically to international banks. This again created a new situation. The 

illlLTnalion;tl hanks now l1<1ving surplus funds were willing to lend to anybody. 

l.ending took place on a massive scale and major borrowers were Africa and Latin 

A 111erica. 

Arter a kw years. with slump in agricultural exports and their pnces. these banks 

started calculating the risks they had taken. To make matters worse. the coming of 

lllOildarisl regimes in U.K. and lJSA under Thatcher and Regan respectively. resulted 

i11 ;1 rise in interest rates. thus. accentuating the debt burden. The international banks. 

now. i nsll'ad 11 r l'.\ tending further loans. wanted their money hack. ,,.i th interest. The 

inevitable dcht crisis that followed, beginning with the public proclamation of 

ha11krurtcy hy Mexico. gravely undermined the international banking system. \Yith a 

high and incrc;~sing risk of large-scale deJ~llllt on the part of I .DC borrowers. These 

political-economic changes in the international scenario changed the face of aid from 

llllllliliccncc to conditionalities or SAP. 

Whatever tilL' orlicial explanation given for SAP. it is clear that the real concern was 

to resolve the impending disaster facing the global banking system based in the west. 

The other motive consistent with the rich country self-interest was the urge to tind 

lllarkcts in till' I.DCs. particularly for the multinational companies based in U.S. They 

1:1ccd a stiff competition from cheap and quality products from Japan. Germany and 

( 'hin<L Tl~is compelled U.S. l'v1NCs to lower their cost of production by shifting their 

lll<~llufaclurinl:'- units to countries where labor was cheap and government and 

colllpctition were weak. SAP further weakens the govcrnlllent control and opens the 

economy for easy penetration. 
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I'L'lLT Iljcrtholm and Howard White in their work - Foreign Aid in Historical 

I'L'rspectivc. Background and Trends; have illustrated these points in a chronological 

discussion of the history of aid--

T \BLE: 1.1 S< 'IIEMATIC OVERVIEW OF MAIN DEVELOPMENTS IN THE HISTORY OF 

FORFI<;N Am 
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rising 
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PURPOSE OF GIVING AID 

For the club of rich ~ountries I.e. Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 

lkvelopmenl (OECD) and for the World .Bank, the official purposes of aid at the 

beginning of the twenty-first century may be stated as basically three: 

• Reducing material poverty. chie1ly through eeonom1c growth, but also through 

provision of public infrastructure and basic social services: 

• Promoting good governance, chie1ly in effective. honest and democratically 

accountable institutions to manage the economy and the legal order, but also in 

promoting civil and political rights; and 

• Reversing negative environmental trends. 

I r seriously pursued, such aims would shift aid on to prOimsmg new paths. For as 

enforced by its most powerful institutions up to now, many aid policies have not 

lltvorcd emancipatory politics or economics. Except for a brief period in the mid

I <nos. miti-povcrty measures and human rights never enjoyed real support at the top 

of the aid system. Aid has ll1ilcd to work well because it was hijacked for sel1ish 

political and commercial purposes. It has f~tvored the wrong countries, the wrong 

le:tders and the wrong sectors. and has been badly accounted for (Sogge, 2002). 

Paula lloy summanzes the reasons for which donors to provide aid - "the United 

States is clear about its motivations for providing aid- the primary objective of U.S. 

foreign aid is to preserve its own territorial and political security. Foreign aid also 

provided to ensure the political. security and cooperation of the United States' 

strategically important allies. And, as the OECD stipulates, aid is given to promote 

economic growth in developing countries, which serves to open new markets for U.S. 

goods and provides investment opportunities. USA I D, the agency responsible for 

distributing most U.S. f()reign aid, points out that trade generated from aid has more 

than offset initial costs: between 1990 and 1995. exports to developing countries 

increased hy $ 9&.7 billion. which suppm1ed roughly 1.9 million jobs in the United 

Stales. Humanitarian concerns also figures in the argument in support of foreign aid, 
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vo1ced ny nwral concerns t11at wealthy governments have an obligation to assist those 

in need. including those beyond national borders. 

The United States is not unique in making national interests the foundation of its aid 

rationale. There is not a do110r country in the world that would deny the impact of 

interdependence and the impact of creating an orderly ''nrld in which international 

trade would flourish ... Ten percent_ or $ 700 billion. or the U.S. gross national 

product (<INP) is in the export sector. and the developing countries arc vital 

consumers. purchasing nearly 40'1(, oftotal U.S. exports. But international trade is not 

the only ratio11ale behind foreign aid budgets. Environmental degradation. contagious 

diseases. political instability. and population growth arc the other concerns and these 

international intL:rcsts motivate international aid." 

"/\ctual l(ncign aid expenses otten come straight hack to the donor countries 111 

revenues. On average. a quarter of all aid is tied to the recipient country's purchase of 

the donor country's goods and services. By law. nearly all U.S. aid must be spent on 

ll.S. producL·d items ... for the developing country receiving such aid: this often means 

tlwt it has to pay an estimated 15 percent more than prevailing prices. Other kinds of 

;tid. although not explicitly tied. arc given in the sure knowledge that the money will 

he spent in the donor country. 

!\ measure or success from the point of the economics of ll.S. and some other western 

wuntrics is the l~tct that. despite lending by World Hank and IMF. there has been a 

consistent net 'outllow' offinancial resources li·01n the countries operating under SAP 

since I 9XO. From 19X I to I!)<) I. the net transfer out or thL' I .DCs accounted to $ 20 

billion per year. 

/\id has derisively bcel1 summed up as people in the rich countries helping rich people 

in poor countries. Unfortunately. this statement contains some truth. Thr;: ten countries 

holding nearly two-thirds or the world's poorest people receive only one-third of all 

aid. On the other hand, the richest 40 percent or the <.kvcloping countries receive 

twice as much aid as the poorest 40 percent. India. which has 27 percent of world's 

absolute poor. receives merely$ 7 per person in OD/\ while Egypt receives$ 280 per 

person (Hoy. I 99X: , ). 
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The majority of aid not only fails to reach the countries most in need but also fails to 

support the scdors most critical to poorest populations of the world. Despite the fact 

I hal the livelihoods of the m<~jority of people in the developing countries depend on 

agriculture. today less than one-sixth of all aid resources supports agriculture. Only 

:thou! a tenth of all international aid goes to social sectors such as education and 

pri111ary he;tlth care. In the l J.S. aid budget. only 0.1 percent goes to basic education 

:trtd a mere 0.1 percent to basic health care. 

TIJL· comrnrssron on Macroeconomics And Health reports that donor financing m 

hc;tlth has been very small relative to the size of the donor economics and the 

rl·cipient cmlltlry needs. Total bilateral flows for 1997 to I 999 averaged $2.55 billion. 

which rcprL'SL~nted just 0.0 I percent of donor GNP. < )f this support. approximately 23 

Jll'tn~nt ofthc total ODA went to support population programmes (WH0,2001). 

FHOM POVERTY TO AD.JlJSTMENT AND HACI< A(;AIN 

Ltrp ct.al.(2000) grve a detailed account how international priorities 111 terms of 

krtding ha\'C changed over the years and t<.)r reasons which have not been matched 

will! the needs of the recipient countries. rather they were those which served the rich 

country interests or that of the lending agency. The I <>70s saw two conflicting trends: 

lhe lirst oil prin· shock and l~tlling commodity prices required quick disbursing 

assistance (<)I >A) made available in the first instance hy the IMF. then by the 

emergence ol' import support aid and, by 19XO, the start of world bank structural 

adjustment lo:111s (which is programme aid). These l~1cts are part of the explanation for 

lltl· increasing share of multilateral assistance in the 1970s. Yet. at the same time the 

dn11ors annou11ced a reorientation towards a greater poverty focus. Notably the World 

l~ank did so. under president McNamara. but so did Bilateral donors. such as the 

llnitcd Kingdnm in its White Paper 'more aid f()r IlK· poorest" in 1975 ,. ~,~.,, ;::~ :'j 

;111d the llnill'd Slates. which established the International Development and Food 

1\ssistancc Ad in the same year. This bill stipulall'd the 75 percent of PL-480 aid 

should go to the countries with per capita income less than $300. 

Although the poverty focus enjoyed a brief period of ascendancy in the late 1970s, the 

advent of balauce of payments problems at about the same time and the emergence of 
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thl: debt-crises in the early 1980s, resolved this conflict in f~lVor of adjustment and aid 

to <ldjustment programme (programme aid, incltKiing debt relief). As such, the 

111creasc in adjustment lending was not a response to a 'development crisis'. In 

generaL there was no such crisis, although some African countries had begun a 

downturn. ({ather it was a response (though not exclusively) to balance of payments 

and debt prnhkms, including the attendant risk or financial crisis in the developed 

col111tries. The experience thus clearly illustrates how aid programmes may readily 

respond to thL· needs and interests the major donors. The initial focus on macro

LTllllomic policy also gave the World Bank and the IMF. particularly the former, a 

preeminence they had not enjoyed before (hence the expression of Washington 

( 'onscnsus). The World Bank is without doubt the most important development 

institution. leading both policy and dialogue and increasingly the research agenda. 

l·:conomic crisis in the west and changes in government also led some donors-· again 

Britain is an c.\~Hnple- to be open about their own commercial benefits~ 

TilL' eclipse ol' poverty redrcssal was not without its critics, who found their most 

l·ITective voice first in the UNICEF report 'The State or World's Children, (grant 

I<)<)()) and tilL' UNICEF financed study ·Adjustment \vith ~~ I Iuman Face' (Cornia 

cl.;d.l 1JR7). Tl1eSL' works argued that adjustment policies neglected the poor and 

:;llould be rcdl'signcd accordingly. By the Httc 19XOs these arguments \Vcrc having 

solllc cfTect a11d the World Bank began work in designing a poverty policy. which 

culminated i11 the 'New Poverty Agenda' in the I 990 world development report 

(World Bank, I 1>90). This publication is often given as the starting point for poverty 

I"L'appcaring 011 the agenda or donor agencies (and agencies have based their strategies 

oil I hat of the World Bank). As such it provides an e;-.;wnpk of how the World Bank 

c;~n 'lake ovn· activities even though the original initiative came from outside the 

World Bank all(l was initially resisted by World Bank. 

Today there e;-.;ists a lot of contradictory literature on the eflectiveness of aid. Those 

a111i-aid. or lllcusing on the malices of aid. put their point Yery pointedly as there exist 
I 

111any country e;-.;amplcs as Mexico, Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America etc. where 

aid has had lillie or no positive impact. Researchers who lind that aid docs '~ork arc 

111orL~ cautious while making such conclusions. They have looked at the pms and cons 
' 

or aid affectivity and outrightly never state that aid is efTective. Instead they 
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crutiously manouver through a series of carefully carved conditions under which aid 

works-- as good institutions. policies and good governance etc. Such observations are 

k;~ding to greater selectivity while disbursing loans/aid to the countries by donor 

institutions. An interesting point to be noted in such reports is that these (pro) aiel 

rcsc;rrchers kml to neatly dodge the core issue ol· development in human living 

st;md;~rds. They knd to emphasize success of aid nHll"l' in krms of helping I J)Cs open 

tIlL· i r cconorn ics smoothly or getting technical cooperation for some advanced 

sricnti fie program. which may not always serve the primary needs of people. 

In the following chapters we attempt to examine the eviderJCe that helps us understand 

the role and inrportance of aid. This is done by first examining the Indian planning 

process and then looking at specific aid programmes and their implications for health 

in India. 
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Chapter-// 

DISCOURSE ON 
INTERNATIONAL AID 
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u 
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lniL'rnational aid tkservcs a closer look. The questions, which come to my mind, arc 

varied. Could we not achieve the deplorably low rate of growth that we have, and 

living standards that exist. without the use of foreign aid? Why has <iid failed to act as 

a catalyst in the development process? Why is it that we have come to care more 

ahout what aid-donors think of our various policies than how they impact Indians 

espL-cially the poor'? These and similar questions deserve serious thought. But before 

L':>.:plainint: the reasons why, we must first address the question. what exactly is aid? 

DI<:FININ<; INTI•:RNATIONAL AID AND ITS FORMS 

·Some call it foreign aid. others prefer international assistance. and still others 

lkvl'lopmcnt cooperation. e\·en partnership. These labels arL' normative statements, 
~--~ ..... 

.. : ..... \ ,.-.\ ~ ".! n ,~ 
h111 whall'\'L'r the designation. the subject is 'huge. complex and fragmented /':"\.:'> . ..:..-::~1 

'1.::..·"/' ~' ·., 
(Tomase\ ski. I 1)93 - ). 1-c.-: / ,~ 

L.:~ \ ~-~ 
i/.- \ :9 
\'(:,\. -J / 

\ ·;~" .~.,". .r/ f' 

l)ilh:rent donor countries clelinL~ international aid differently. The OECD defines aid ··<~'iitir::z~ 

;1s ol'licial dirLTt assistance (OD;\) only when it qualifies following criteria: 

It has Ill IK· taken by orlicial agencies; it has to have the promotion of economic 

dL'\'L·IopmL'Ill ;11lll \Veii;Jrc as its main objectives; and it has to have a grant element of 

:~."i percent or n1ore. The 'grant clement' measures the degree of concessionality of an 

aid transiL·r compared with market terms, which is taken to include a rate of interest of 
I 

I 0 percent. Thus. an outright grant-in-aid has a I 00 percent grant clement; a loan at 

I() percent has /.ero grant clement: a soft loan will lie somewhere in between. 

lhis dclinitio11 ol' aid excludes some conccssional llows. namely those of the private 

voluntary ;t):',L'IIcies. It also excludes official llows of little or no conccssionality. 

( irants, sort lo;~ns. or military aid is also specilically e:-.:cluded. But food and technical 

cooperation <tiL' included (Casscn. 1994.) 

.. Inherent 111 this ddinition. as sociologist Gunnar Myrclal points out, IS the 

assumption that any resources flowing from the north to the south must be good for 

the south and conducive lo development. a supposition that many so-called 

hcncliciaries i11 the soulh would certainly dispute. The OFCD definition dates back to 
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1')(,<). and altiHn1gh its intcrprdation has broadened over the years, it is important to 

hear in mind that this is a dclinition drafted by donors not recipients'' (Hoy, 199~~ , . 

. \) (~IL\NTS :\NI> LOANS 

Foreign aid may he in the rorm of either grants or loans. "Grants'' are that part of 

forL·ign aid. \\ llich does not have any repayment liability. "Loans" on the other hand, 

;1rc that portion ol" the li.xeign :1ssistance, which have to be serviced either in local 

L"liiTL'ncy or in li1reign currency. 

B) (;IWSS t\ND NET All> 

'"( lross .. :tid may he described as the total external aid received during a particular 

JK'riod. On thL· other hand. '"Net" aid may be dclincd as the total external assistance 

rL·cei\'L'd minus inll"rest and amortization payments during a particular period. 

<')liARD AND SOFT LOANS 

I ,,;IllS to a dn·cloping country may be hard or soH ... , l:lnl loans'' are those loans, 

\Vhich arc rL·p;1yahk only in I(H·L·ign currencies, have a very little grace and maturity 

JIL'riods and cliT)' very high rates of interests. "Sort Loans" can be of many varieties 

such as long-tnm loans with a maturity period or fifty )'L':n·s or more, loan repayable 

in f(,reign cuiTL'ncies ay very low rates of interest, loans with a long grace period (I 0 

years or more). Loansn:payahle in local currencies arc also considered "soft". 

INTF:RNATIONAL PRIVATE CAPITAL ANI> INTERNATIONAL AID 

lnkrnation;d ''r fi1rcign aid may he distinguished from international private capital. 

lntnnation;d private capital moves from one country to another on the basis of 

l"OIIllllL'rcial considerations or profit and private expectations. On the other hand. the 

objective or international aid is assumed to be the desire on the part of more 

tkvclopcd countries to assist the less developed countries in their economic 

tkvclopmcnl. Properly defined · international aid' or external economic assistance is 

lhL· transfer or capital and know-how from one country to another which is made on 

concessional tL·rms, that is, on terms more favorable than those operating currently in 

the world capital and labour markets. So gmnts or freely convertible currency 

constitute aid in full sense, while loans contain only some element of aid. Aid 



components lkpend on the length of grace and maturity perious as well as low interest 

ra h:s. 

I r \W accq)t the stricter lonn of definition, credits given by some public international 

agencies cannot be classi lied as aid because the scheduled repayment are for less than 

IL'n years and the interest rates charged arc more than si:-: percent or so, as in the case 

wilh loans l"ro111 the world bank. And yet, loans from lhc World Bank arc described as 

';1id' because individual countries benefiting from these loans would not be in a 

position to raise on their own similar sums on comparable terms from the world 

l·apital markets. P.N. Rosenstein Rodan has described external assistance as" that part 

or I he capital inflow which normal market incentives do not provide". 

TYPES OF FORI~IGN AID 

1\s discussed in the previous chapter, international aid has evolved into vanous 

Gllcgories or kinds of aid over the years. This evolution was guided more by the 

l·hanging donor policies to meet their diplomatic and political ends than by the 

1n·ipient nccds. These types of aid vary in popularity among the donors, but none of 

lhL·m can be considered as an outright gift. These categories arc: 

A) PIH).JE< T ,\II) 

This is a grant or a loan provided to a government or an organization designated for a 

s11l-cific pro_jcct or outcome. Example - A clam or a road. Despite its lack of an 

inlL·gratcd and long-term approach to development. this type of aid has been popular 

a111ong the donors and the recipients alike. 

II) PHOGHAI\1 ,\IJ> 

II a policy based loan gtvcn to a recipient government to create certain economic 

conditions in I hat country or to support balance of payments. This torm of aiel became 

I Ill' preferred package during the debt crisis. 

( ') TECIINICAI. ASSISTANCI£ 

II consists or provision of e:-:pcrts and/or equipment f(ll· a specif~c sector or outcome, 

li 11· example in health. agriculture. There have been questions about who are the real 
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hcndici:.uics of this type of aid. The fact that 90 percent of the $ 12 billion spent on 

ll.:chnical assistance each year goes to the foreign expertise. despite the availability of 

national experts who need jobs. provides a disturbing answer to the question. 

D) 11111\1.\NIT·\IUAN All> 

I hL· least controversial fonn of foreign assistance. which provides grants, food 

Jll;tkrials. supplies etc. to mel"l the immediate demands of victims of disasters. 

L) FOOl> .\11> 

It consists primarily of cereals. dairy products. f~tts and cooking oils that are sold or, 

i11 L"lllcrgcncics. given to developing countries. 1:ood aid is a vital source of support 

;111d survival liH· countries l~tcing natural or num-1nade emergencies, like famines. 

Non-emergency food aid. however. is a far more complicated and contentious issue. 

F) I\11LIT.\UY ,\11) 

;\ less benign fi.mn of f(m;ign assistance. which is to strengthen the military of the 

rL·cipicnt ~ovcrnmcnt and so. contributes nothing to the economic development of the 

rL·l·ipiL·nt Jt;ttions. 

IIJL·rc exists a history behind the time. origin and role of these difJcrent types of aid. 

I ilL· role of <tid has been changing over the decades based on the prevalent 

dn·clnpmL'Ilt doctrine of that particular time period. The next section deals with this 

;tSfK"Ct of intcnt<ttional aid. 

TilE EVOLIITION OF IH:VELOPMENT DOCTOIUNI<: AND THE ROLE OF 

FOREIGN All> IN LDCs- 1950-2000 

It is interesting to understand the reasons behind the shifts in the nature, amount and 

role of intenwtional aid over the years. Thorbeckc (~000.). in his work, provides an 

i11tcresting and analytical account of how the concept or li.Jreign aid as a contributing 

Ltctor to the development or tltc third world evolved historically within the broader 

fr;1111ework of development theory and strategy over the course of the last five decades 

111' the t\\·cnlil·th century i.e. I 1>50-2000. They mention that the "socio-economic 

tk\'l:lopme111 11f the aid recipient countries is only one or the objectives of the donor 
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l'ountries. Politit:al and commen:ial objectives play an important role in the allocation 

or lim:ign aid in thL~ programlllL'S of many donor countries". They recognize the role 

that nOtHkVL'Iopmenta) goals play in the allocation of aid, but do not dismiss 

;dtogdher the developmental benefits of aid- whether they resulted directly from 

dn·dopmental mntivation hy donors or indirectly. as a side effect of politically 

ltllltivaled resnurce translCrs. 

Tltorheckc argues how the com:eption of the role or lilreign aid changed as a function 

llr the development paradigm in vogue entering a given decade. He contrasts the 

prevailing siltl<ttion in the I 9:'\0s, 1960s, I <nOs. I <JXOs and 1990s respectively to 

ltigltlighl in a .-.;_vstcmalie l~tshion the changing conception or the development process . 

.\)TilE I>EVELOI'I\IENT I>OCTHINE l>liH.ING TilE 1950s 

.. , ·:conomic growth became the main policy objectiw 111 the newly independent less 

tkvdopcd cottnlries. Other economic and social ohjcctivcs were thought to he 

complcnwntary to -- if not resulting from - (iNJ> growth. ( 'lcarly, the adoption of 

< iNP growth <ts both the objective and yardstick or development was directly related 

lo the cotlCL'ptllal slate or art in the 1950s". The major theoretical contributions, which 

)'.II ided l h~.: d~.: v~.:l opmenl community during that tkcade. were the ·big push' 

( J{osenstcin-J{odan 1943 ), ·hal anced growth' ( Nurkse 1953 ). 'take-otT into sustained 

!-!rowth' (l{ostow 1956) and 'critical minimum effort thesis' (Leibenstein 1957). 

Wltat all or these concepts have in common is equating growth with development and 

'iL·wing gro\\th in less devdoped countries as essentially a discontinuous process 

rnl'tiring large and discrete injection or inwslmcnt. The Jlarrod-Domar model was 

\\ idely used <ts an analytical framework, because or its compktely aggregated and 

sintplc productions, with only investment as an eknwttl, emphasizing, at least 

i111plicitly. invvslmcnt in inl'rastructure and industry. 

l'ltl· prevailing development strategy in the I 950s I()IJows directly and logically from 

lite previously mentioned theoretical concepts. "Industrialization was conceived as the 

l'llgine or growth, which would pull rest of the economy behind it. The industrial 

sector was assigned the dynamic role in contrast to agriculture, which was, typically, 
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looked as a passive sector to be 'squeezed' and discriminated against." Therefore, the 

hulk or inVL'StlllCnt was directed tO industrial activities. 

I~ ole of fm·ci~n aid 

Within the dominant perspective the mam eeonom1e rationale of foreign aid in the 

I '>:'ills was to provide the nL~cessary capital resource transfer to aloe developing 

coluttrics I achieve a high enough savings rate to propel them into self-sustained 

growth. The role of aid was seen principally as a source of capital to trigger economic 

grmvth through higher investment. 

l\\·o other i ntcrrclated factors nwde aid attractive as an instrument or growth: first, the 

fa i 1 h that gowrnmcnts could plan successfully at the macro level as evidenced by the 

lai'!,'.L' mtmhcr of live-year plans formulated during this period and, second, the 

si111plicity or the Harrod-Dmnar model to calculate the amount of aid required to 

;lt·hicvc a target growth rate. In retrospect it was this totally aggregate planning 

rralllL'Work a Jill the focus on industrial izalion-lirst t hal led lo the neglect of the 

;1gricultural SL'clor. 

l11 ;my case. whatever the development ration:1 k of :1 id i 11 the 1950s, it was clearly 

;drcady subservient to security objectives in the aid programmes of the US and 

probably Western Europe. The US aid was intended as a weapon to address the 

SL'L·urity threat of spreading communism.(' 

II) TilE DI<:\'I<:I.OI'MENT DOCTRINE DURING TilE J9(,()s 

1\11 analytical l'ramework b;1sed on economic dualism dominated the decade of the 

I ')(,Os. Whereas the development doctrine of the I 950s implicitly recognized the 

c\isll'nce or the backward part of the economy complementing the modern sector. it 

did not explain the reciprocal roles of the two sectors in the development process . 

.. lhL· narw two-sector models following Lewis ( 1954) continued to assign to 

subsistence agriculture an essentially passive role as a potential source of 'unlimited 

l;1hor' and 'agricultural surplus· for the modern sector. II assumed that farmers could 

hL· released from subsistence agriculture in large numbers without a consequent 

reduction in agriculture output while simultaneously carrying their own bundles of 

fi)()d (i.e. capital) on their backs or at least having access to it. 
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1\s thc dual-economy models became more sophisticated. the interdependence 

I)L'I\vcen the hmctions that the modern industrial and backward agricultural sectors 

lllllsl pcrliHm during the growth process was increasingly recognized. The backward 

s~·clor h<ld to release resources for the industrial sector. which in turn had to be 

~·;1p;1hk or ;1hsorhing them. llowcver. neither the rckase of resources nor the 

absorption or resources. by and of themselves. was sul'licient for economic 

development to take place. Recognitidn of this active interdependence was a large 

slep liwwanl rrom the na'lve industrial ization-lirst prcscri pi ion because the above 

n111ceptual rr<1111ework no longer idcntilicd either sector as leading or lagging. This 

IIIL'ant in com:rcte terms that a gross flow of rcsoun:cs from industry to agriculture 

Ill; I~' IK' crucial at an early stage of development to generate an increase in agricultural 

output and productivity that would f~tcilitate the extraction of a new transfer out of the 

<Jgricultun.: to lhc modern sector. 

The models that were dcsigned in the 1960s can be divided into three types: (i} two

~~ap models. ( ii) semi-input-output models and (iii) simple general equilibrium 

111ntkls. The r1rst type tried lo incorporate into a macroeconomic model the role of 

li HL·ign aid (( 'hL'I1LT)' and Strout 1966). The underlying logic of these models is that 

lhL· two indcpl'lldent constraints may limit economic growth. The first constraint on 

skills ami savings. if it were tilL· binding one, is described as the investment-limited 

growth. 1\llern;Jti\'cly. when the balance of payments constraints are effective. trade 

lintiled grmvlh would f()llow. This is a model. which assumes that developing 

~·ot111tries ;1re characterized by limited structural llexibility - with either the 

ill\l'Siment-s;l\ ing gap or the balance-of-payments gap binding at any one point in 

1 iiiiL'. The cOIKL'ption of economic development in the 1960s was largely centered on 

( iNP growth <~s the key objective. 

l~ok of fm·cign aid 

The role or foreign aid in IW>Os. in the light or the two-gap models, was considered 

i1nportant in rL·moving either a savings deficiency through an increased flow of 

li H·L·ign savings or a dclicit in the current account of the balance-of-payments by 

providing the necessary foreign exchange. 
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"'Rullan ( I'NC~ , ; summariJI',cd well the two directions 111 which development 

thought nml li11·cign aid shifted in the 1960s: 

l:irsl. shortagL·s in domestic savings and f()reign exchange earnings were identified as 

pnll'lltially limiting factors on growth. The counterpart in orticial policy was to extend 

pn,gr<lnum· type lending to till the foreign cxch<Jngc gaps in the less developed 

L'lllllltriCS, !\ SL'Cond lt:H:US of the J96()s, inJluenced by the emergence Of the dual

l'l'llll01l1Y liln;1ture. was on sectoral development and. in the late 1960s. on sector 

il'1Hiing for <~griculture. /\s sectoral development processes began to be better 

lllldcrstood. tlw i m portancc or investment in human capital and of policies designed to 

'''ncomc rcsomce scarcities through technical assistance hq;an to be appreciated 
(~~~~) 

( ) Tm: I>E\'ELOI'MENT DOCTH.INE IN TilE 1970s 

I ~y the fl>70s the seriousness of a number of development problems and issues. 

ullnbined with thL: l~tilure or GNP-oriented development strategy to cope successfully 

"ith these pwhlcms in a number of developing countries. led to a thorough re

l'\;llllination 111' the process of economic and social development. The major 

tk'\'L·Iopmcnt problems that became acute and could no longer be ignored during this 

tkt'<ltk c;~n be hriclly summed up as: (i) the increasing kvd and awareness ofun- and 

underemployment in a large number of developing countries. (ii) the tendency of 

illl'ome distrih11tion within countries to have become more unequal or, at least. to have 

ll'lll<~incd ;~s 1111cqual as in the immediate post world war II period. (iii) the 

lll<linll'nance oi' a very large and perhaps rising number or individuals in a state of 

fHlVLTty. i.e. hclow some nonnative minimum income level or standard of living, (iv) 

I ilL· coni in 11 i 111~ <llld accclcrat i ng rural-urban migral ion and consequent urban 

l'Pilgestio11 ;111d linally (v) tilL· worsening external position or much of the developing 

\\orld rellcctcd by increasing balance-of-payments pressures and rapidly mounting 

lilrL·ign imkhtnlness and debt servicing burdens. 

1\y the mid-1!)70s. the dominant and widely acccpll:d objective of GNP growth as 

ki11g synonylllous with economic and social development came under critical 

snutiny. The changing meaning of development as a process that should have as 

silllultaneous objectives growth and poverty alleviation. both influenced and was 

i1lllucnced by a number or conceptual and empirical contributions like that of 
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integrated rural and agrindtural development. the concept that informal sector and its 

activities represent an imporlimt and potential source of output and employment 

growth (becallll' revitalized in the Kenya Report of International Labour Organization 

I 1>73 ). tlw intndcpcndence between economic and demographic variables and the 

determinants of rural-urban migration. 

With the changing development objectives. the development strategies also underwent 

a major ch~mgc. 1:rom a belief that growth was a necessary and sufficient condition 

for the achil·\·emcnt of economic and social development. it became increasingly 

rlTognized th;1t even though necessary. growth might not he sul'licicnt. The first step 

in the broadening process of moving from a single to multiple development objectives 

w;1s a concl'rll with. and incorporation oL employment in development plans and in 

thl· allocation of li:1reign aid to projects and technical assistance. Two partially 

overlapping variants of a distributionally oriented strategy surfaced during this 

decade. Thesl· were 'redistribution with growth· and 'basic needs'. The 1~rst step in 

this strall'gy was the shift in the function away !rom aggregate growth towards 

fHlVlTty rl·duction. This strall:gy. which was favored hy the World Bank, focused on 

the rl·distrihution of at least the increments of capital formation in contrast with the 

inilial stock ul' assds. Since the bulk of the poor arc located in the rural and the 

i nli ll'lllal urban sector, this strategy had to he di n:ctcd towards incrcasi ng the 

pruductivity of the small l~mners and landless workers and making small-scale 

producers (nwinly self-employed) in the infi.mnalurh<ln sector more cf1~cicnt. 

Till· second nltcrnativc strategy inaugurated in the ll)70s was the basic need strategy: 

which involved two elcmenis: (i) certain minimal requirements of a l~unily for private 

l'Oilsumption. such as atkquate l'ood. shelter. and clothing and (ii) essential services 

provided by <llld for the community at large. such as sak drinking water, sanitation. 

health and education f~1cilities. 

nulc nf fnrcign aid 

Till· launching of the World Employment Programme by the I LO in 1969 signaled 

that the primary objective of aid should be to raise the standard of living of poor 

through increased employment opportunities. The generation of new or greater 
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productive opportunities was considered a means toward the improvement of the 

wd l~tre of the poor. 

lhl·re was a lundamental re-examination of the function and goal of foreign aid. As 

I \rmvn points out "If development was no longer so closely identified with economic 

~·.rmvth then ;tid should not he perceived so exclusively as a source of domestic and 

n lerna I sav i 111~s. !\ greater I(JCus on poverty. and on IK'oplc' s wei fare in generaL 

\\ould require new types of investment ancltl'cw f(mns of intervention." 

lhl· .World l\;tnk and US/\ID - two maJor donors became very vocal in their 

;~d\'ocacy of ;~nti-poverty programmes. The major change in their foreign aid 

strategies took two forms: first. a shin away from investment projects 111 power, 

transport and td:communications and toward projects in agriculture and rural 

dnclopment and sot:ial services including housing, education and health (Brown 

11J1JO): and senllld. a much greater emphasis on direct interventions to benefit the poor 

diHion tcchnic;d assistance projects. Examples of direct interventions include food for 

Ill~· malnourishl·d. mass inootlation programmes. adult literacy campaigns and credit 

provision fix sJnall farmers. 

I he shin in ~·lnphasis towards poverty-alleviation aid is evidenced by the share of 

lhlVerty-oricnll'd lending rising from 5 percent of the lola! in 1968-70 to 30 percent in 

11JX 1-XJ. Also. a relatively new instrument or channeling aid - sector loans 

(particularly to agriculture and education)- became more extensively used. 

U) TilE DEVELOPI\IENT llOCTIUNE IN THE 1980s 

i\ l·ombinalitm of' events including an extremely heavy foreign debt burden, combined 

\\ itlt higher intncsl rates and a recession in creditor countries, changed radically the 

lkvdopmcnt ami aid environment at the beginning of the 1980s. The Mexican 

lilt;lllcial crisis of I 982 soon spread to other parts of the third world. The magnitude of 

till· debt crisis was such that. at least for a while, it brought into question the survival 

or i nlernat ion a I financial system. 

S11dl;cnly, the achievement of external (balance-of-payments) equilibrium and internal 

(budget) equilibrium became the overarching objectives and necessary conditions to 
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I he rcstoratio11 or economic growth and poverty alk:viation. The debt crisis converted 

IlK· 19XOs into the 'lost development decade'. Bel{m.: the development and poverty 

alkviation palh could be resumed, the third world had to put its house in order and 

illlpkmL'nl pai11rul stabilization and structtmtl adjustment policies (Thorbecke. 2000). 

The dcvclnplllcnt strategy of the 1970s --centered on redistribution with growth and 

f1dllllment of basic needs--- was replaced by an adjustment strategy. The magnitude of 

IlK· debt crisis and the massiVL' internal and external disequilibrium faced by most 

l'OIIJitries in Africa and Latin America and some in Asia meant that adjustment 

hLT<tmc necessary (although not sufficient) condition loa resumption of development. 

ThL· nwm policy objective or third world governments became macro-economic 

sl;~hility. consisting or a set or policies to reduce their balance-of-payments deficits 

(L':\<Implc devaluation) and their budget deficits (through retrenchments). 

( 'olllplementary elements or the prevailing adjustment strategy of the 1980s included 

outward orieJII<~tion. reliance on markets and a minimization of the role of 

l-'JlVL'rnml·nt. The nul\vard orientation was meant to encourage exports and 

i Jldust rial i /.ali( Hl. 

llJHJcr the inflllL'IlCC OJ' ideological changeS in the Western world (example during the 

ll.S President !{egan's and l l.K Prime Minister Thatcher's administration) developing 

l'Olllltries vverL' strongly encouraged- if not f(lrccd - on the operation of the market 

atHI in proces~; minimi/.e govcmmcnt activities in most spheres -not just productive 

act i vi I ies. 

l111len:nt conlraclictions and conflicts arose among the clements of the broad 

<~djtJstment strategy of the I 980s. The successl'ul implementation of the adjustment 

policies called ror a strong political intervention. Tht: major contradiction was caused 

hy tht: stahili/.ation goal ol· reducing the balance-of-payments diequilibrium, while 

si111ultancously liberalizing trade - mainly through elimination of quantitative 

rL·stridions and reduction and harmonization of tari IT rates. The latter measures would 

i11v;u·iably lc:1d to a significant rise in imports that would make it more difficult to 

IL'Siorc balance-or-payments equilibrium. 
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I~ ole of fm·ci~n aid 

With the advent or the debt crisis and the debt overhang. the role and conception of 

lilrL·ign aid changed in a fundamental way. The primary purpose of aid became (i) a 

slop-gap measure to save in international iinancial system -- by allowing third world 

(khlor '.~ountrics to service at kas part of their public and private debt and keep their 

crL·d i tors a llo<rl. and ( i i) to encourage the i mpkmcnlat ion or appropriate adj ustmcnt 

policies through conditionalities attached to programrm: lending. 

"'Ill this dcGrLk. characterized by pro-market and anti-government rhetoric. there was 

;r strong sen1i111ent to do away with aid altogether and have private capital 1lows 

substitute l(u· il. Thus, in the early 1980s, the Regan administration created a fertile 

L'llvironmcnt for eonservatiVL' critic of l(lreign aid who felt that 'economic assistance 

distorts the li"L·c operation of the markets and impedes privall' sector development', 

Clearly. lhc debt overhang put a damper on going too far in 

L·lilllinating aid. Both public and private creditors in lhe industrialized world had too 

IIIIIL·h at slake. hrrlhcrmorc. private capital was not going to llow to African and Lntin 

;\rlll'rican COlllllrics until some modicum of macro-economic equilibrium had been 

rL·storcd. In the meantime. then: was an effort in many donor countries to privatize aid 

through dwnncling greater llow to NGOs and privall' sector". Organizations likethe 

1:ord Foundation, lJSJ\ID. and World Bank came to he the major players in this sector 

during this <.kc<rdL:. 

1·:) Tm: DE\'ELOPI\IENT DOCTHINI•: IN TilE 1990s 

St;rhilizalion a11d adjustment were still the dominant objL:clives in the first half of the 

I 1>1>0s. In tilL' sL·cond hair or I he 1990s the Asian linancial crisis hit cast and Southeast 

;\si;r. resulting in a sharp reversal of the long-lerm poverty reduction trend. 

Sirnullaneouslv socio-economic conditions deteriorated so drastically in the former 

snvicl republic that poverty alleviation 111 the broadest sense including 

i rnprovcmcnts in health. nutrition. education. access to in l(mnation and of pub! ic 

goods and a participation in decision making - resurl~1ced as a major if not 

ovcrarching objective of development assistance. 
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l11 many asp1.-cls. the development strategy or the I 990s was built upon the 

liHIIH.Iations of the preceding decade and retained most of the latter's strategic 

dl.'lllcnts. llowcwr as the decade evolved. the adj ustmcnt-hased strategy of the 1980s 

~.·;line under critical scrutiny. In sub-Saharan Afi·ica a great 111<1jority of countries were 

1;1\.'ing serious ;1djustmcnt prohkms. A widely dclx1tcd issue was whether adjustment 

pulicics: without complementary reforms: could provide the necessary initial 

~.·u11ditions for a take-ofT into sustained growth and poverty alleviation. Two 

~.·o111licting approaches to adjustment and diagnosis or its impact on performance were 

put forward. The orthodox view. best articulated by the World Bank argued that an 

;1ppropriate st;1bilization and adjustment package pays ofT. In contrast, the heterodox 

;1pproach. best articulated by the concept or 'adjustment with a human 1~lCe'. 

~.·,nhraccd by lIN ICEF. while surporting the need for adjustment. argued that the 

orthodox reforms focus extensively on short term stabilization and do not address 

~.·t'kctivcly the deep rooted structural weaknesses or t\fi·ican economies that arc the 

Jllilin causes of macro-instability and economic stagnation. Accordingly. major 

structural and institutional changes arc needed to compliment adjustment policies to 

i1Hit1ce the structural transformation (such as industrialization. diversification of the 

nport baSL'. the build-up of human capital and even land reform) without such 

sustainable long-term growth in Africa (and hy L'Xknsion in other developing 

~.·otllltrics li1cing similar conditions) is not possible. 

The lJNICU; and heterodox critical evaluation of the impact of adjustment policies 

llll long term growth and poverty alleviation sensitized bilateral and multilateral 

d1 lnors to the need to f(Kus mor1.~ significantly on the social dimensions of adjustment. 

II made a strong case for the implementation for a series of complementary and 

r~.·inli.lrcing rl'limns. ranging from greater emphasis on and investment in human 

~.·apital and physical infrastructure to major institutional changes- particularly in 

;1grieulturc and industry. In 1993. the World Bank published a very influential report 

1 lll the East Asian miracle. llowever the Asian financial crisis that wrought havoc to 

IIHtch of L:ast and South-East Asia in 1997. forced a critical re-evaluation of an 

inll.'rnational trade and financial system based on excessive trade and capital 

liiK·ralization and financial deregulation. The large increase in the incidence of 

poverty that followed in the wake of the crisis sensitized the development community 

to again focus on poverty alleviation and improvements in the socio-economic 
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wd litre or vulnerable households as the over arching objectives of development. 

Thus. at the end or the decade. the World Bank made it clear the poverty reduction -

in its broadest sense - measures in terms or outcomes (e.g. health, education, 

l'lilployment. access to public goods and services) rather than inputs in the primary 

gnalto strive li~t·. 

I >cspitc this once India accepted SAP. its human l~tcc was forgotten and the well~ue 

sL·L"Ior sullen:d the severest cuts. I I was the tardy implementation of SAP rather than 

tilL· safety net that actually saved India from a severe economic crisis. Over the years 

IJmvcvcr. thL' decade saw a shin of emphasis on social security, one in terms of 

infrastructure and secondly. in health. which was now a major source of technological 

rn;trkd. 

Rule of fm·ci~n aid 

There was an absolute decline in net disbursement or onicial development assistance 

(<)I)!\) after 11>92 and the decline in net OD!\ disbursements expressed as ratio of 

donor CiN P li·um 0.38 per cent in 1982 to 0.22 percent in 1997. The sectoral 

~·nr nposi l i~ Ht or foreign aid sh i rtcd in favor or social infrastructure and services (e.g. 

nlucation. health. water supply and sanitation) and economic infrastructure and away 

l"nllll productive sectors. 

";\ critically debated issue or the 1990s was that or the effectiveness of aid 

conditionality. hrst of all. given fungibility. is it really possible to use aid to 'buy' 

1~ood policies or even a sound programme of public expenditures from aid recipients? 

1-'t·om the poinl or political economy or international aid. structural adjustment can be 

looked at as a bargaining process between bilateral <:~nd multilateral donors on the one 

ha11d. and the debtor government on the other. Both the sides may have a vested 

interest in following soli rules in their lending and borrowing behavior, respectively. 

This lends to liJstcr the dependency relationship that may well be fundamentally 

inconsistent with a viable long-term development strategy for the recipient countries" 

(I horheckc. ~000). 

This debate on eiTectivcncss or aid conditionality revolves around the possibility of 

huying "good" ~md "sound'' policies and programmes of public expenditures from aid 
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rL·cipients. It however, docs not debate that these policies are good for whom? Are 

Structural Adjustment Policies good for the poor, or do they safeguard the interests of 

tile rich industrialists or the first world. who lind easy markets and cheap labor in the 

third world? This is an important point to be resolved. Unless this is done, structural 

:tdjustmcnt sh:tll remain a bargaining process between donors and recipients, but 

largely at the cost or the poor. 

lltus we lind th:tt the conception of the role or aid evolved in parallel with the 

v\'olution of the development dodrine. In the 1950s. the role of aid was seen mainly 

:ts a source or capital to trigger economic growth through higher investment. Faith in 

tilL· capacity or recipient gowrnments to plan successfully and usc aid efficiently was 

.st ro11g. In till· 11>60s. the rok or foreign assistance was considered important in either 

rL'tlloving a savings deficiency through an incrcasnl flow of foreign savings or 

rL·n1oves the lklicit in the current account of the balance-of-payments by providing 

1 IlL· necessary t'oreign exchange. The 1970s witnessed a m<~jor change in the role of 

;tid. i.e. that the primary objective of foreign assistance was to raise the standard of the 

poor l:trgl'ly through incn:asL·d employment. The l(>cus on poverty alleviation required 

llL'W types ol' i11vestmcnt <ind new lim11S of intervention. With the advent of the debt 

nisis and lkht overhang. in lhL· I9X0s the role and conception of aid changed in a 

tll:tjor way. TltL· primary purpose of aid became twol(>ld: us a stop gap measure to 

s;~vc the slwky international system and to encourage the implementation of 

;tdjustment policies in the third world countries through conditionality attached to 

progr<unmc k·nding. In that decade. characterized by pro-market and anti-government 

rltL·toric. a strllng sentiment was expressed to reduce :tid drastically and have private 

l';tpital flows .s11hstituk l(lr it. 

l:ill:tlly. the tkcade of 1990s was marked by the rising lear that foreign assistance was 

)!L'IlL:r<Jting lkpendency relationships in poor countries. The issue of the effectiveness 

Ill' aid conditio11ality was also critically debated. The socio-economic disaster created 

hy· the /\sian fi11ancial engendered a fundamental re-examination of the role of aid and 

tltc uncritical ;tcceplanec of the Bretton Woods rules. 
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WilY DO WI•: NI<:I~D INTEnNATIONAL All>? 

A) TilE 1>01\tiNANT VIEWJ>OINT 

This view emphasizes the importance of foreign assistance 1n economic growth. It 

ltL'\'LTthekss. does debate on questions regarding allm:ational ~uid quantitative aspects 

and their usc. 

q ld - Sd or 

Where q '=quantum of foreign aid required 

ld Domestic investment during the period of development plan. 

Sd Domestic savings during the same period. 

l'vl Total vaiUL' or import or goods and services during the plan period. 

:\ Total valuL· or export of goods and services in the same period. 

·q· shows thL· L'xcess or domestic investment over domestic savmg or an excess of 

i111ports over nports during ~• given period of time. which is the appropriate method 

of "gap-lillittl,', .. <~ssistancc essential to sustain a tmgcted rate or investment and 

growth. TIHts. in <1hsence of domestic savings the inllow of Joreign aiel IS 

indispensahk for accelerating the rate of growth. India found herself in need of 

suhst<~ntiw lili·L·ign aid when she decided upon a policy of planned economic 

development. During the lirst plan, India's need for international aid was not very 

high because the lirst plan was a modest plan. 1\s our plans became more and more 

ambitious. till' need for forL~ign aid on a massive scale increased correspondingly" 

( Sht~rma. I 1>77 ). 

TilL· perpetrators or this view hold that foreign aid is required to supplement domestic 

rL·sources and also to meet the foreign exchange requirements of a developing 

l'l"OIHllny. The development programmes of the countries require heavy investment 

outl<ty. which cannot be sustained by the level ol' their domestic savings. Development 

getteratcs illlports and creates balance or payment prohkms. The excess of domestic 

investment ovl'r domestic savings create the need f(lr ((>reign aid. Economic growth 

ltl'l'essitatcs capital formation for building the productive base of an economy. Capital 

lilrlllation is dependent on the surplus generating capacity of the economy, which in 

turn is the function of productivity gains emanating from the capitalist techniques of 

production. Tl1us there cannot be capital without accumulation of surplus and there 
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cannot he ~•ccumulation of surplus without capital. The real problem with which an 

L"Cll1Hlll1Y launching for economic growth is confronkd is how to break through this 

'iL·ious circk. In the c<lse or growth in the context of a wdl~u·c economy, wherein the 

P'lplllation cannot be rack-rented. there cannot be any choice optional to external 

;1ssistancc for breaking the vicious circle. 

l11 a lo,,. incolllc cnuntry. the rate or savings being very low. the country has to draw 

1111 foreign s;l\ ing. Foreign resources thus arc supposed to accelerate economic 

~~rmvth ... ltH·L·ign resources however for the purposcs of growth can only be a 

.suppkmcnt ln. and not a substitute for domestic savings. For the enhancement of 

dnmcstic capital rnrmation for which foreign resourccs arc essentially meant to be 

usL.·d \\ould L"llhancc the cxigcncy or need for domestic savings as complementary 

rL·sources. I r thL· domestic rate of savings does not rise so as to commensurate with the 

growth in capital formation. the growth rate of economy will be adversely a1fected. 

l·11r. in~HkquaL.·y ufdomcstic savings will give rise to undcrutilization of the installed 

L·;tpacity. 

Such an impasse in the growth process requires mon.: fon:ign aid to absorb basic aid 

i11 the C\Cnt or laiL'r being projccl tied or specific. lfthL.· external resources are not usc

spL·cilic. sonll" tlf them can bc diverted for feeding the installed capacity. Thus, for 

r;1pid and continuous growth process resources should be so distributed between the 

t\\ i11 uses or pmductivc capacity creation or capitall(mnation and capacity utilization 

tll;lt under utili/.ation of productive capacity may be nil or negligible. For, otherwise. 

tile target gn l\\ 1 h rate wi II not be realized despite the fulfillment of the target rate of 

i 11 H"slmcnl su pportcd by li.wcign resources"' (1\dhvaryu. I 972: 3.4 ). 

l.ikc all dcVL.·Ioping countries. India also suffered from shortage of resources. 

l I lldcrdcn·lopnl countries arc caught in a vortex of what is commonly known as 

··, icious circk or poverty"", in which poverty breeds poverty. Professor ranger Nurksc 

ll;1s said- ··on the supply side. there is the small capital to save. resulting from low 

k\'cl of rL·al income. The low level of real income is a reflection of low productivity, 

"llich in tum is due largely to the lack of capital. The lack of capital is a result of 

s1nall capacity to save, and so the circle is complete. On the demand side, the 

inducement to invest may be low because ofthe small buying power of people. which 
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are due: to their small real income; which again arc due to low productivity. The low 

lcwl of productivity. however. is a result of small amount of capital used in 

production. which in turn may be caused at least partly by the small inducement to 

iiJVL'SI." 

l'hL· v1c1ous circle of poverty could not be broken unless adequate savmgs were 

available to undertake investment in productive sectors. but economy as it was 

!'tntl'lioning at a low level could not generate those savings. It was suggested. 

thncl(,re. th:11 domestic resources should he 'supplemented' by foreign aiel. Thus. 

(kspite the strong aversion to external resources (especially tor the private sector) 

characteristic of preindependenee days. the indispensability of external resources 

L·:nne to he rL-cognized for economic development in India. and as a consequence of 

which thL· ( lovcrnmcnt of India resolution ofl948 threw wide open the doors to 

l(lrL·ign assis1<1nce in all its forms. The vague. and vacillating attitude towards foreign 

ctpital thus w:ts shaken off and the place of external assistance in all its forms was 

li11;tlly conlinnL·d in the econoi11ic growth of the country. 

B) TilE< 'IHTI< ·s OF AID 

TilL· critics <trguc that l(neign assistance IS not indispensable for the development 

process provi<kd the internal economic policies of a country are strong and t~worable 

l(H· growth. !\run kumar argues that India is not a capital deficient hut capital surplus 

L'L'OIIOIJJY provided it regulall's its black economy. ThL· growing black economy since 

i1Hkpendencc. is the 111ajor reason for the flight of capital from the country. leaving 

I it I k to invest. The reason l(lr the growth of this black economy. he finds in the 

tlltstahk political system and unfriendly economic policies of the Indian stale. Rich 

L'<~pil;tlists and agriculturists. both. have little f~1ith in the stability of the Indian 

L'conolny ami so instead of' investing their surplus in India they prefer to remove it 

l'ro11J the country. depriving India of the much needed invest able capital. 

Si1nilarly Krishna Bharadwa; also argues that the qualitative leaps in an economy 

ocntrs not hL·c:~use ol' external l~1ctors (assistance) but arc generated from within the 

L'L'OIIomy. /\ccording to Bharadw~j. external Jlxccs can be the conditions of change 

hut ultimately the basis for it is provided by internal l~tctors. "In a suitable 
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IL'IlliK~raturc ~111 egg changes into a chicken but no temperature can change a stone into 

;1 chicken because each has a different basis'' (Bharadwaj, 1980) . 

INTEI~NATIONAL AID- CONTRASING VIEWPOINTS 

< 'k;1rly therL· ;1re two sets of perceptions among donors, recipients and analysts. One 

who sec it <ts ;thsolutcly esscnti~tl and in the best interest of the recipient country. And 

thL· other who lind it as a shirt from political to economic imperialism. A token of 

l'OIICLTIL J1ll\\lT and expertise, aid is given with a glow of satisfaction. A badge of 

l·andidatc-mcmhcrship in the club of modern nations. aid is received with gratitude. 

<livers and rL·ccivcrs, at least in their public utterances. applaud lixeign aid as a good 

thing that should continue. 

Thus. theory d<K~s not appear to provide any consensus on the nature of the 

rl'l;ttionship hl'lwcen aid and tiK~ nature of growth. Several authors have surveyed the 

l'lllpirical cvitkncc on impact of aid. These authors do not seem to agree on whether 

the l'lfcctiwnL·ss is positive or negative. Some critics argue that there is no 

statistically significant correlation in any post-war period. either positive or negative, 

hl'lwcen inllmvs ofdevcloplllcnt aid and growth rate in developing countries. Mosley, 

rl'll:rs to the micro-macro paradox: "most micro-project related studies on aid are 

quite pnsitiw ;thou! the elTectivcness of aid. whereas most macro-studies do not find 

;Ill\' L'vidL·ncL' li 11· positivc effects of aid" ( Lensink. R. and I lcrmcs. N. 200 I, pp 3 ). 

Yl'l where it dominates. pride and ambition have g1ven way to dependence and 

1kkrenCL'. l·:xl:mpt fl·om punishment if things go wrong. aid planners have returned 

. ;~g;tin and ;q:'.~till with new. improved, l~til salC strall'giL·s involving yet another flight 

into future (Soggy, 2002:7): On the other hand there arc those who question the 

validity of this route to development. There arc several studies which show that aid 

docs not ll<:Cessari I y go to the poorest countries. it o I 'ten docs not go toward meeting 

crucial development needs. and is never a cash donation given with no strings 

al!ached. Morl' often. it is a loan provided by a government or international agency, 

th~tt the rccipil'nt must pay back within a specified period. 
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I: rPm the ahovl.' discourse. it is evident that there exists a clear dichotomy about views 

1111 l"orcign aid. Some find it beneficial and necessary fi.>r the development of the third 

\\nrld countries whereas there is another set of intellectuals who find foreign aid 

inll.-r\·entions unsuccessful in catalyzing the development process. They sec it merely 

as a tool for control of the third world by the rich countries. Changes in nature and 

;~Jnount of aid O\ cr the years arc perceived as a strategic shift from political to 

rlll;IIJCial imperialism. 

:\th ucates of den:lopment aid argued that an incn;ase in aid is necessary to finance 

htHlSL linam:c a boost in investment, which may help a country to escape from the 

fhl\l.TLY trap. rvlany authors have heavily criticized the aid advocates by pointing at 

sn LTal major drawbacks in this understanding. Critics have argued that aid may 

lll'~;tti\'cly afl(:ct domestic savings, probably even in such a way that all f'avorable 

l·fkcts on growth would disappear. According to them an increase in aid primarily 

illcrl.·asl.'S consumption. Thus. aid becomes a substitull: fi>r. instead of an addition to 

dntnL·stic savi11gs. This may even he the case with funds tied to investment projects, 

si lll.L' governnK·nts may have wanted to linance these investment projects anyway. 

lllc ;tid inflow allmvs them to free part of their resources for consumption purposes. 

111 1 1thcr words. aid may be fungible. 

IIIL· assess1ng aid report (World Bank. 1998) has provided a new stimulus to the 

Lkh;tll.' on macrot:cnnomic ciTcctivcncss of development aid. It states that aid does 

help tu increasl.· growth. but only in countries with sound economic management. or 

·l.'JHld govcrn;IIJLl.'·. \Vhich signifies 'good economic policies and building strong 

illslitutions· (lite S:\P to he precise. as prescribed hy the Bretton Woods Institutions). 

fill' main cntH.:Iusinn of the report is that aid should be given to countries according to 

IIKir policy environment. In other words. aid may increase growth, hut only when the 

~·.m LTnnH.:nt or a country carries out 'good' fiscal, monetary and trade policies. These 

ittl~-rL·nccs in lhc World Bank report are based on the background studies by the likes 

urI ~urnside and Dollar (2000) and Collier and Dollar ( 1999). 

Tlte analysis or aid effectiveness in the report has received rm~jor criticism especially 

frun1 the acatkmic circles. They mainly point towards three paradoxes. "The first 

p;tradox is that donors attempt to 'huy' reforms with their aid. while the reforms arc 
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good for lhL: country anyway (Slreclen. 1987). If these policies enhance the welfare of 

thL' rn:ipiertt country. why do the countries need to be induced with aid? And. if 

gnvL·rnments or recipient countries are convinced that these reforms are the good 

pnlicies. why not get them pay for the good advice. instead of being rewarded with 

lo;llts'! 

SL·condly. thL· gt\ rng or aid money itself may reduce the incentive for recipient 

L"Ottntries to c;rrry nul reforms. This is the risk of 'moral hazard' on the part of the 

rL·cipiL·nt (de Vykkr. llJ<J4). For example. an important policy condition is usually the 

rnluction or thL· budget dclicit ··· yet if countries receive aid. they can finance excess 

L'\pcnditure. ~lltd IW longer need to carry out tax reforms or to cut expenditure. 

Thirdly. there is a contradiction between the setting of many conditions and the 

colllcnt or onL' or these conditions. namely the demand for more democratization and 

nlllrL' account:rhility on govcrnmenrs actions. Conditions o(lcn involve 'parliaments' 

:rpprm ing a law. fur example. on the privatization or a slate enterprise or on a tax 

rL·rorm. Ohvio11sly. some national sovereignty is needed in order to achieve 

dcttHH.:ralic dccisinn-making. This inconsistency raises the question of the legitimacy 

or pulicy conditionality ... (Dijkslra. A. Geske. 2002). An analysis of eight countries 

do11c by Dijkslra leads to the conclusion that donors· political and governance 

demands can he ert~ctin; in some cases. especially if demands are specific, and thus 

or less signi licmcL'. Recipient countries tend to give in on these specific issues. but 

tL'IlL'ge on others. Demands with respect to political system were nol honoured in any 

l"IHttltry. and whilst donors may have some inllucnee in the light against corruption, 

this happens only i r corruption also happens to be seen as a domestic issue. 

;\dvocates or aid promulgate it as a genuine help. all for altruistic purposes to help 

reduce poverty. These arc mere beliefs. not 1~1cts. For at least three decades, research 

h:rs L'.\posed them as seriously misleading. The exposes stand out in books like: The 

1\'lyth or Aid. Aid As Imperialism, Aid As Obstacle, Giving Js Taking. Lords Of 

Poverty, Tlw Road To Hell: The Ravaging Effects or Foreign Aiel And International 

< 'h~rrity. Mas!L'rs or Illusion etc. these arc reasoned and carefully documented studies, 

whose authors want a fairer world, and public measures to achieve it. They start 11·om 
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a11 optimistic v1ew that gcnume help is a good and necessary thing. In brief~ the 

conclusion these studies have reached is 

... 

• Aiel system is a financial service industry, promoting exports and loans on easy 

lerms, and quietly insuring creditors against bad debts: 

• ;\ technical service industry. improving know-how and infrastructure; 

• A political tool stocked with carrots and sticks to lrain and discipline clients; and 

• A knowledge and ideology industry. setting policy agendas and shaping norms 

and aspiralions. 

l·:ach aid-giving nation displays its own mix of these and other roles. Yet, as may have 

rqK·atedly observed, oflicial aid is just another instrument to project power beyond 

11a1ional borders. a tool or foreign policy. Foreign aid has traditionally been the 

domain or policy elites and certain outwardly oriented business groups. Most foreign 

aid is not about beneficence, but about power. Cornmand over ideas is often more 

decisive than mere transfer or resources. That helps explain why elites keep backing 

aid institutions despite t11c lack of good evidence lhat aid regularly achieves its 

:tdvcrtised objectives and despite mounting evidence that aid can help make things 

\\1 li"SL'. 

INTERNATIONAL AID TO INDIA- SALIENT FEATlJIU:S 

I111L'rnational aid to India comprises of loans and grants, provided by various bilateral 

a1HI multilali.:ral sources. World bank extends assistance through its concessional 

IL'11ding window - International Development Agency (IDA). semi-concessional 

lending through International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and 

;\si;tn Development Bank (!\DB). These form the principal source of multilateral 

assistance to India. The signilicant bi-lateral sources ofll:ring external assistance 

include .l<tpan. Germany and llnitcd Kingdom. While external assistance does not 

pl:ty a signi lic•tnt part in the Indian economy in terms of financing of plan outlays (as 

sla!L'd by ( i< >1. External Assistance 200 1-2002), gross capital l(mnation etc., this has 

IK'L'n a major source fc1r financing major infrastructun: projects, projects in the social 

SL'Cior (which includes health). building up institutional capacity and in managing 

hal a nee of payments. 
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ThL' salient ll:alures of external assistance extended by each donor is mentioned in the 

li •llowing riagcs (as mentioned/stated by GO I, External Assistance 2001-2002. here I 

shall speci lie< II ly mention those donors who extend assistance for health sector.) 

a) AIISTHAI.I.\N I>EVELOI'I\'IENT ASSISTANCI~ TO INDIA 

II started in I 1>51. Assistance is now channeled through Australian Agency for 

lnlnnational I >cvelopment (AusAID). At present Australia provides grants in the 

li •nn of technical assistance and equipment supply necessary lor the implementation 

of development cooperation projects. AusAID have committed an estimated total aid 

llow of A us$ 22.1 million (Rs. 55 crore approx.) for the financial year 2002-03. 

h) I>ENI\IAIH\. 

I k11111ark has hecn giving assistance to India since I 9(>3, in the form of soft loans and 

grants. Tied grants were meant l(x large value projects and untied ones for local cost 

projects. l.lplo 3 1.3.2002. a total of D. Kr.5273.14 million has been committed by 

I kn111ark to India. of which IJ.Kr. 1326 million as loans and D.Kr. 3947.14 million as 

gr;tnls. AI presL·nt DANIDA assistance is entirely in grant. 

(~) ( ;EJ{I\IANY 

It has been providing assistance fro India's economic development since 1958. FRG 

lt;ts L''\tcndcd a total financial assistance of the order of DM 1580.60 million till 

I I. 1.2002. 1:1\< i provides both financial and technical assistance to India under the 

l11do-(ierman Hilatcral Development Cooperation Programme. Financial assistance is 

provided as sort loans. grants and commercial credits. 

I >mi ng the nq_~,otiations in 200 I, the German side idcnti lied the following areas for 

fllliii"L' coopcral ion -

• llcalth, J;llnily planning. IllY/AIDS. 

• l·:nvi ronmL'Ill pol icy, protect ion and sustainable uti I ization of natural resources 

• Strengthening the economic sector, especially the private sector potential 

• I ~ncrgy. 
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d) JAPAN 

Japan has been. extending financial assistance for India's development since 1958. 

JBIC is a financial institution of the government of Japan with a mandate to support 

the efforts of the developing countries towards establishing a more integrated and 

balanced development. 

Japan has emerged as the largest bilateral donor to India over the last ten years. 

Japanese assistance is mainly in terms of soft loans and a small part as grant and 

technical assistance. 

Japanese ODA would go primarily in the areas of economic infrastructure, 

environmental protection and basic human needs like health, education, water and 

sanitation. 

e) NETHERLANDS 

Netherlands has been extending economic assistance to India since 1962-63. The 

Netherlands government now wishes to adopt a sectoral approach instead of 

conventional project approach and would like to concentrate in few states like 

Gujarat, Kerala and Andhra Pradesh. Netherlands support has been mostly in the form 

of grant assistance which has been utilised for several project in India. 

f) NEW ZEALAND 

New Zealand has been extending financial and technical assistance in the form of 

equipment, cash grants, services if experts and training facilities in New Zealand. 

Development assistance to India is now limited to provision of training awards. 

g) NORWEGIAN ASSISTANCE 

This is in form of grant, and is extended through Norwegian Agency for Development 

Cooperation (NORAD). The volume of their aid to India has shrunk to almost one

third of what it used to be in 1990. In 1990 the Norwegian Government took a 

decision to reduce aid to India and to shift its focus on to the industrial sector. 
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Pn:viously, approximately 60 percent of the ai~l allocated was oriented towards social 

Sl.'dOI"S and for eradication Of poverty. 

h) SWEDEN 

l11dia has been a recipient of Swedish assistance s1nce I 964. After 1976, Swedish 

assistancL~ is in the form of a I 00 percent grant and is mainly focused on the social 

Sl'l"lor and ~..·n~..·rgy sector. 

i) tiNJTEI> KINGDOM 

II.K. has been providing bilateral assistance to India since 195X. It was in the form of 

loan upto 1975 and thereafter in the form of grants . 

.i) liNITEI> STATES OF AI\IEIUCA 

I I.S. ecOillllll ic assistance to India started in I 951 and t iII 3 I ' 1 March 2002. the total 

aid to India has been around US $ 13.4 billion. The aid mainly comprises 

d~..·vdopment assistance, food and technical assistance. The four priority areas are: 

• Improve financial and regulatory enviroriment; 

• Increase productivity of Indian expertise: 

• Promotion of smaller and healthier l~tmilics: and 

• Prcve11tio11 of lilY/AIDS. 

({) EtiROPEAN COMMIINITY 

I·J · has been extending economic assistance to India since I 976. The EC assistance to 

India is entirely in the l(m11 of grant. which can be used to finance the rupee costs and 

lite foreign exchange costs of identified projects. There has been a shift of focus on 

lhL· part of 1·:(' from project assistance to sectoral funding. There arc two ongoing 

sL·l'lor development programmes. one in the education sector (DPEP) and the other in 

lhL· health scclur with a total conlribulion of Euro 200 million (approximately Rs. 900 

no res) for he;d th sector. 

I) UNITED NATIONS DEVEI.01'1\1ENT PROGH.AMME (liNDP) 

IINDP is the largest source of development cooperalion in the UN system. UNDP 

deri vcs its funds from voluntary contributions from various donor countries. India has 
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hel'n contributing US $ 4.5 million per year to UNDP since 1999 and is the largest 

contributor to llNDP from amongst the developing countries. 

II N l>Ps assistance IS now based on the Sustainable I hunan Development (SHD), 

which encompasses a variety of dimensions like poverty elimination, good 

governance, building equity. employment, empowerment and environmental 

rq..'.l·neration. 

II N I W has no\\ changed its approach fwm projeds to programmes. Instead of several 

scallcred projects across the country, UN J)J> wi II now concentrate on few 

programmes. The areas in which lJNDP assistance has been receiving range from 

rcsl'arch and development in science and technology to agricultural cooperation, 

transport and communication. environment, industry l'lc. 

m) llNITEI> N,\TIONS CIIILI>REN'S FliNl> (UNICEF) 

Till- llnikd N;~tions Children's hmd (UNICEF) has supported programmes in India to 

;~ssist the improvement or status of women and children, since 199. UNICEF's current 

programme eye lc for India covers the years 1999-2002 with a budget allocation of US 

~ 120 million in general resources and US $ I XO million in special resources. The 

pri11rity areas during the programme cycle are: 

• l~arly childhood care ll.x survival, growth and development with a focus on the 0-

1 age group. to give children the best start in lif'e delivered through the Integrated 

( 'hild Devl·lopmenl Services network. 

• Reduction of infant and under 5 mortality rate to at least 50 and 70 per thousand 

live births. 

• Reduction in maternal mortality rate from around 500 to less than 300 deaths per 

I 00.000 live births. 

• I kcrcasc severe and moderate malnutrition to at least half the 1990 levels. 

• llnivnsali:ll' access to quality primary education. 

• l·:liminatc child labour, especially bonded and hazardous child labour. 

• llnivers:.tli:;.L· access to safe drinking water. 

• Increase access to sanitation from the present level or 38 percent to at least 75 

pl'rccnt or households. 
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11) WOIU.D Foon PROGI{AMME 

WI:P has provided more than $ US- 1 billion in food and development assistance to 

India since the start of its first project in the country in the year 1963. WFPs five year 

cPuntry programme ( 1997-2002) in India had following goals and objectives: 

• Improve nutrition and quality of life for the most vulnerable at critical times of 

thL·ir lin~s. 

• Make suit:1blc arrangements in household fi.)()d security f(>r the poorest especially 

lill· women and children, and invest funds in development or long-term security. 

• Strengthen channels for locally produced f(lOd grains and support local 

cnt reprL'ncu rsh i p. 

• Advocate for ceo-restoration through participatory methods and development. 

( 'tiiTCIItly. WFP targets 2.6 million beneficiaries of ICDS. fi>r about 25 days a month. 

through over I .500 I CDS centers spread over 41 districts in six states (Rajasthan. 

II P .. M<tdhya Pradesh. Assam, Kerala and Orissa). /\bout 40,000 MT of food is 

:tlltlcatcd li11· the purpose annually. The programme aims al improving the health and 

rttrtrition status or expectant/nursing women and children (0-6 years) and promoting 

L·;rrl:v childhood development. The activities include provision of supplementary 

rllrtrition ( lintilied blended li1od: Corn Soya blend/ Indian mix) and strengthening of 

tltc delivery ol' other ICDS services such as nutrition/health education, pre-school 

,·d trc;1t ion ;md 1,!.1'0\\th monitoring etc. 

1\ t11tal or 75(J(l! metric tones (liS $ 27 million) of f'ood aid comprising wheat, rice, 

p11lscs. vcgct;Jhlc oil. corn soy;1 blend/India mix was supplied in the year 2000. In 

:tddition. I lSI) \.l million was generated through food li.lr work activities. 

o) WOJH.I> IIEALTII 0HGANIZATION (WHO) 

\\'II 0 has had <I signi licant input in the implementation or the National Health 

Prugr;nmnc. which strives to sustain the gains achieved in the past for improving the 

ltL·;IIth care delivery system. In line with Declaration on llcalth Development in the 

Su11th E.ast /\sia Region. and also endorsed by India. cff(Jrts are being made to 

tkwlop national health plans and programmes to improve the health management 
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i nli 1rmation system and to integrate the pol icy guidance laid down in the declaration 

into the national health policy and plan. The National Health Policy for India was 

brought out rL'L"L'ntly and WIIO provided significant inputs to the document. 

111 line with WIJ(fs priority areas for support, adequate attention is being given to 

pn:vention <lnd control as also eradication of specific communicable diseases. The 

I'JIVcrnrnent is making efforts fi11· eradication of poliomyelitis, elimination of neonatal 

tl'LlllliS. elimination of leprosy and control of measles. National capability to manage 

;\IDS and STD programmes in India has been one of the major outcomes of 

collaborative programmes. The RNTCP has been receiving continued support and the 

irnpkmcntation or DOTS strategy is being supportedfor the demonstration areas. 

WIIO has als<i been providing inputs into the elimination of leprosy. It is also 

supporting activities for elimination of lymphatic filariasis <llld for control of hepatitis 

1\. 

1\ number ol' officials from \·arious departments/ministries have received training in 

dirli.:rL·nt hL·alth related areas through Wl-10 fellowship and study tours both within the 

rL·gion and in Luropc and America. During the biennium :2002-03, WHO is expected 

to provide lin;mcial assistance to the tune of US $ 11.6 million under the regular 

budget tmvLJrds implementation of the WHO/GOI collaborative programmes in 

dilli.:rent health-related and disease prevention areas. 

p) TilE WonLD BANK (I BI~D AND IDA) 

TilL· International Bank fnr Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) was established 

in I t)45 and began its programme of economic assistance in June 1946.Its member 

l'lllllltries subscribe to its capital and its lending operations are financed primarily 

lron1 its borrowings in the international capital markets. rrom retained earnings and 

I he llow of rL·paymcnts of its lo~ms. IBRD provides loans to member governments at 

rl'l<~tively ciK'aper rates than that available from international markets. India has been 

"m<~ior borrower of such loans rrom the IBRD. IBRI> assistance to India commenced 

in I t)49, and so far 187 development projects have been linancecl by it. The current 

rate or interest per annum on IBRD single currency loans (SLCs) is 2.7 percent ( 15 

I\1LJy, 2002) .. JBRD loans carry commitment charges on um.lisbursecl balances at 0.75 
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percent per a1mum. subject to waivers 11otified by bank. The repayment period is 20 

yc;11·s including 5 years grace period. 

The International Development Association (IDA) was established in 1960. as an 

arliliatc or the World Bank to make concessional long-term loans. IDA credits carry 

1111 interest charge but a service charge of 0.75 percent on the undisbursed and 

outstanding portion or the credit. Though IDA credits carry commitment charge of 0.5 

pncent per annum on the undisbursed balance. these have been waived by the Bank 

!'roll! I 98<>-90 onwards. The credits extends upto 30111 .lune I 987 are repayable in 50 

years. inclusiVL' or a grace period of I 0 years and those approved from 01 July 1987 

;1re repayable in 35 years inclusive of a grace pe .. riod ol' 10 years. Since inception, IDA 

in lnd ia has li nanced 25 J development projects. 

II);\ assistance l'ocuscs mainly on human and rural development sectors like 

agriculture. irrigation. urban development. health and family welfare and dairy 

de\'clopmenl. I HR I) assistance has been extended to sectors. which are commercial in 

11:1ture like railways. power. ICrtilizer and telecommunications. This categorization is 

not exhaustive or mutually exclusive. 

The total amount or loan/credit assistance by IHRD and IDA upto the end of March 

.)002 stood at liS$ 49.907 million. 

I ktails about total assistance provided by each donor till date. or their annual 

contribution in Indian economy is not available. This makes any sort of comparison 

hctween the dilkrent donors regarding their contribution in the Indian development 

wry diflicull. 

111 addition to the above-mentioned countries and organizations. there arc several 

other bilateral and multilateral sources of international assistance like USAID, Ford 

Fo11ndation L'lc. aiding the development process in India. 

l11 this chapter we learned thal aid does not comprise only of grants. as is the popular 

tllltkrstanding. Rather. it combines the loans also alongwith the grants (which actually 

lill·ms a small part of the entire aid). These loans arc giwn on concessional terms i.e. a 
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long grace period and lesser rates of intrest as compared to that in the international 

linancialmarkl'ls. Also aid is not always initiated due to altruistic motives. Role of aid 

has been changing over the years, and the reasons l{)r giving aid have been more 

economic and political rather than the general goodwill in l~tvour of the developing 

world. It has hL·cn used more as an instrument for influencing development policies in 

the third world. for larger bcnilil of the donor countries. This becomes clearer as we 

discuss planning of health sector programmes in India. and the role international aid 

has played in inlluencing such planning, in the following chapter. 
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Chapter-Ill 
PUBLIC HEALL TH 

PLANNING IN INDIA 



ThL· r~port or the health surVL'Y and development committee. also known as the Shore 

< 'ommittec and the activities of the central council or health. set the context of health 

policy making ~ifkr 1947. Its f(Hir-volumc report. gave a detailed analysis of the 

available data. ~vidence of expert witnesses, and its recommendations. The report said 

th;1t the stak of public health in British India was low as shown by the wide 

prevalence or disease and the consequent high rates of' mortality in the community as 

a whole and. i11 particular. among such vulnerable g1'oups as children and women in 

the rcproducti,·c age period. The death rate for the general population in British India 

w;1s. in I (n 7. 22.4 Per I 000 inhabitants and fi:H· infants (children under one year of 

age) 162 per 1000 live births. In 1941 the corresponding rates were 21.8 and 158 

rl·spcctively. The high rates of' mortality in the community at all ages were reilected in 

lhL· ,·cry low L'Xpcctation or life in India, which was (>.91 for men and 26.56 for 

\\omen ( 1921-.\0). The report mentioned that India had a long way to go before health 

or thL· pcopk was raised to standards already reached by other countries. In all 

cot111trics i11 which health administration had made definite progress, the expectation 

(lr life for wolllL'n was higher than for men. India was 1111 exception and the reason was 

Sl'ell as high rate or mortality among women due to causes associated with pregnancy 

a11d child bearing. 

T.\IILE: -4.1 I>EATIIS AT SPECIFIC AGE PERIODS AS I'EIU:ENTAGES OF TilE TOTAL 

DEATIIS AT ALL AGES 

l INJ)J·:R ONE 1-5 YEARS 5-10 YEARS TOTAL 

YEAR UNDER 10 

YEARS 

llri lish India 24.3 I S.7 5.5 48.5 

L'ta~c for I (1\5-39) 

•land and w:des ( 1938) (l.8 2.1 1.1 10.0 

SourTl': Gon•rnllll'nt ollmlra (1<>~6). Report ol the l·lealth Survey and Development Comnuttec. 

Tile rates or lll()rtality among infants and children and among mothers were examined 

in greater detail. Deaths among infants and children under ten years of age in British 

India and in Fngland and Wales are given in tahle 4.1 as percentages oftotal deaths at 

all ages in the two countries. 
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In India nearly half of the total deaths were among children 10 years of age and. of the 

llHlrlality in this age group, one half takes place within the first year of life. The 

IK'rcentage fill· l·:ngland and Wales in every age group was very much smaller. 

1\bll:rnalmorlality: About 20,000 women died every year in British India fi·om causes 

;1ssociated pregnancy and child bearing and, probably, about four millions suffered 

i'ron1 varying degrees of discomfort and disability as a result ll·om the same causes. 

IIJL· incidence of diseases: At least I 00 million people suflercd from malaria every 

yL·ar, and the annual mortality fl·om the disease, either directly or indirectly, were 

approximately 2 million. The report states that about 2.5 million active cases of 

tuberculosis e:o;istcd in the country and 5,00,000 deaths took place each year from this 

L";lllsc altHIC. The common inkctious diseases, namely cholera. smallpox and plague, 

"nc also responsible for a large amount of morbidity and mortality, the extent of 

'' llicll varied from year to year. Among cliflercnt countries of the world for which 

d;J1;1 were av:1ilable. India ranked high as one of the largest reservoirs of infection in 

rL·spccl or all the three. These and the other two, all being preventable diseases, their 

incidence could and should have been brought under effective control long ago. In 

;1ddition. cndcn1ic diseases such as leprosy, filariasis, guinea worm and hookworm 

d i SL'~Jse \VL'rc rcsponsi hie f(u· a considerable amount of morbidity in the country, 

all hough their contribution to mortality was relatively small. 

EARLIER OFFICIAL UNDERSTANDING OF CAUSES OF LOW LEVEL OF 

IIEALTH IN INDIA 

I he causes or low level of" health in India as identified by the Bhore committee report 

"LTL' associ~11L'd with the poor slate of public health infrastructure. According to the 

n . .'porl-"' lhc maintenance of· public health requires the fulfillment of certain 

i'IIIHiament;d cnnditions. which include the provision of an environment conducive to 

IIL·allhful living, adequate nutrition. the availability or health protection to all 

lllcmhcrs or the community. irrespective of their ability to pay for it, and the active 

l"IHlpcration of the people in the maintenance of their own health". This statement 

shows that the committee saw public health not only as provision of adequate health 

care to populations through institutional delivery mechanism but this as a part of a 
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brgn sysll'm wherein health was seen more according to the social model i.e. as a 

result of biological. social. economic. environmental l~tclors in a given period of time. 

The report maintained that a large amount of preventable suffering and mortality 111 

tilL' country was mainly thL~ result of an inadequacy in provision of fundamental 

·"LT\'ices to lllL'L'l the needs· of people. Diet surveys carried out in different parts of the 

L'Otllltry had shown. in typical urban and rural groups, that the food consumed was 

illsunicicnt to provide the necessary energy requirem~:nts in case of some 30 percent 

,)j· lhL· l'amiliL·s. that th~: diet was almost invariably ill-balanced and that there was. in 

ILTillS of food factors. a delicicncy of f~llS, vitamins and proteins of high biological 

\';dilL'. 

I'II{ST FIVE-YEA I{ PLAN 

lhL· lirst liH· year plan also realized similar reasons l(lr the low health status of 

iiHkpL·ndcnt India. and cmphasi:t.cd. that lack or hygienic environment 'conducive' to 

hL·;Iithl'ul li,·ing. low resistance which was seen mainly due to lack of adequate diet 

:IIHI poor nutrition. lack of proper housing, safe drinking water supply, proper removal 

11 r II uman ";1s!L:s and the lack o (medical care as important factors, in addi lion to low 

l'l'tlllOillll' status. These were seen as serious impediments to rapid progress. The 

l·onstr;1int duL~ to financial resources was also realized. as was the lack of trained 

pnsonncl. a1HI the very fact that health development was clubbed along with a 

hro<~tkr pro!!r;llni11L' or social development was se<.:n as a major setback lor any 

substantial illlprovcmcnt in the health status of the Indian population. 

!IlL' concept or hL·allh as undcrstol)cl in the first five-year plan was of paramount 

in1portance. It smv health as a positive state of well being in which harmonious 

dL'\'L~iupmcnl ol' physical and ll1Ciltal capacities of the individual lead to the enjoyment 

oi'a rich ;111d fullliiC. It was not seen as a negative stale of mere absence ofdisease. 

lllL' plan s;1id "lll·alth involves primarily the application of medical science for the 

hL'Ilclit of tilL' individual and of society. But many other factors, social, economic and 

nlucationalllave an intimate bearing on the health of the community." 
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Due to limited availability of morbidity data, mortality data was used to assess the. 

st;ltL' of public health in 1949, rnortality ofunder I year.child was 8,30,270; under 1-5 

yL·ar mortality was 6.39.61 (> and 5-10 year mortality was, 28,265. MMR was 20 per 

I 000 live births. which was very high. Epidemic diseases together accounted for 5.1 

pncent of total mortality and respiratory diseases wen.: identi lied to be next important 

group. numL·ric;dly. 

lkalizing the low state of health and its causes. the first plan identilied the following 

priorities for itsL·II·-

• Provision of safe \Vater supply and sanitation 

• ( 'ontrolof malaria 

• Preventive health care of the rural population through health units and mobile 

1111its 

• llcalth services for mothers and children 

• hlucati1111 and training ;md health education 

• Self-suf'licieiJcy in drugs and equipment 

• Family planning and population control 

TilL· pattern of development suggested by the health survey and development 

L'OIIIIlJittee. was to consist of peripheral primary health units catering to both 

prL·ventive and curative care of the people with secondary health units and district 

1111its providing better and more complete facilities and supervision. The development 

of primary a11d secondary health units was given greatest importance, as they were to 

provide broad hased health services to the community. Such centres were proposed in 

vollllection with the community development projects. 

I k;dth W;Js seen largely as a stale responsihility. with central government being 

rL·sponsiblc lilr higher education and research. The central government \vas also 

;1ssigncd the function of development of health services in the country as a whole. 

The prov1s1oll for the medical and public health plans of' the central and state 

governments was 99.55 crorcs of which center's share was about Rs.J7.87 crores. 

Medical and public health measures being primarily states' subjects, the central 

government h<~d limited its activities to higher education and research and aiding the 
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stall.' governments in sp~.:ci lie schemes as control of malaria an a national scale. The 

total amount or Rs.99.55 crores was not all that was to be spent for medical and public 

hL·alth measures of the country. S'upport .fi'om international agencies as WHO and 

lIN IC/i'F H'as ulso sought for such schemes in various parts of the country. 

TABLE- 4.2 1•::\J>ENDITlii~E ON VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF MEDICAL SCHEMES (in 

Cn11·cs) 

1950-51 5 YEARS' ANNUAL 

TOTAL AVERAGE 
-----
\dministrat i11n 3.2 
----
·:dueation and Training 235.2 1891. 378.3 
---
lospitals and Dispensaries 331.3 2486. 497.4 

·---
>Iller SchclllL'S 43.3 322.1 64.5 

l'obtl 613.0 4762.7 952.5 

' .. '• Sou rn·: (Jovernment Ot lndm ( 1951 ). hrst f·1ve Year Plan. New Dclh 1, Plannmg Comm ISS lOll. 

TilL· table 4.2 indicates the expenditure on various categories of medical schemes 

IIIHkrtakcn by both the central and state governments (excluding J&K) as compared 

"illl such expenditures in 1950-51. Out of this total expenditure, more than 50 percent 

"as to be on hospitals and dispensaries and nearly 40 percent of the total provision 

\\;Js for medical education and training. 

The table 4.3 gives the expenditure on different categories of public health schemes 

IIIJtkrtaken by the central and state governments (excluding J&K) as compared with 

s11ch expenditures in 1950-51. 

T.-\IILE 4.3 E:\I'ENI>ITliiU: ON DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF J>liBLIC I-IEALTH SCHEMES 

(in t.·rorcs) 

l'JS0-51 5 YEAI~S' TOTAL ANNUAL 

AVERAG1~ 
··-· 

1\ d m i nistrat j, 111 15.6 210.8 42.2 
--

l·:ducation 1.0 130.7 26.7 
. ---·-

Water supply and drainage 270.5 2334.4 466.9 

;\ 11 t i-Malaria 45.4 1715.2 343.0 

<>tiler Schemes 35.5 672.5 134.5 

Total 268.0 5063.6 1012.7 
~ ' '-Source: (,ovcrnment Ot lndm ( 1951 ). /· u·st F1ve Year Plan. New Dclh1, Plannmg Comm1sswn. 
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lhL· table dearly shows that water supply, drainage. and anti-malaria schemes were 

supported with the bulk of the expenditure. The development expenditure in 1950-51 

''as stated to increase by nearly tour times every year in the plan period. The rate of 

;11111Ual cxpcnditme on water supply and drainage was expected to increase by more 

1 han 70 percent and the rate of expenditure on anti-malaria operations by more than 

7)0 percent. 

Waler supply and drainage works under the public health plan comprised of measures 

!'or improving drinking water supply. and the provision tor urban and rural areas was 

l{s.l2.1 and Rs.II.J7 crorcs respectively. which was almost equal. However Madras 

;tnd Bombay accounted for a major share of the programme. 

l·1nphasis was g1ven to maintenance of environmental hygiene. Provision of an 

,.11vironmcnt conducive to healthful living was realized as an essential requirement for 

ihL· mainll:nancc of public health. It was understood that in countries where water 

:--11pply and waste disposal had been attended to chokra. typhoid fever and dysentery 

,d111ost did not exist and if rare cases occurred it was due to personal contact or food 

handling by healthy carriers. The effect of such measures on infant moiiality rate and 

the intestinal parasitic infection rate was well known. as these remained problems for 

l11dia to be solved. 

I )I nvision or safe and adequate water supply was also seen as a basic requirement, 

'' hich should he given the highest priority. Along with this essential measures for 

11~ gienic collection and disposal of community wastes were also supposed to be taken . 

. \11d l(lr the implementation of' the programme. the need to organize public health 

v11gincering snvices on a strong and sound basis in order to design, execute and 

111;1intain water supply and drainage works was fell. Except for a few exceptions 

;d 111ost all part ·A· and · 8' states had a public health engineering set up, while part 

'( ·· states had 11onc. For this. services ofa public health engeeneing consultant were 
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ohtuined ji"()JJI United ,\'totes of America .fi.Jr a period of one year hy the central 

,t!ll I'(' 1"11111(' 11/. 

Poor nutritional status had already been identified as a major reason for poor health 

sl<tlus of the Indian population: hence availability of cereals. pulses and other dietary 

components was also to be ensured. The plan stated that 'state of nutrition has a direct 

llL·;tring on tilL' productive c<tpacity of an individual'. Thus. the creation of a 

ntttritinnal seclion in the state public health departments was seen as an essential first 

s!L'p in OJ'!:'.ani:~.ing work. as \vas prevention of deficiency diseases. Public health 

dqJ;trtments were made responsible to supervise through their maternity and child 

wei rare services. reeding or mothers and infants. 

Thus. \ve lind that the overall view of health and healthful living as envisioned by the 

lirsl live-year plan was very holistic. A glance through the plan clearly shows that 

hL·;tlth w<ts seL·n more as a matter of right or every citizen and state was held 

rL·sponsibk l\1r providing for it. Medical intervention and disease specitic steps were 

gi \"L'I1 i 111 pori ;111ee. !\ t the same time. relevance and importance of healthy 

L~ll\'ironmcnL wall'r supply and sanitation. and nutrition was also realized. Problems of 

llllcmploymL'IlL illiteracy and slow economic growth and their relation to health was 

;tlso established and recogni:;.ed. This plan attempted to solve the problem with a multi 

pronged strall'l:!Y· Health care was given its due place as an important and critical part 

ol a larger system. This larger system operates to take adequate measures for 

provision (lr a healthy environment conducive to healthful Jiving. It believed that 

disease \Vas ;1 product or povl'rly and no amount or health care provision would 

i111prove the slate of public health unless the malice ol" poverty was adequately dealt 

will!. 

Till•: HI~ALTII SECTOR PLANNING FI~OM SECOND TO THIRD FIVE 

\'!<:AI~ PLAN 

TilL· gL·neral objectives of the second five-year plan were~-

• To attain a rapid growth of the national economy by increasing the scope and 

illlportancc ol" the public sector and in this way to advance to a socialistic pattern of 

socidy. 
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• Fmphasis was laid on industrial growth and increasing production. 

• To provide better housing. more health services, and greater opportunities for 

L·ducation: especially f()l" the poorer sections of the population. 

• To liquidate unemployment as quickly as possible and within a period not 

L'.\ceeding ten years. 

ll1Hkr thcsL' broad objectives. the second plan gave a high priority to institutionalized 

llll'llic;ll care. and so marked the beginning of a transition. which needs to be 

IIIHkrstood in the larger conic.\!. The first live-year plan was designed under the 

L·ircumstances of shortage of l()od and raw materials. high inflation, resource 

L'PIIstmints and other disturbing circumstances. So goals were modest. 

Hy the second live-year plan. the need for a hold plan was felt. Agricultural pnces 

\\l'I'L' declining. unemployment was increasing. and population was increasing. 

Pl;uming had to he done so as to provide new work for about 1.8 million new entrants 

inln work l'orcL' every year. and also offer work to a large number of persons who 

'' LTL' without jobs and who were underemployed at present. Food and education also 

I'L'Ill<tined priorities. 

I hnL' seems to exist a certain level of urgency for 'growth' (and development) in the 

SL'l"( llld plan. The emphasis was to solve immediate problems-as unemployment-as 

quickly as possible. Similar was in the health sector. Shortage and inadequacy of 

pruper health care services was seen as a major reason for poor health. Therefore 

tlinL' was a greater urgency to improve on this fi·ont. The other interventions for 

L'I'L'<tlion of a strong health system were not lost sight of. though it started taking a 

hal'kseat. Nutrition was seen as the most important single l~1ctor in the maintenance of 

lil·;dth. With improvement in the production or cereals during the first plan. greater 

sl rL·ss was laid on increasing the production or protective foods such as milk. eggs. 

lislt. meat. fl·uits and green vegetables. Second plan accepted its limitations in 

prm·iding nutrition, at optimum level to everybody. and so it targeted the most 

vlllncrable group i.e. children. t•xpcctant. and nursing mothers. 
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Th~ lirst plan located the solution of health problems in removal of poverty. The 

sL-cund plan had greater inclination towards technology and ad-hoc measures for 

solving most pressing and immediate health challenges. In spite of this shift in 

approach, the state was still responsible for addressing the issue of health. Growth of 

private sector was given importance but within the programme of production of the 

pl;m as a \Vhole. The plan aspired to achieve a balanced growth of the mixed 

L'cnrwmy. conlprehcnsively covL-ring both the public and the private sectors. 

;\!though there had been considerable development in the licld of health and related 

issues. at the end of the second plan, certain deficiencies were especially marked. As 

l·ompared to the needs. the institutional facilities were found to be inadequate, 

l"SIK'Cially in the rural areas. Progress in the control of communicablc diseases was 

h;11npcnxl in s~veral parts of the country due to shortage of trained personnel, supplies 

;u1d also equipment. Lack of s~llc drinking water and proper drainage and sanitation 

1;rcilities furth~r aggravated the problems. 

Tllcrdorc. thL· broad aun of the third plan was to attend to above mentioned 

dcl1cicncics. Supply of good drinking water, especially in rural areas, proper drainage 

a11d sanitation facilities was chosen to be a major ol~jcctive of this plan. The plan also 

g;l\'L' importance to expansion of institutional facilities as also to eradication of 

rnalaria and other communication diseases as small pox, and control of filarial, 

l·llolcra. tuberculosis, leprosy etc. 

Tile table 4.4 shows the distribution of outlay for the first three plans for various 

programmes: The actual outlay for rural and urban water supply and sanitation was 

l~s. (>7 crores and Rs.S9 crorcs respectively i.e. total Rs. 156 crores. This in itself 

shows how much importance was given to this aspect of public health services. This 

w;1s also to tackle cholera by the end of fourth plan. Jn communicable diseases, 

IK-sides focusing on malaria and small pox, this pl~m sought to intensify the BCG 

calllpaign 1t)r tuberculosis and increase institutional support for TB, venereal diseases, 

li larial control and leprosy. For control l~l Koiter. a .fitctory in Rqjasthan to 

llllllllt/{tcture iodized salt wos established in collaboration wifh UNICEF during the 

sl'cond plan i!se(l 
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T,\IILE 4.4 PLAN OliTLAYS F<>RVAIUOUS PROGRAMMI~S (Rs. In crores) 
---------------- .. ------------------,---;;:~--=-::---.-----;:;---~~--.-----,;:;-;---;----;----, 

Pn1~1·ammc First Phm Second Plan Third 

Plan 
--------------- -------------+-----t-------'--------+-------1 

llt.·alth 
----------------- --:-:-----:----:---:--- -----;,------;:;---,-~-+---;-~,c:-----i---=~=----+----:--::::--::---=---l 

Walcr supply & sanitation (rural & urban) 49.0 76.0 105.3 
--------- ---- --- ,--,------;----;---;--;----7-t----=:-::-c::---+------=----=-~--+--.,-------l 

l'rimary hl:;dth units, hospitals and 25.0 36.0 61.7 

dispensaries 

64.0 70.5 
. ----------------- ---------------,---------lf--------t------------::--:--::-----t----:=--::---=-------1 

I ·:ducat ion. training and research 21.6 36.0 56.3 

0.4 4.0 9.8 

IHlllleopathy and nature cure 
·- -------------- ----------------------If---,,-,--~--- ------------o-----;::---+-----:-:,-------;::-----1 

I Hiler schemes 20.2 6.0 11.2 
------------- - ------------------+-------+-------+-----4 

------------ ------+------::-=----- ------c--::----l---:::-=-----::-----1 
Family planmn~ 0.7 3.0 27.0 

Tulal 
---------------------+----=~~,-----,--- ----=--=---=-:::-::=:---t-------:::-----:-7"':::----l 

140.0 225.0@ 341.8 

Ia' Thl· actual exiu:ndttun~ was approxnnately of the order of Rs.216 c.-ores. 
Source Governml•nt Of lndia(I9M). Tliirtljil'eyear piau, New l>clhi, Planning Commission. 

L1hk 4.4 also shows the drastic increase in family planning funding during the third 

plan. This area received high priority under the inlluence of the Rockefeller 

linmdation funding received by India during this plan. The lirst plan saw demographic 

changcs as a dependent variable responding to wide ranging shift in sociocultural and 

l'l'Oilomic I~Jctors. In the second plan, there was a change in the opposite direction, 

when il mmk demographic change as an independent and socio-economic change as 

lkpcndcnt v;~riable. In the third plan high priority was assigned to the family 

pl;11ming, specilically contraception, which came to dominate the concern in the field 

ol" lle;~lth. In 11JM), family planning was assigned an independent department as was 

separated l'ro111 MCI-1 and nutrition. 

;\ beginning wilh health insurance was made as a part of the social security system 

\\itll Lhc provision of health and medical facilities for industrial workers under the 

I '.111ployccs' Stale Insurance Scheme (ESIS), and for central government employees in 

I klhi under the contributory health service scheme. Other schemes of similar nature 
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WiiS planm:d to h~ worked out later. based on the experience gained from these two 

sclwmcs. 

TilL· family planning programme for the third plan was considered by a special 

committee appointed by the Ministry of Health and by the Planning Commission's 

p;IIJL'I on lwalth. This committee while discussing concerns over long-term economic 

dc\'elopment stated that the objl'ctive of stabilizing the growth of population over a 

rL·asonahlc period must be at the very center of planned development. In this context, 

tilL· third plan laid stress on the programme of l~unily planning, and set a trend to be 

li 1llmvecl by the subsequent plans. 

FOlii~TH FIVE-Yl~AR PLAN 

.. The most twl;thk lesson is that the current tempo of economic activity is insufficient 

to pnwide productive employment to all. extend the base of social services and bring 

ahout signi licant i mprovemcnt in the I ivi ng standards of people" ( GOI, 1969. pp 13 ). 

This statement or the plmming commission leaves no doubts about the state of Indian 

L"L"otwmy to\\;trtls the end of the third plan. Heavy investments in the industrializ.uti6n 

;Jitd meclwni/.ation or the Indian· economy. w;m ::;till wt!iling to slww l'Csults. 

ThL·refon:. as one of thg llll'iislll'<;t'i to §itfcguarcl U1.1r economy and put it on a 

pnl!!l'cs!;iv<; tmek. th~ cominission proposed to introduce safeguards against the 

lluduations of agricultural production as well as the uncertainties of foreign aiel in the 

liHtrlh plan period. It said that, .. dependence on foreign aid will be greatly reduced in 

tilL· course of the t(Hlrth plan. It is planned to do away with concessional imports of 

tiHHI grains under PL 4}W by 1971. Foreign aid net of debt charges and interest 

paymcnts will he reduced to about half by the end of the I(Hirth plan compared to the 

L"IIITellt level. .. " (Ci()f. 19(><). pp 14) 

It further adtkd- .. these measures which seek to limit the extent of toreign aid and to 

avoid inflationary financing have influenced the total investment outlays proposed in 

tilL· plan ... Success depends essentially on the extent of internal eftort made in saving 

and investment and on the operational efficiency and economic discipline displayed 

hy official and non-official agencies and establishments. In this context special 
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alh:ntion ncl·ds to be paid to till~ public sector where investment is expected to reach 

()() percent nr the total. The original expectations of an expanding public sector 

yielding. in due course. substantial resources for its continued development, have not 

kL·n realized·· (GOI. 1969.pp 14). 

TilL· revic\v of earlier plans shows that till the fourth plan. India was trying to develop 

o11 its mvn. ;\s a newly independent nation, we set our own goals. chalked out our 

priorities ami tksignecl strategies to achieve the goals. We tried to mobilize internal 

rL·soun.:es to fuel the capital needs of a growing economy. India's posi~i9n vis-a-vis 

/(,reign aid .fiw its own det·dopment as mentioned in the second plan was olleast 

rt•lit~nce. ,)'ccollcl plan slated that a small portion (?!finance would comefi·om sterling 

hulclllces orjiJreignloans am/ aid. and the bulk l?lresources must be.fhund within the 

clolllestic economy. At a time when a devastated India was trying to build its economy, 

lhLTe was hardly any financial support in the form of international aid- nor did we 

pl;111 to depend on it for our own development. In the second plan, the total 

t''\IK'nditun: nr central and state government combined was estimated at Rs.8, 800 

· norL·s. or this. we expected an external assistance of not more than Rs. 400 crores i.e. 

;1pproximately 4.55 percent. The rest of Rs. 8,400 crores was to be raised from 

iniL'rnal rL~sources. Even though we may not have relied financially on international 

aid for our tkvclopment India dctinitcly could not have remained isolated from 

iniL'rnational development paradigms. Greater stress ·on industrialization and 

t~cPnomic gnnvth. development been seen as an effect oftrickle down was an example 

pf such inlluences. Another inlluence was the understanding of social sectors being 

1111productive. therefore. investments in such sectors in an economy pressed for 

rL·snurccs \vas seen as a luxury. Fourth plan clearly states a cut in ti1e subsidies in food 

and agricultural sectors. So while earlier plans saw an integrated approach to 

dc,·clopmcnt as being essential to building a healthy population, the fourth was the 

lirsl to draw a cleavage in such an approach. It mentions that - "for the major part 

p11hlic outla:ys have to be directed not towards wel1~1re activity but towards 

sl rt·ngt heni ng 1 he economic base of the weaker units: and more finance must be made 

available f(ll- this purpose in the plan. There are two main ways in which this can be 

done. First. by strictly limiting the scope of free or subsidized services or supplies 

gi\'L'Il by the state. General subsidies in relation to agricultural supplies have been 
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withdrawn to a large extent. It is hoped that expenditure on food subsidies will be 

clj1!_!inated. In a society in which highly unequal distribution of income exists, it is 

liiHksirable to make unnecessary low charges. Above a basic minimum of free 

0_L'IV 1ces 1 n, say, education and health, appropriate charges have to be levied; these 

have to be fully economic at the average level and could with the possibility of 

discrimination he much higher l(w those with the ability to pay for them (GOI, 1969. 

pp 19). 

The underlined in the above paragraph need a critical evaluation. First it talks about 

L·li111ination of food subsidies. This in a society marked by high levels of under 

1111trition and inequality in distribution of income skewed in l~1vor of rich. Second, it 

t;dks or providing basic minimum or free services in (unproductive social sectors o1) 

health and education. Nowhere in the plan has the criterion of streamlining this "basic 

111inimum"'. for who, on what basis, has been mentioned. Clearly, this must have been 

IL"I"t to the discretion of political parties and their populist agendas, or to the expertise 

ol' tile elite bureaucracy./t.fill"ther goes on to introduo.! the concept ol user charges 

'"'d turgelcd inten'('lltion in case olpoorer sections olthe society. For the purpose (?f 

1/1is discussion. the point to he noted here is thutthese are the concepts ·which crept in 

l11diun planning ji-om the .fi)/frth plan itself,' and therefhre. were not alien concepts 

11'1/('// structural odjustment progrummes Ji.wced /hem to he implemented with full 

l't'll,<c:Cunce in the CJOs. 

lilL'Sl' ho\WVLT remained at the conceptual level only, and sectors like education and 

IJL·altll were still seen as a stale responsibility (CiOL 1969. pp 386). The broad 

objectives or the health programmes during the first three plans were (i) control or 

n;tdication or major communicable diseases, (ii) provision of curative, preventive and 

promotive services in rural areas through establishment of PHCs and sub-centres, and, 

(iii) augment the training programmes of medical and Para-medical personnel. During 

tilL' l(Jurth plan cl'lorts were directed towards strengthening the PHC complex in the 

rm;d areas l(Jr undertaking preventive and curative health services and tor control and 

111;1intenance phase of the communicable disease control and eradication programmes. 
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IIJc 111<11n emphasis of the fourth plan was more on building a strong health care 

infrastructun:. which would be capable of providing services to the masses. Water 

supply. nutrition and their contribution to health found no mention. In the area of 

L'lllployment ;llld increasing the purchasing power of people, the plan had already 

L·Lirilicd the inability of state due to slow economic growth. 

1'1 FTII FIVI<:- YEAR PLAN 

IIH: primary objective during the fifth plan was to provide mmunum public health 

l:tcilities integrated with family planning and nutrition lor vulnerable groups -

L·IJildren. pregnant women and lactating mothers. Consolidation of past gains in the 

';trious lie Ids of health. such as communicable diseases. medical education and 

provision ol' infrastructure in the rural areas. was also given importance. The emphasis 

during the firth plan was--

• Increasing the accessibility ofhealth services to rural areas. 

• ( 'orrecti11g the regional imbalances. 

• Furthn development or rdi:rral services by removing deficiencies in district and 

su h-d i vision;d IJospi ta Is. 

• lntcnsi lication or the control ad eradication or communicable diseases especially 

IJJtd;u·ia and srnall pox.. ~~ 

• Qualitative improvement in the education and training of health personnel, and 

• lkvclop1nent of reiCrral services by providing specialists' attention to common 

disc;1ses in rural areas ((iOI. 1()75. pp 234). 

I ilL· mm1mun• neL:ds progranHllL' was to recc1ve highest priority 111 this plan. As a 

rL·~;tdt outlays in the health scdor were revised with health receiving larger share. 

< ·olllmun ieahk cl iseases recc i vcd priority. The idea or providing integrated services 

~·-;~ined support under the m1n1mum needs programme. Thus infrastructural 

illlprovcmcnt \vas stressed in order to ensure better access lo services . 

. \n integmll'd approach was taken lor health. l~tmily planning and nutrition 

programmes during the lil1h plan. Therefore, funds provided for family planning and 

nutrition programmes was planned to be utilised fix meeting part of expenditure 

lowards strengthening PI-ICs and sub-centres also. as it was through these 

establishments that integrated services was to he extended to the community. 
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rvlidway through the plan how~..:ver, there was a high int~..:rvention. Emergency was 

(k-clared and the social sector cuts fell heavily upon MNP and nutrition investments. 

;\ second live-year plan was l(mnulated by the .Janla (iovernmcnt but the damage had 

IJL·l.·n irrcvocahk. 

SIXTH FIVE-YEAR PLAN 

lltL· sixth plan did a thorough r~..:vicw of the health status and planning in India since 

independence. While acknowledging the significant achievements of the health care 

sysli:m, it did 110l ignore the shortcomings from which it sulTered. It mentioned that

"lltL·n.~ has been prc-occt1pation with the promotion of curative and clinical services 

I !trough city based hospitals which have by and large catered to certain sections of the 

11rh;m populations. The infrastructure of sub-centres. primary health centres and rural 

hospitals built up in the rural areas touches only a fraction of rural population. The 

l·onccpt of he;llth in its totality with preventive and promotive health care services in 

;~ddition to the curative is still to be made operational" (GOL 1980). 

111\'L'Slment on health was seen as investment on man and on improving the quality of 

lili:. by this plan. Thus, it recognized health in its totality and as a part of the strategy 

ol' human resource development. India adopted the policy of 'Health for all by 2000 

1\.l >.' enunciated in Alma-Ala declaration in 197X. Sixth plan was a process of 

L'\'olving an aiiL·rnative strategy for FPP where inli·astructurc and strengthening MCH 

hn·amc important. Thercl(m:. the policy guideline to he f()llowcd up to 2000 AD was 

h;1scd on the recommendations of the working group on health. It was as follows: 

• l·:mphasis was to be shifted fi·om development of city based curative services and 

super-specialties to tackling rural health problems. It was planned to build a rural 

health care system based on a combination of preventive. promotive and curative 

IJca.lth care services. with village as a base. 

• Rural health care infrastructure was to consist of primary health centres each 

serving a population of 30,000 and sub-centres each serving a population of 5,000. 

These norms were relaxed in hilly and tribal areas. 
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• Treatment of basic specialties was provided at community health centres at the 

block level for a population of one lakh with a 30 bedded hospital attached and a 

system or referral to district hospital/medical college hospitals was to be 

introduced. 

• Coordination of various programmes under education, water supply and 

sanitation. control of communicable diseases, family planning, maternal and child 

health care. nutrition and school health implemented by difterent 

departments/agencies. was planned for optimal results. 

• Planning to train adequate medical and Para-medical manpower for their 

orientation towards rural health care. 

• Community participation and people's involvement in tackling their health 

problems was to be encouraged so that they could be entitled to supervise and 

manage their own health programmes eventually. 

This was om· plan after the Bhore committee to have talked of a larger system 

ill\·olving problems of poverty. illiteracy, malnutrition. poor purchasing power, poor 

\\;Iter supply. sanitation and housing to be the root causes of health problems. It went 

hL')'lliH.I merl· rn:ognition or these issues and addressed them in the planning process. 

II talked or separate plans to address each of these issues, and also of intersectoral 

l·oordination and collaboration l{H· achievement of optimum results. This is where the 

si\th plan dil'kred rrom Bhore committee report. Even though the report had a similar 

111tdnstanding or health issues, its much-celebrated long and short-term goals 

rl'lltained limi!Ld to development or institutional care delivery system. Had it seen 

Slll'in-economic changes as the solution f()l' public health problems, why would it plan 

IP increase only bed capacity or hospitals and dispensaries in its long-term plan? As 

subsequent pl~1ns were mainly structured on the recommendations of this committee, 

IIley too were skewed. With the root causes of public health problems remaining 

itllact and thl· short-term solutions trying to attend to immediate demands, we did 

stll:cecd in bringing down the mortality rate, but could not eliminate even a single 

prohkm. Basic and most virulent killers as diarrhoea and pneumonia stilJ continued to 

lake maximum toll on children even after six plans. The sixth plan realized the issues 

in the right perspective. ll accepted that development was the best solution to all 

ptthlic health problems, but at the same time it maintained that poor developing 
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rottntrics like India could nol wait for such development to happen. And so immediate 

slt"ps IH.:Clkd ltl be takei1 even though our long-term goal should be to address to the 

l'OI"l' or the problem. 

Such a holistic understanding or the sixth plan seems to be an influence of another 

ittiL"rnational hL·alth policy devdopmcnt i. c. the Alma-Ata declaration in 1978. WHO 

attd liN I( '1-:F l'(lnVCtled the international conference on primary health care in Alma

:\l;t. in which a target of 'I kalth For All by 2000' was set and the participating 

l'Otllllrics signL·d the declaration. Primary health care was identified as the key to 

;tllaining this goal. which was seen as a part of development in the spirit of social 

j11s1ice. The approach included in addition to IH:alth sector. all related sectors. aspects 

or nation;tl. and community development and demanded the coordinated efforts of all 

those sectors (i\lma-Ata 197X. Primary health care. WHO. 1978). What is revealing 

however is t11L· fact that the sixth plan never mentions J\lma-Ata even though India 

"<ts ;tmong i ls main signatories. It also proposed greater role of NGOs and private 

SlTior in the provision or medical Care. 

lhl· adoptio1i or India's first national health policy in 1983 was also a reflection of the 

S<lltte idenlogical perspectivl~ as present in the sixth plan and Alma-Ata declaration. 

The docwnenl clearly proposed opening up ofmedieal care to the private sector (GOI: 

I IJX; ). 

SEVI,~NTII FIVE-YEAR PLAN 

lltllnan resources were acknnwlcdged to be the country's most precious endowment. 

Thl· success or a plan was rated on the extent to which human resources are developed 

i11 lnms or ed11cation. skills. health and well-being. India. being a signatory of Alma

:\l<t. was tlllTcf'ore: committed to achieving 'lkalth For All by 2000 A.D.' life 

npectancy h;td gone up fi·om27.4 years (1941-51) to 54.71 (1985-86). IMR had gone 

down from 14<1/1 000 live births during 50s to II 0 in 1981. Country had 83,000 sub

l'L'ttlrcs. 11.000 primary and subsidiary health centres and 650 community health 

centres. Per capita expenditure had increased from Rs.l.50 in 1955-56 to Rs.27.86 in 
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11JXI-X2. Plagw.: and small po:-; were 'reported' to he eradicated. (India reported a 

plague epidemic in Sural in 1<)<)2). 

The ohjectives. goals and strategies adopted by the seventh plan were-

• Primary health care was accepted as the main instruments of action for 

;1chicving II FA by 2000. 

• In the overall health devrlopmcnt programme. emphasis was to be laid on 

1m·wntive and promotive aspects and on organlZing effective and efficient health 

services which are comprehensive in nature. easily and widely available, freely 

;Jccessiblc and generally arf(mlahle by the people. 

Thl· main thrust was to be on--

• Continuation of minimum needs programme (launched in the fifth plan) for the 

promotion nf primary health measures. 

• <)ualitative improvements in health and family planning services. 

• Serious l'll()l'ts for effective co-ordination and coupling of health and health

rl'latcd services and activities. nutrition. safe drinking water supply and sanitation, 

housing. education information and communication and social welfare. These were to 

IK· made as part of the package for achievement of the goal of health for all by 2000 

J\ .I>. 

• Plan l(lr seeking community participation and involvement in the programmes. 

• Attention was to he given tor comprehensive coverage of urban and school 

health services. control and eradication of communicable and containment of non

l'OIIlmunicabk diseases. training and ecluc<ition of medical and Para-medical 

IK'rsonneL medical research and development of Indian systems of medicine, under 

this plan. 

The health sector outlay for seventh plan was Rs.J392.89 crorcs. The outlay for the 

1;n11ily wcll~lre programme was stepped up to Rs.J. 256 crorcs, which was almost at 

par with the provision made for all other programmes to be undertaken by the seventh 

plan. two clear shifts were visible, firstly, the cuts in the sixth plan investments for 
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Fl'l' saw a rl·versal as shown above, secondly. uespite the objective of providing 

nllnprchcnsivc, available and accessible health services, seventh plan also talks of 

·easily affordable health services by the people'. This implies that the initial objective 

of lndianplanning i.e. of providing health services for all irrespective oftheir paying 

capacities. is being modified here. Not only the seventh plan. but earlier plans as the 

li111rth plan also mention about levying user charges li.H essential facilities. The earlier 

plans though proposed to give differential treatment to different economic strata, 

whneas this plan seems to he considering universal application of commodification 

ul health services. Until now provision of health care was seen more as a right of 

l'\'ny citizen. and state was held responsible for its provision. Seventh plan marks the 

hl'ginning of a change in this I'K'rspcctivc. 

It is worth noticing that till the seventh plan, state had been consciously and whole 

hl·arkdly (at least on papers) trying to create an institutional infrastructure and 

s11pport system to ensure maximum coverage, availability and accessibility of health 

sl·rviccs by the people. Still the mid-term appraisal report of seventh plan states that 

lhl· . ratio of public and private expenditure on healthcare was 1:2. The 

disproportionate private expenditure could be either due to absence of public sector 

snvices. poor public sector services or that the out of pocket expenditure is on public 

sector institutions as well where doctors arc available but drugs are not. The 42nd 

llltiiH.I of NSS shows that 42 percent of the poorest go to public hospitals when 

wvercly ill. It is possible also when people harbor some kind of dissatisfaction (due to 

Sl'\'l'ntl reasons) from the public health care delivery system. The planners, instead of 

looking into this aspect of the problem and trying to tackle the bottlenecks, started 

prqxtring grounds for disowning the original conception of public system. This 

I)L·comes extn:mely clear in the subsequent two Jive year plans. In the seventh plan, 

, llll· government prepares grounds to control private health care system without 

suggesting strategies to strengthen the ailing public health system. 

;\n important shin that occurs in the seventh plan is vis-a-vis India's stand in terms of 

international financial assistance. This was partly due to bc:~lance-of-payments crisis 

due to tall in export earnings and rising external debts. The mid-term appraisal stated 
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"The need lill· careful management of balance of payments during the second half of 

I '>XOs had hcl'll clearly f()reseen. For one the export earnings in 1980-85 had fallen far 

short of the target. For another. the scope of expansion of crude oil production during 

the seventh plan was manifestly much more limited, while the debt servicing 

obligations. ineluding repayments to the IMF were slated to rise more sharply. In 

dl(:ct. the hal;mce of payments position turned out to be worse than had been initially 

prt 1jcctcd. 

Till· crux of the problem is that gains from the terms of trade, substantial though they 

111ight remain. could either bridge the shortfall in exports or meet the cost of excess 

i111ports. but not both. Thus the eventual deficit on current account will need to be 

brought down to a level closer to the one foreseen in the seventh plan, so that it can be 

lin;IIH:ed through recourse to available llow of foreign assistance from international 

linancial institutions. better utilization of aid in the pipeline and marginal additional 

reliance on conventional borrowings. This is a feasible o~jective, and can be attained 

without slowing down growth or capital development. It will involve, however, 

dl(:ct i vc usc or coord inatcd set of pol icy interventions" (GOJ, 1988. ). These macro 

lTonomic prcssurcspushed the health sector further away fi·01n its actual objectives of 

1 ol ;II cowragc by basic health and sel f-su fliciency. 

//'!tile discus.,ing the jimrth plan. we had seen ho11· India 11'£1/lted to do away with its 

n,·,·d/iJI' its ll<'t·dfor intcnwtimwl.financial aid 1'l1is It'll.\' nut achieved, instead, by the 

.\'('l'<'nth J'lon it can he seen holl' much dependent our economy had become on this 

so11rce olcuJJitul. Doing mt·uy with aid component is a long lost goal, now we are so 

JJtllch caught in dehts and other economic bo/1/enecks that l·t'e ·were considering policy 

int<'t'l'cntions to ensure the jlolt' (~lthis aid in order to save our crippling economy. 

lntl'l'lltltional uid was here to slay. though il still did not form any significant 

t'tllttrihutions to the financial outlay. The table 4.5 clearly shows the external 

01ssistancc during the Seventh Plan Period. 
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'L\ULE 4.5 EXTEI{NAL ASSISTANCE DliRING TilE SEVENTII J>I .• AN PERIOD (Rs. In 
lTUI'CS) 

I 

N 

•~inancin~ the plan 

--~:t llow from abroad 

{esources for the plan (total) 

J9SS-86 

2.720 

33.382 

1986-87 1987-88 

3,580 3,674 

0,819 45,099 
--· .. s;mrcc: (.ovcrnllll'nt of huha, .'H'l't'llllt hl'l! l'ear Plan, (19H5-9fl), Jllu/ TermAppratsal, P/mmmg 

( 'ottttttiuiou. 

I•:H;IITH FIVE-YEAH. PLAN 

In the eighth plan. the newly elected government l'clt an urgent need to remove the 

sourc~:s or discontent and unr~:sl. This was to he don~: by attending to unemployment, 

illill'racy. ill health and dedin~: in living conditions of the poor and vulnerable 

sections. lkliwry of adequate h~:allh care was seen as a basic task before the nation. 

Inequality in access to medical care in urban and rural areas and between the rich and 

poor was acknowledged. The plan therefore suggested that 'in both health and 

L·ducation services provided by the public sector. there is a strong case, both on 

grounds of revenue and equity. for the better-of sections to pay adequately for the · 

sL·rvices utilisL·d by them· (GO I. approach to eighth live-year plan. pp 35.36,37). 

Analysis of the eighth plan. along with the seventh plan. shows some very important 

~;hil'ts. 

The first is the change in the perspective of Indian planning regarding health. Until 

now. health w;1s seen rnore or less as a matter of right (though not a fundamental 

right) nfL~very citizen. and slate was trusted with the responsibility ofproviding for it. 

In this approach paper. the perspective changes to health being an investment in order 

to gct/crcatdh11ilcl a productive workforce. The statement · ... is a prerequisite for the 

p1H1r to bl:come employable productively ... ' signifies that ensuring health of people 

rL·mains no more an end in itselt: but is seen as a means to achieving (productive) 

ends. It is an investment to produce human capitaL which could be invested to 

produce economically advantagL·ous goods and services. 
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t\s li.lr the rok of state in health care, a neat background had been prepared in the 

sL'VL'nth plan li11· the private sector. This gets further strengthened in subsequent plans. 

Privatization of health services was now here to stay. 

1\nuthcr important point worth noticing is that the government openly confessed its 

l"<~ilure in developing a strong health care delivery system in India. This I sec as 

lrl·mendous l~tilure. Indian planning. though, in every plan since independence, kept 

on repeating the need to develop a complete health system; it finally turned out to be a 

mne rhetoric. Finally in the health outlay. investments were mainly made in areas of 

curative services and in building infrastructure for its delivery. So what the planners 

<~l"lually planned was a strong health service system. And here in eighth plan, they 

:1dmit their l~tilure to establish even this goal. Again. this realization must not be seen 

:1s the beginning of larger. more scientifically pbnned efforts of our government 

towards building such a system. Instead, this was an addition to the creation of the 

background to magnily 1~1ilure or state and thercfi.m.~ justifY invasion of private sector 

in health care. This point shall become clearer as we discuss eighth plan in greater 

dL'I:til. 

TilL· eighth plan in its introduction applauded the achievements of Indian planning 

dming the past f(lrty years in terms of increasing and diversifying consumption 

basket. decreasing mortality rates and poverty, increasing lite expectancy, literacy etc. 

it also staku that considerable development had been achieved during 1980-90. Then 

it went on to add -'"the economy has passed through difficult circumstances during 

I he last couple or years. The growing fiscal gap and the sudden depletion of foreign 

l''\change resources created a situation which put severe strains on the economic 

s.vstcm leading to drastic import curbs, high rate of inflation and recession in the 

i1Hiustry ... conn:tive measures have already been initiated by way of planned fiscal 

rl'lill·ms and policy changes. The eighth plan will have to reorient some of the 

development paradigms. since its objective is to lay a sound foundation for higher 

~rowth and to achieve most significant goals, namely. improvement in the levels of 

living. health and education, and a planned growth in population" (GOI, l992.pp 1 ). 
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;\hout public sector the plan reads-

'The public sector was assigned a place of commanding heights in the Indian 

L'CPnomic scene. It was expected to create the basic infi·astructure for development, be 

a pacesetter in taking risks and nurturing entrepreneurship. take care of social needs, 

hdp the poor and the weak and create an environment of equal opportunities and 

social justice. The public sector also expanded considerably .. .in the process, it has 

1nadc the people take the puhlic sector for granted, oblivious of certain crucial factors 

I ike ciTiciency. productivity and competitive ability. This has eroded the public 

sL·ctor's own sense of responsibility and initiative ... while there are several social and 

inrrastructurc sectors where only the public sector can deliver the goods, it has to be 

111adc more efficient and surplus generating. It must also give up activities, which are 

not essential to its role. The eighth plan· has to undertake this task of 

rL·Pricntation ... the process of planning will have to e reoriented so as to make 

pl;uming largdy indicative. This, in turn. will imply a somewhat changed role for the 

planning commission. The planning commission will have to concentrate on 

<~nticipating ruturc trends and evolve integrated strategies for achieving the highest 

p11Ssiblc level or development in the COUntry in keeping with internationally 

vo111pctitivc standards" (CiOI. 1992. pp 1 ). 

;\bout the international standards the plan mentions--

·· l'he eighth plan is being launched at a time which marks turning point m both 

i nll:rnational and domestic economic environment. All over the world, centralized 

L'Conomics arc disintegrating. On the other hand, economies of several regions are 

)-!L'Iting intcgr~111:d under a common philosophy of growth, guided by the market forces 

a1HI liberal policies. The emphasis is on autonomy and efficiency induced by 

~·n1npctition. We cannot remain untouched by these trends ... if planning has to retain 

ils n:lcvancc. it must be willing to make appropriate mid-course corrections and 

adj ustmcnts. In the process. it may he necessary to shed-off some of the practices and 

percepts of the past which have outlived their utility and to adopt new practices and 

J)L'I"l:cpts. in lhc light of experience gained by India and by other nations" 

( ( j( >1.199~.pp 2). 
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So we sec how this plan lirst state the dismal performance of public sector in areas it 

was entrusted to perform well. It then goes on to suggest that our planning will have 

lo n:orient It in order to overhaul the public sector to make it competitive and 

vrlicicnt. This it said could he done by embracing the experiences from the west i.e. 

capitalist economies and market oriented approach. This way the plan justified the 

adoption or market principles in public policy formation. Such an approach stands in 

L·kar contrast hy the one adopted by Indian planning over the past decades, and also in 

L'Oillrast to the constitutional guidelines. The aims and objectives of the past plans had 

hL'L'II shaped according to the guidelines of the directive principles of state policy. 

This meant that \VC chose to adopt a socialist pattern of society where lines of advance 

\\L're dctcrminL·d not by private profit but by social gains. 

TilL· l'ourth plan realized thai each country has to develop according to its own genius 

aiHI traditions. Economic and social policy has to be shaped from time to time in the 

light of historical circumstances (GOJ, 1969. pp 3&4). 

'l'llL· eighth plan mentions that-"human development will be the ultimate goal of the 

L'i!,!hth plan. It is toward this thai employment generation; population control, literacy. 

L'd11cation. health. drinking water and provision of adequate food and basic 

inl'r;1structun: are listed as the priorities. The provision of the basic elements, which 

hL'Ip developmL·nt of human capital. will remain the primary responsibility of the 

l'"''·L·rnment" ( CiOI. 1992. pp I 0). This is a great resp(msihility which the eighth plan 

pul on the shoulders of a'non-ellicient, cumbersome. loss-making, weak state, further 

\\L';1kened duL· to cut down in public expenditure under the new economic policy 

which forced the sate to renxk l'rom profit making commercial sectors to make way 

vVi11J scarce rL·sources in terms of power and capital, eighth plan suggested the 

li 1llmving straiL'gy to ensure pub I ic services, i.e. through creation of safety nets-

" ... Creation or a social security net through employment generation, improved health 

care and provision of extensive education li1cilities throughout the country, and 

LTL'ation ol' appropriate organizations and delivery systems to ensure that the benefits 

;-..;.·. 
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of investment in the social sectors reach the intended beneficiaries" (GOI, 1992. pp 

1> ). In other words from full coverage, targeting the underprivileged with prescribed 

snviccs became the eighth plan strategy. This primarily meant family planning 

through RCI I. 

This implies that what the government earlier planned to provide as a universal and 

l"lllllprehcnsi vc service would now be offered as a sop - in the name of safety net. The 

rL·ason for such a step becomes clear whi lc analyzing the ninth plan. 

NINTH FIVE-YEAR PLAN 

Ninth plan made no attempts to f(Kus towards social. economic and environmental 

aspects contributing to health problems. It focused totally on improving the health 

status of population through improvement in quality or health care services based on 

tn:hnnlogical interventions. /\s the plan reads --··during the ninth plan eftorts will be 

further inlL'nsi lied to improve the health status or the population by optimizing 

l·nvcrage and quality of care by ·identifying and rectifying the critical gaps in 

i rJii·astruclure. manpower. eqtlipmcnt. essential diagnostic reagents and drugs. Efforts 

ni II be directed to improve functional efficiency of the health care system through: 

.r 1 Creation or a functional. reliable health management information system, 

training. ami development of health manpower with requisite professional 

l., 1111 petencc. 

lq Multi prolcssional education to promote teamwork. 

,. 1 Skill upgradation of all categories of health personnel. as a part of structured 

continuing education 

d 1 Improving operational eniciency through health services research 

"1 Increasing awareness of the community through health education 

I 1 Increasing accountability and responsiveness to health needs of the people by 

iucrcasing utilization of the Panchayati Raj institutions in local planning and 

mon i loring 
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I' 1 Making usc of available local and community resources so that operational 

l·rliciency and quality or services improve and the services arc made more responsive 

lo user's needs" (GOI. 1997). 

This plan gave the credit for improvement 111 health status to improvement in 

coverage <md quality or health care and implementation of disease control 

programmes. llowcvcr. it also acknowledged the high morbidity due to common 

co1nnnmicabk and nutrition-rL·Iatcd diseases and also due to non-communicable 

diseases. Non-communicable diseases have been gelling increasing attention since 

li111rth live-year plan. Ninth plan decided to take adequate efforts to tackle this dual 

disease burden clTcctivdy in order to ensure sustained improvement in the health 

sial us of the population. 

t\s strategiL·s lo improve the performance of disease control programmes during ninth 

plan-following steps were decided upon-

• Rectify idcntilied dcl'ccts in design and delivery 

• Fill critic~1l gaps in inl'rastructure and manpower 

• Make service delivery responsive to user needs 

• l·:nsurc ski II upgradation. supplies and referral services 

• l::nsurc community awareness. participation and effective utilization of available 

Sl'I'VICCS. 

I krc we sec that our disease control programmes have gone completely technocentric 

:tiHI the idea is predominantly that poor health status is due to communicable and non

l'OilllllUnicabk diseases. which can be effectively controlled just by strengthening 

ll'chnical and equipment supported by a strong care delivery institutional set up. Ninth 

plan focuses heavily on strengthening the curative services, with preventive and 

promotive services taking a backseat. Preventive services were also in the form of 

technical inputs. 
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The ninth live-year plan strL~SSL'd on reducing fertility once again. FPP now came to 

hL· known as reproductive child health (RCH) (an allcreffect of the Cairo conference). 

I h1ring the ninth plan the focus of FW programme was on need assessment, 

l'tlllllsding and provision of appropriate contraceptive and good follow up services. 

The programnH: was geared up to meet the unmct needs of contraception, which was 

Sl'L'Il as primL: means to improve CPR, reduce CBR and MMR. The main argument 

put l'orward i11 l~n'or of the population control or family planning programme is that 

laq.!.L: population is one of the main reasons of India's poverty and slow rate of 

n:onomic growth. Therclixe, it is essential to contuin India's population (and of the 

third world) in ordL:r to register any significant levels of growth. 

Ninth plan was an 'hnnL:st' plan! Alter the sixth plan. this is the next plan where the 

IIIHkrstanding of health and 1:1ctors that cause public health problems, and plan 

objectives & strategies wen: in consonance with each other. Whether that 

1111derstanding and recommended strategies were epidemiologically correct and 

according to India's actual public health needs. is another aspect. But at least, these 

l\vo plans. unlike the rest or our plans. did not give a theoretically correct and holistic 

lllHkrstanding of issues on one hand. and suggesting completely divorced planning 

strategies to tackle those issues. And therefore, an analysis of these two plans (sixth 

and ninth). starkly brings out lhL: magnitude of shift that occurred in our public health 

planning si IHX i ndepcndence. 

• ThL: sixth live-year plan \W believed in the need to build comprehensive and 

universal hL:alth system that it aspired for. By the ninth plan, our planning became 

more L:XpL·nsive but less ambitious in terms of developing a strong health system. 

We narrmved our rocus 'totally' to building a health service/care system only. 

• I lntil the sixth plan. India's main concentration although was on building a health 

service system (as a pari of a larger health system), it was more or less 

concL:pluali:t.ed as a general health system. II was supposed to support the 

maintcnancL: phase of vertical health programmes, and also cater to all other 

health problems not covered under national disease control programmes. By the 

time we rL·aeh ninth plan, our focus became only the health service system and 

that too not as a general health system but as a technologically efficient, up-to-
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date institutional structure with state of art equipment at par with any developed 

nation or the world. llcalth pcrs01mel were also to be trained to run such 

1 >rganizat i1 >ns. 

• llntil the sixth plan. ~:~rorts wen.! being made to give equal attention (though not 

with much success) to all preventive and promotive services along with curative 

services. Hy the ninth plan curative services came to be seen as 'the most effective 

lllL~aSUrl~· to COI11baf ill he<ilfh. more SO because Of non-COmi11UI1iCable diseaSeS 

gelling increasing imporlanLT as public health problems. 

• Till the sixth plan. health can: was seen as a state responsibility and India aspired 

to develop on socialist pallern. where public gains are priced over private profits. 

N inlh plan takes recourse to market values ami hails privatization of health care as 

thL~ only panacea for improvement in standards of services. 

• Public hL·alth includes all the preventive, promotive. curative and rehabilitative 

measures. l·:arlier all this was slates' responsibility. The ninth plan divided 

services. ;\ revenue-starved state is further burdened with expenditure intensive 

prevenlin: and promotive snvices whereas profits making curative services are 

taken over hy private sector. 

• /\s curative services go lo private sector. coverage gets greatly reduced, poor 

sections g.cl further marginalized. and out-of-pocket expenditure increases greatly, 

resulting into increase in health problems. But the slate, though still remains a 

signatory ol' ·II F/\ by 2000' has no power to control these developments, and the 

repercussions that l'ollow. State is forced to decrease spending in social sectors, 

able to provide only sali:ty nds. 

• /\nothcr major shill is in the choice of diseases to be covered under public health 

concerns. J·:arl icr we ident i lied those diseases which epidemiologically and 

rationally proved to be public health problems - like malaria. tuberculosis, 

diarrhoea. RTis etc. hut as our planning proceeded. our choice of issues became 

more influenced by international priorities as /\IDS, non-communicable diseases 

as cancer de .. which arc not actually a public health problem for India. Family 

planning is another area. which overshadows all other programmes. The amount 

of funds allocated to these programmes cannot he sc;,:ntilically accounted for. 
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TilE TENTII PLAN -ILLllSIONS CONTINlJI~ 

ThL· tenth plan is also not divorced from the eighth and the ninth plans in terms of 

their approach to handling health issues~ This plan however, very cleverly carries on 

the illusion created hy our planners. of their being aware and sensitive to the problems 

or public health planning. The final report however makes no concrete efforts to do 

aw:1y with lhL· earlier displaced priorities. 

;\n:ording to the tenth plan. hc;dth system consists or primary; secondary and tertiary 

care institutions. manned hy medical and paramedical personnel. It also includes 

IIIL·dical colleges, and other training institutions. systems of data collection and 

IL'SL'an:h. In a nutshell, health service system has finally replaced the health system in 

the tenth plan. Health problems arc located in the non-coherent functioning of this 

hL·al th (service) system and so the entire document focuses on restructuring, 

privatizing and defining new norms for this system only. Health costs are the only 

concern and this document lind solutions in the recommendations of the World Bank 

as 111cntioned in its I <)l)S and I 997 reports on financing the health sector. These 

n·commendations arc discussed later. 

If talks or integrated approach to provision of health services. Its idea of integration 

however. remains conlincd only to the RCH approach to l~1111ily welfare services. The 

ll'lllaining disease control programmes are to he dealt with separate vertical 

programmL·s. Also the concept of primary health care, which includes the primary, 

sn·ondary ;111d tertiary care connected by means or a strong rercrral system, has been 

reduced to primary level care. This primary level care is to be provided through the 

pri111ary health centres. while the secondary and tertiary care systems have been 

,privatized. /\long with the privatization ofthe health sector. the idea of health tourism 

is being heavily promoted. This shows complete commercialization of the health 

sector where the poor is pushed out of the system due to its non-availability and 

aflill·dability. and rich and international clients arc given attractive packages so that 

the hl'alth sel'tor becomes more financially productive and therefore less dependent on 

1 he slate. The latest idea of ellicicncy of the health sector gives little importance to 
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L'ti\'L'rage m:hiL~vcd with successful intervention. Such an understanding makes the 

L'\dusion of poor easier from the health system. 

I NTI~RNATIONAL INFLIIENCI~ ON NATIONAL PROGRAMME 

STRATEGY- AN EXAMPLE 

L1king an l':-.:ample of l~1111ily planning programme. we can easily see how our 

programme strategy has been changing according to the fluctuating international 

p;1i·:1digms. The main argument put forward in favor of the population control or 

1;11nily planning programme is that large population is one of the main reasons of 

lnd ia 's poverty and slow rate of economic growth. Therefore, it is essential to contain 

India's population (and of the third world) in order to register any significant levels of 

)'.1'0\Vth. 

India's l~mtily planning programme has been inlluenced in various ways by the US 

~·.uvnnmcnt (liS!\ I D) and other US agencies like the Population Council, the Ford 

h Hlltdation. the Population Crisis Committee. the C6unci I of Foreign Relations and 

IIIL· programmes sponsored by numerous universities. Church Organizations, the 

lnlnnational Planned ParL·nthood Federation. and otlwr voluntary associations. 

IINFP/\ initi:dly attempted to sell a drafi declaration to the World Population 

( 'unkrem:e at Bucharest. which had pronoum:ed Malthusian overtones. However, 

"hen the conll:rence proclaimed the Bucharest Declaration that 'development is the 

hL·st contraceptive', the lJNFPA retaliated along with other international agencies by 

lll'at ing the declaration as a men: scrap of paper and went on to promote many 

;1ctivities which went diaml'lrically opposite to the Bucharest mandate (Banerjee, 

I'!X5). 

l11dia in its the lillh Jive-year plan, codilied the changed perspective which saw 

tkvclopment as the best contraceptive, and the ol~jective of the family welfare 

programme was to provide certain public health facilities integrated with family 

pl;uming and nutrition for vulnerable groups as children, pregnant women and 

lal'lating mothers. However. in 1975 itself failure of FPP was recognized resulting in 
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lltL· Vll.~W lh:ll development was being hampered by population growth. It gained 

strength with the imposition of' emergem:y. Such views called for more decisive steps 

;uHI suspension or normal political process f~tcilitnted the pas~age of the national 

p11JHilation policy. This docUilll.'nt acknowledged poverty to be the real culprit behind 

p11JHilation growth. but went on lo say that- "nonetheless it is clear that simply to wait 

lt'r education ;md eco1wmic development to bring about a drop in fertility is not a 

~;~ d 111 ion ... 

lllc si:xth pl;tll. with its developmental approach. proposed to integrate family 

pl:uming with programme aimed at meeting the basic needs. The seventh plan 

L'\PL'rienccd a step risl.· in funding f'or f~tmily welfare. Government of India, in 

L'llllaboration with agl.'llcies like World Bank. llNFPA and SIDA promoted 

L"tlltlraceplion ;tccepl<lllCl.' through CSSM and ICDS. The 1:11nily planning programme 

l'nl lully iniLTJ"akd with M( 'II and voluntary organizatinns gained a major role in 

1·1' Jl. l'hese programnK·s were essential! y all em pts to i mplcmcnt. in a disguised form, 

i\l;tlthusi<tn birth controlme;Jsures, as were the area projects. 

lllL'Il in jl)l).+. lnlenwtion;tl ( 'onf'crcncc or Population and Development at Cairo 

(I< 'PI)) presL'IItcd a plan of' action, which was a major departure from this 

Lllti\L'Jltional thinking on population and development. It explicitly placed human 

h·i11g5 at I he CL'Illl.'r or aiJ J10J1UI<ttiOJl and development activities . 

. \11 analysis ol all fivc-yl.·ar pl;ms shows that although India has always realized that 

tiL·, L'lopllll'lll is the hesl contraceptive. still it could not resist the temptation of 

L"ll()llSing tilL' short cut lo limitillg its size or population. Repeatedly planners have 

l;ih'll recoursL~ to the ilka or COiltrolling popul~ttion in order to eliminate poverty. In 

I'' 'l'tdatioll L'lllttrol also. it is well understood that development is the best 

L'tllll r;tccpt i Vl.'. yl.'l I hey haVL' resorted to programntes focusing on women and are 

lliddlv puslli1q!. contracq)tive lcchnology in the 1:1'1'. This inappropriate approach 

L1h·n hy lndi;t low;mls rL:gulating fertility. once again. matches exactly with 

illlnnatioltal p;tradigms and funding patterns of international agencies. 
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( )tJr n.:VIt:W of plans 1\.'Vl.:aJs how the planning process has undermined tackling 

povnty and attending to conditions like poor water supply and sanitation, housing, 

liHHI security. illiteracy. unemployment etc. associated with it, ·which ultimately lead 

to disease and death. Instead we tried to build a health care system as a substitute, and 

ha\'l' yet to he successful at that. l~vcn in the health care system, instead of providing 

a11 intcgralcd comprehensive health care. we f()cusccl on vertical programmes 

L1rgcling certain diseases. ;\hove alL international donors and advisors who have 

illl"I"L"ilSCd the pace or their intcrvention in Indian planning process heavily influence 

lhL'SL~ shirts. The next chapter analyses planning priorities and the choice of diseases 

li11· control and eradication. It explores hoc rational the planning process is and how 

IIlllCh of the priorities arc hasL·d on epidemiological research. It also examines in 

tkl;~il the adopted and impkmentcd sectoral adjustment programme, introduced by 

I M 1: and tilL' World Bank. 
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Chapter-IV 
INTERNATIONAL AID AND 
PLANNING PRIORITIES

AFOCUS ON HEALTH 



In this clwph..·r We discuss the role or international aid on planning priorities, with 

spt~cial l(!cus on health. lnlcrnational aid has never made any significant contribution 

to the total budget outlay of India. According to the information provided by the 

ministry or finance and company aln1irs. international assistance has never exceeded 

ltllm~ than X-tJ percent of the budget outlay. But still it exercises great power in 

inllucncing pl;mning priorities. as every drop is considered important. To provide an 

ll\'t·rvicw. we give the percent share of loans and grants or the entire public sector 

ntttlay ovn thl· live-year plans. The actual amounts arc given in annexure I. 

Tahll· 5.1 Pl·t·l·cnt shat·c of loan and grant in public sector outlay. 

S.N o. Fivl'- \'car Plan Government Non-( ;ovcrn mcnt Grant Total 
Loan Lmm 

I hrst plan 5.87 0.00 3.39 9.26 
) Second plan 24.71 1.73 3.35 29.79 ·-
.I Third plan 32.33 0.00 1.25 33.58 
I hntrth plan I 9. 75 0.15 0.96 26.31 

) hllh plan 11.74 0.58 2.25 14.57 
··-· 

Sixth plan 1.83 11.18 (J X.94 0.42 ,.-
rscvcltth plan 47.92 2.X3 6.49 57.24 7 

·-·-1-:-:·c-·--
X l·:igllth plan 1().() I 1.94 1.0 I 13.06 
!) Ninth plan o.04 1.os 0.60 -
··-·- --:-;-;--- ..... 

11.07 1.10 12.17 10 Total -
·-

Soun~: (;OJ 1•,\ltrnal ass1slann·. 211111-21102. 

Lthh: 5.1 shows that the amount of government loans has been more or less 

i nconsistcnt m cr the years hut non-government loans arc on a nse. However, the 

;llllPunt or grants has seen a dcdinc over the years except for the seventh five-year 

plan when both government lo;m as well as grant saw a steep rise. Comparing the 

i11ncasc in lu<tn and grant ckment during the seventh plan however, shows that both 

innl·ascd about live times their previous amounts. It must be remembered that loan 

lt;1s to be repaid with certain interest whereas grants carry no such liabilities. Main 

arl·as funded hy grants arc the social sectors. which includes health, and therefore of 

tlllr interest. llowcver. with the increasing commercialization of the health sector, 

l:ttcly health Sl~ctor funding has gradually shiHed li·om grants to loans. This point shall 

Ill- discussed in greater detail lall'r in the chapter. 

l11tcrnational aid in the health sector was received as a part of social sector aid. 

Thl·rcforc. there is a problem in qualifying as to how much aid has been received by 
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health sector over successive live year plans. Due to poor documentation, such data 

ran still not he found even after health sector being given an independent authority in 

t'arly XOs. A review of details of all the loans sanctioned by all the donors to India 

ovcr the five year plans rewals that very little international funding has been received 

hy the health sector as intcrn<ltional aid. Sporadic projects on water supply and 

s;111itation ;md population projects arc however present starting from fourth tive-ycar 

pl;111. before that. international <lid has been received as food aid under PL480 I and 

lllcnlater under PL 480 II and Ill. 

Sl<trting from food aid and population projects. the next areas to receive international 

<~llt'lltion was malaria control and integrated child development scheme (ICDS). As 

111entioned L'arlier. poor documentation has resulted in lack of adequate and precise 

dala on intcmational aid in the health sector. No government department viz. ministry 

or finance and company alhirs. ministry of health and family welfare and controller 
' or aid accounts and audit. has documented and preserved financial aid data nor do 

lllt'Y easily part with it. llm\cver. as the areas being funded prior to 80s were less and 

I Ill· quantum of aid in the health sector was less. For the purpose of this study, analysis 

or post XOs international aid in health sector post 80s has been done. However the 

rt·st·archer has not been ahk to lind exact data ewn for these years also. This study 

h;1s tried to usc data from the annual reports or ministry of health and family welfare 
~ 

( 1\11( )IIFW). parliament procL·edings and , provided by MOHFW. Based on 

I ht'SL' scpara1L' tables for each donor agency and/or country showing the programmes 

l11nded and the amount or assistance received (wherever available) has been drafted, 

\\hich is followed by an analysis ofsueh assistance. 

ASSISTANCI<: FROM WIIO 

WIIO provides policy guidelines for national programme planning. Its main form of 

assistance is technical expertise for proper implementation of national programmes. 

1\11 analysis of table 5.2 and 5.J shows that WHO funding has been decreasing in the 

area of health towards late XOs or the end of the seventh Jive-year plan. However, its 

f11nding l(>r areas covered under the flm1ily welfare programme has risen drastically 

frn1n the eighth plan. In other words, WHO has shifted its focus towards family 

wl'll~1rc services. It has provided aid in the form of technical, managerial support and 
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training. Such support kaws very lillie opport~mity f(.)l" the recipient country to utilize 

aid according to its own needs. 

TABLE 5.2 AsSISTANCE FOH IIEALTII (in USD) 

s Yc~•r Pmgrammcs funded Amount Percent 

Nn 
----

I 9XO-X I 4,091,450 2.46 
--

19X l-X2- • I kalth services development 7,1 03,150 4.28 

J9X:2-ln • Family health 9,552,400 5.75 
-~ 

l9Xl-X4 • Me11lal health ·I 

19X4-X5 • ( 'ommunicablc diseases control 9,920,048.5 5.97 
·-· 

l9X5-X(l • Non-communicable diseases 15.180,700 9.14 
·-· 

I 9X(l-X7- prevention and control 1.074,510.0 0.65 7 
-·-----·--·-

X 1987-XX • I kalth manpower development 5,70J,916.5 3.43 

I) 19XX-X9 • I kalth inf(mnation, research 12.092,600 7.28 
--~----

l9X1>-<>0 and dcvdopment IO 
-- j<)<j():::<) ,- • l·:nvironntL'ntal health 1 ,38.1 0,100 8.31 II 

12 I<><> 1-92 I .52,87 ,800 9.20 
.. 

I ~ I 99:2-9 .l Mainly f':.11nily welf~tre programmes 1J.950,417 8.40 
-·--

1·1 I <NJ-9-1 • MCII 3,238,458 1.95 

1994-9)- • 1:;11nily welf~tre and research 15,992,100 9.63 
-·--

I<><>)-<>()-- • 1-W/J>IIC in urban areas 
·-··- 199(;--:l)y- • J·:xpamkd programme or 12.776,000 7.69 17 

----
)91>7-<fx i ntmun iz; 1! ion IX 

-· 
]9<JX:(){) • ( 'ontrol or diarrheal diseases 13,502,000 8.13 

··-- -------
I 91>1>-0o • !\cute respiratory infection 

·--- ----·---··--
2000-0 I • liT 12,838,000 7.73 

..• 

200 I -0:2-- • (iuine;t worm eradication ., ) 

-·--
Total 16,61 '13,650 100 

., 
' Som n·: (,OJ, Annual Reports, Muustry oll-lealth and hmuly Welfare 

1\ I so, the ;1reas funded. I i kc communicable and non-communicable disease 

progran,•ncs, environmental health, manpower training and development etc. all 

Ulltlrihute tow;1rds strengthening only the care delivery system. Crucial areas, as 
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chalked out by the live-year plans. like water supply and sanitation, food security, 

llnusi ng etc. do not rccei ve any alieni ion. 

T.\IILE S.J ASSISTANCE FOJt FAMILY WELFARE (in lJSI)) 

s 
N 

·I 

7 

X 

() 

.. 

o. 

.. 

.•. 

·-·-

... 

·---

··-

·----

.. 

() 

YcHr 

I<JX()-lJ4 

I <J<J~~-<J) 

I <J<) 5-W1 

I <J<J()-<J7 

I <N7-9X 

I <J<JX-<JtJ 
~·--··.,.--

I <J<JtJ-00 
-----,.-
2000-0 I 

-2oOT-o2-

Total 

Pro~nunnu.·s funded Amount 

MCII + research under human 9,99X.900 

rep rod u<.:t ion program. 

J\RI. IH'. PIIC. promotion of FW 3.639,000 

serVICeS & research. RCII. FE 3.540.515 

services in urban areas. EPI. CDD 

R ura I health SCrVJCCS. sale 2.2X5,450 

motllerh< H >d and newborn care. 

family health serVICes. women's 

health SCrVJL"eS, research on new 

contraceptive technology. IEC. 

lJIP. J\RL CDD. 

1.94.63,865 

' Sourn·: (,01, Annual Reports, Mnustry ol Health and htnuly Wellare 

Percent 

51.37 

18.70 

18.19 

11.74 

100 

I kalth pn>hlcms identified as major killers f(.>r infant and child mortality by Indian 

<hila and planning - like diarrhoL'a, and pneumonia etc. receive very little aid. As per 

I IlL· lakst av;1ilable data from sample registration survey of registrar general of India, 

lill· I <J<>X. the lllajor causes or child mortality and the number of deaths against each of 

lhL'lll are ;1s llllder:-

l'lll'llll1011i<l 4.X4,45(> 

;\IIL'Illia 2.29.479 

I >iarrhca 1.60.635 

Typhoid I ,30,035 

l111luenza t)6,X9 I 

I >yscntcry 79,042 

1\nwng all the internation<JI agenc1cs providing aid. none except WHO has ever 

funded any programme fi.>r these diseases. Not that these diseases require 

sophisticated intervention. lnl~lct. only if fndia could follow the recommendations of 
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tilL· lirst health c<)mmittce i.e. Bhore committee, this would not be the situation even 

;llkr sucn·ssful complclion or seven live-year plans. The Bhore committee had 

rL·L·ommcmkd -- "in drawing up a health plan certain primary conditions essential for 

hL·althful living must in the first place he ensured. Suitable housing, sanitary 

"IIITIHIIldings and a safe drinking water supply arc pre requisites of a healthy life. The 

prm·ision or adequate health prolcction to all covering both its curative and preventive 

;ISI1L'ciS. irrespL~CtiVC or their ability tO pay f(.)l" it, the improvement Of nutritional 

st;111dards qualitatively and quantitatively ... '' (GOI, 1946.). 

1-\ L'll afler fj f"ly yearS or planning, SUppOrted by intcrnatiOJla( goodwill, We failed tO 

adhL·re to thL~se recommendations. The result can be seen in the data. This data on 

L·hild mortality. surprisingly. docs not mention any of the diseases covered under the 

uni\'l·rsal Programme or Immunization. The six diseases covered under UIP 

pm!!-rammc have been promulgated to be the major killers by organizations like 

\\'II<>. and J"r;mtically supporll:d by other international agencies like UNICEF etc. 

"hich hold prominence in shaping international health priorities. 

I ;1hlc 5.:2 and 5.3 show aggregate funding for all the areas/programmes supported by 

\\'II<). This dnL'S not show how much funding/importance cat:h of these programmes 

IL"L"L'in:d li·on1 the organi:t.ations. The next table gives us some idea regarding this 

d, 1111ain. (WI!() support is olh:n along with other organizations such as UNDP). 
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T\IILE SA AssiSTANCE AU.OC\TEI> BY WHO/lJNI)P (in USO) 

s 
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Pa·u~a·ammcs 
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-· 
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progra111111L' 
dcvclop111ent and 
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---

·I Family health 

Mcut;ll health 

l'rophy I act ic. 
diagnostic and 
theralll'lll ic 
suhstann· 

·-·-- :-:-;---------
( 'ollllllllllitahk 7 
diSL'ase 
pn·veutitHI and 
control 

··-r-:-:--·--·--·-
Nou-
COilllllllll icahlc 
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pn'VL'IIt ion and 
control 

----r-:-:------;-··-------;:-
l'rolllotloll ol I) 

envin•llllll'lll<ll 
he;dth 

·-··- -------····----
I tl llcalth 

llliiiiJlllll'lT 
dcvcloplliL'III 

·--f--:-:--c-:---
llc;dth I I 
information 

I .) Amount (Total) 
·-

Yt•aa· 

19HO 1981 
lh:g.ular Other Regular Other 
budget sources budget sources 
I 00.::!:\0 1,100.250 

•I.\ I . I 00 341.200 

609.700 566.990 

.112.1)5(} 284.250 

72.(>()0 38,200 

(,),100 74.100 

1.0·1:\.2)0 3.445.000 I ,02X.550 3.605,000 

17J.I 00 176.100 

·l·lk200 21>2.000 4X4.200 

-------
3 I, I. I Oil 310.000 

X·L 100 94.100 

.H•5·U50 3,737,000 3,498,150 3,605,000 
' Sourn·: (,01, Annual Reports, Mtmstry of 1-Jcalth and l•anuly Wcllarc 

T\ BLE 5.5 WIIO COUNTI{Y BtiJ>(;ET ASSISTANCE (in liS D) 

SN 
·--,--:-------

u. Pa·ognuumcs Year --1---------

1993-94 
--- --:-:-----·-

IN J)/I'IIC/00- <11-_t:"-an i;.at ion of health care system 3.73:796 
hasL:d tlll I'IIC 

·---:·-------
INIVI'v1CIII003- 111atcmal and child health care 4,02.560 

----
INT57K:icii/004- promotion or family welf~1re 6,66,393 

services and resL·arch 

·I IND/MCII/005- I:W/PIIC snvices in urban areas 7.53,254 

IND/I·:i•l/001- expanded programme of 4,84,920 
intmun i;.at ion 

--
r-TN I)/( 'I >D!OOI- control of diarrhoeal diseases 1,14,370 

-·----·-· 
IND/;\1{1/001- acute respiratory inlcction 1.15,090 
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Total 
Regular Other 
budget sources 

I ,200,500 

722,300 

1,176,600 

597,200 

110,800 

139,200 

2,073,800 7,050,000 

349,200 

930,100 292,000 

624,100 

178,500 

7,152,600 7,342,000 

1995-96 
3,69,414 

2,1,186 

5,65,319 

11,70,020 

4,18,538 

42,083 

1,61,431 

:_.···, 



X 

I) 

Ill 
··-

IN D/1 U 1/002- in formal ion, 
romnlllll ical ion 
llndngoing reallot:< II ion 

c-c-i.oral 

education and 1,35,600 

192,475 

3,238,458 
---;-;-:--, ., soii-rn·: (,01, Annual Reports, l\1uuslry nlllcalth amll•anuly Wclf:1rc 

6,02,524 

3,540,515 

T \III.E 5.6 WIIO COliNTHY BIIJ>(;ET ASSISTANCI~ (1996-1997) (in USD) 

., 
l 

·I 

7 

X 

() 

IO 

P•·uJ.!rammcs 
IN I l/1 >II C/00 I sl r~.·ngl h~.·•• ing of rura I h eallh services 

IN 1>/IU '11/00 I sa ll.· mol hcrhood and new born care 

INI>/WIID/001 wonH:n's h~.·;dth service 

/Ill{ 1'/00 I n:scarch on new contraceptive technologies 

/IN 1-'/00 I in fimnal ion. nlucarion and communication 

/1111'!0 II illlllllllliiation 

/('I >RIOO I acull· r~.·spiralory infection control 

,'(') >IV002 diarrlHlL'aTJiscases control 

~~-----------· 

·"ourl'l·: (;{)I, A.-.~--~~-.:--=ll--:1:::-{-cl-ll-~~·-.1-s .. --:l\:-,.l'""•-nrslry of J~tcalth anti Farull)' Wt.·llarc 

Amount 
2,17,900 

2,03.230 

6,23,720 

5,50,000 

35000 

2,59,000 

2,59.100 

87,500 

50,000 

2,285,450 

I ;1hks 5.4. 5.5 and 5.(1 show cntain contrasts rn WIJO funding over the years. In 

L';lrly XOs. communicable diseases control. health services development, basic health 

i11rr;1structure received ;•ppril:-.:imatcly 90 percent of' total budget share. In the 90s, the 

l'lllire Wll< > l(lcus shirtcd to various aspects of' l~nnily welf~tre program only. The total 

sil;1re or various parts or l~unily wclf~1rc programme in the 90s remained around 70 

pvrn·nt or lllOI"L'. Control or diarrhoeal diseases. /\Ris. IEC and improvement ofhealth 

i•llr<lstruclure were adjusted in the remaining 30 percent (or less) of the country 

hlld!!-Cl. 

S11ch trends have had lasting impact on Indian planning which shows similar trend in 

ils pl;m outlays over the years. The result is that even today we are struggling to 

(II< l\ ide h;tsic civic <IIIIL~ni I ies to over 60 percent or our population. It must be 

ll'llleJnbcrcd that it was WIIO and lJNICEF. which in 197X convened a conference at 

1\ lrna-1\ta. which in ils declaration came up with the idea of' comprehensive primary 

llL·;dth care approach. This appro;r~~~ towards 'I· IF/\ by 2000'. saw building up of a 

slrnng health system (which includes health service system) as the only way to ensure 
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ltL·alth of a population. llmll:nkvdopment was seen as the crux of the problem and so 

it was this area, which ncelkd to he allcnclcd to. lkulth was seen in a holistic manner. 

Hut superimposing the details of CPHC approach over the pattern of funding of 

WIIO. hardly any similarity can he seen. WIIO has never funded or given policy 

suggestions towards building any health system in India. It has funded programs of 

little public lwalth credence li11· India, has not provided adequate support to problems 

111' ;11.:tual puhl ic health concern. pushed towards making the public health planning 

111orL' teclliHJCL'ntric and thus has contributed towards shilling priorities from issues 

"hich required gr~:atcr attention according to Indian needs. towards issues of dubious 

gloh<d COI1Cl'I"IIS. 

TilL· most recent example or this shill is WHO initiative to set up a Macroeconomic 

< 'olllmission 011 llealth. This commission pushes for global investments in health to 

t;1ckk powrty as poverty is co11sidered as an outcome of ill health. Thus it leaves out 

;dl structural issues and in the name of humanism puts its weight on expanding 

lcclmology market by choosing what kind of global investment ought to be made. The 

X billion liS$ global fund is the first step towards this new enterprise (WHO, 2001). 

ASSIST/\NCI•: FROM UNICEF 

., 
lhl' mam programmes assisted by UNICEF from 1980-85 were PHC programme, 

f\H 'I L ;\ N M training. n;1t ional malaria eradication programme. tuberculosis 

prugrammc. leprosy control programme, blindness controL rural and urban health 

-;nviccs. immunization. control or diarrhoeal diseases. goitre and sexually transmitted 

disl'ases. The draft master plan or lJNICEI: provided a funding worth US $ 

~~X .. ')Omillion li>r the years 19XO-X3. 

lhl' nw1n areas of funding in 1985-90 were universal immunization programme 

(Ill P). nutrition, l()()d supplement and school health project. The aggregate funding 

l'or these programmes in this duration was approximately US $ 50 million, of which 

1111' alone received US$ 2(!.1>1.764.70 mainly in the form or cold chain equipment 

;uHI transport. These programmes arc now the main focus of UNICEF assistance. 
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IINICEF has IK·en funding the MCII programme. 1·:1'1. has provided funds for multi 

IHtrpose worker (MPW) training and for training of PIIC doctors over the years. From 

1')')\ onwards. UNICEF has hl:en funding the Child Survival and Safe Motherhood 

programme (('SSM). along with the World Bank. 

IINICI~F funding also shows almost similar trends as that of WHO. in terms of 

tk·ncasing funding in lll·alth and im:rcasing funding in the areas of family \:velf~1re. 

TilL· shirt in runding priorities li11· liNICEF also is towards the end of 80s and early 

IJils. liN I< '1·:1: runding has also hecn mainly in the li.mn of equipment and expertise. 

Strch aid is classified as tecllllical assistance- a kind of assistance where the recipient 

L"tllnttry can ~..·xen:ise no choice in distribution of procured aid according to its 

l·otuttry's needs. This shirt in li1eus ean he seen from communicable disease control 

programme to MC II and more so on lJ I P. J n other words. J ndia could not procure 

ltuHiing li11· the priorities sl'l by various expert committees over the years, and were 

a I so r~..·a I i:;.ed hy our li w-year plans. Instead. the dichotomy between our realization of 

pr11hkrns in plans. and the strategies adopted to eombat these problems, seems to have 

;1 rl'lation \vith the pattem or intnnational funding. This point becomes even clearer in 

JilL' later analysis Of Other fundingagencieS. 

111 11ur he;tlth plans. we seem to have set our priorities according to the dictat of the. 

itttnnational organizations. as rdlccted 111 their funding patterns. The 

l'"'gramnK·s/issues they hav~..· concentrated were not the key public health problem for 

lrul ia. 

llNICEF's Am ANI> CIIILU UEALTII: MlJCII ADO nm NOTIIING 

llrL· main thrust or l.INI( 'I·:F in l11dia has been immunization programme. Therefore, I 

.-;!tall concentrate on this programme here. As shown hy data in earlier pages. none of 

1 It~.· diseas~..~s covered under Ill P limn the major reasons l(lr child mortality, in India. 

Y~.·l the diseases viz. diphtheria. pcrtusis. tetanus, polio. measles and childhood TB 

(litis is now rare) have been labeled as the six killer diseases. 

\\'110 started the Expanded Programme of Immunization (EPI) in 1974, but it started 

in India in 1'>78. It was a pari or GOBI i.e. growth monitoring, oral rehydration, 

hrL";tst-fecding and imnnmization. In 1985. it became universal programme of 
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illllllllllizlllion. which was a lime bound. vertical programme. In the seventh five-year 

pl<lll. 55 percent or inwslmenl f()r communicable diseases was for immunization. 

Such was the importance given lo lJIP. which was to finish in 1990. As Bane~jee puts 

il "even a very broad analysis or the process or policy and programme formulation 

<IIHI implementation of the immuni:t.ation programme (EPI/UIP) reveals that the apical 

or~·ani:t.alions of international public health have shown scant regard for some of the 

IIIIHI:IIIIL'Ill:d principles or public health practice. They have dared to launch a 

1 • loh;d/un i versa I i mnlllll i:t.al ion programme without caring to have a reasonably 

n·liahk cpitkmiological hasclim:. They have tended to 'homogenize' the situation; 

n L'll the I 00 or so poor countries have widely varying parameters. When there is no 

L·pidL·miolngiL·al baseline. how is it possible to assess the epidemiological impact of 

1 ilL· progr<lllll ne? ... no data have been produced to demonstrate the degree of 

l'lli.:cl i vencss or the vacc i ncs under the ceo) ogical/cpidemiological conditions 

prn·ailing in the diiTcrclll cotllllril's. No evidence has been produced to justify why 

I ill' lew) or 'herd immunity' has hccn fixed at 85 percent" (Banc~jee. 1999). 

In 11>1>0. :1s lhL~ targets had nol hL·cn achicvcd.lJJP was extended until2000. lfwe can 

~;LIIL' anything on the killing L'l'licicncy or these six diseases. it can only be that they 

L'<lll cause n•orl:llity o1ily in C<ISL'S cnupled with severe malnutrition. They are not fatal 

i11 solitude. lnfacl. 80-1>0 pnccnt or deaths under live age group are caused by 

d I< I rrhoca :111d pncumon ia causes that our health programmes have yet to properly 

alil'IH.IIo. ( 'auscs pcculi;~r lo inr:111cy arc <mother major cause of death. 

!Ill' docs nol allcnd to lhL· <~ctual cause or mortality i.e. malnutrition, instead, it 

dl'li:nds the IL'chnology wllicll is easily available lo us. They have vaccines for those 

si.\ diseases. so we :JI'L' forced to administer them to our children and earmark 55 

jll'IL'CIIt or our budget ( l(•r con11nunicahle diseases). for reasons not of immediate 

jlllhlic hc•dth concern !'1ll' India. It SLTms that death was not the reason to initiate UIP, 

h111 it was av<~ibhility or V<ILTines. II' lJIP we must implcnH.:nL I think a better way 

"tlldd hL· IP incorpor:lle it with the general health system (which has yet to be 

dn'L'Iopcd <111d strL·ngtllcnL·d) rather than making it a vertical programme. It does not 

lksnve so nHICh money in a resource-starved situation of health sector. Intact, if we 

look at tl. .. : issue in this way with the main reason, viz. malnutrition, remaining 

llli<IL'I. ewn il' we can guard our children from these six diseases, they either die of the 
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major killers as diarrhea and malnutrition or grow up with poor health to form a 
. ' 

vulnerable workforce. Is this situation any better? 

ASSISTANCE FROM DANIDA 

Danida has been assisting the national programme for control of blindness (NPCB), in 

three phases, since. 1980. It has also provided assistance in the construction of 

National Institute of Health and Family Welfare (NIHFW), Central Drug Research 

lnst itute (CDR I), for leprosy programme ( 1984-94) and tuberculosis programme 

( 1992 onwards). 

TABLE 5.7 ASSISTANCE FOI{ IIEALTII (Rs. in Crores) 

s Year Pro~rammcs funded Amount Percent 

No. 

I 1980-85 • NPCB 8.50 for NPCB 0.08 

• Construction ofNIHFW 18. Million DKr 98.77 

• Construction of CDR I forNIHFW. 

I 1985-94 • NPCI3 44.81 0.43 -

• Leprosy programme 
, 

1994-97 NPCB phase II Not mentioned ) 

4 1997-02 • NPCB phase III 42.58 0.41 

• RNTCP 31.95 0.31 

5 Total 10387.84 100 
. . 

I H. M1IIHlll J>Kr = Rs. I 02.6 nulhon accordmg to 2001-02 exchange rates (1 DKr.=Rs.S. 7) . 
Sout·ce: GO I, Annual Reports, Ministry of Health and Family Welfltre 

TABLE 5.8 ASSISTANCE FOR FAMILY WELFARE (Rs. in crorcs) 

s Year Programmes funded Amount Percent 

No. 

I I 980-89 Area development project in Madhya 3 1.70 41.43 

Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. 

2 1989-95 Area development project phase II in 44.81 58.57 

Madhya Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. 

3 Total 76.51 100 

Source: GO I, Annual Reports, Muustry of Health and Fam•ly Welfare 
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Tahks 5.7 and 5.8 show DJ\NIDA funding for health and family welfare 

programmes. DANIDA has been fairly consistent with its funding pattern over the 

years. with blindness control and area development projects being the central focus. 

The objective of the area development projects was to reduce fertility, maternal 

mortality rate and child mortality by means of expansion of the health care system. 

The organization has supported the NPCB mainly by providing drugs and equipment 

i.e. as technical assistance. J\n analysis of the type of aid given and areas funded 

shows that DJ\N IDA f"unding has also been towards development of a curative 

service. thus making our public health approach more technocentric. 

ASSISTANCE FROM NORAD AND SIDA 

NORAD runding has been 1'nainly for family welfare programme, in the post-partum 

project. Financial details of its funding are not available. Other assistance provided by 

N< >RJ\D is in leprosy eradication programme and cancer research in the form of 

technical cooperation. The amount of funding has also been too less to make any 

significant contribution to the budget outlay for these programmes. 

SID/\ assistance has been mainly for malaria control (NMEP), leprosy control 

(NLCP). national tuberculosis programme (NTP) and lately the revised national 

tuberculosis control programme (RNTCP). Besides these it has also supplied vitamin 

1\ capsules in initial 80s and supported the MCH programme. The details about the 

;1)2.grcgatc amount of funding arc not available, however certain disjointed data had 

been given in the annual reports of the MOHFW. 

In h;:tween 1980-82. Rs.ll7 lakhs were received for NTP, Rs. 58 lakhs for NLCP, Rs. 

Y).l4 lakhs for vitamin A capsules, and Rs. 16 lakhs for NMEP. From 1984-89, Rs. 

I :?5 lakhs for NTP. Multi Drug Therapy (MDT) worth 90 Million Swedish Kroners 

for N LCP. were received. Data for the following years are not mentioned. SIDA 

i"unding has also been mainly as technical assistance, in the form of drugs and 

equipment. for the above-mentioned programmes. Such a support, as mentioned 

carl ier. only encourages the shift towards making the programmes more 

technologically oriented. We keep finding solutions to our health problems in the 

;1vailablc technology, whereas the real problems remain unattended. 
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ASSISTANCI•~ FROM ODA (U.K.) 

ODA funding has been mainly in the area of women reproductive health research, 

cancer research. upgradation or health institutes and area development projects. 

llowever. there is no specific pattern of funding which emerges, with programme 

priorities shirting almost each financial year. ODA support has been as technical 

cooperation. supply or equipment and exchange of experts. 

T-\BLE 5.9 ASSISTANCE FOI~ IIEALTII 

S Nn. Yl'ar Prngramm cs funded 

I9XO-X I Not Ill cnt ion cd. 

..., I l)X 1-X2 Cancer rese :u·ch, .I alma institute, PGIMER, NMEP, FW, coronary 

heart disease . project, sterilization nlcilities. 
--, 

-' :cr research institute, central Jalma institute, NMEP. 

4 I9X.\-X9 Cancer rese; 

Viral 1-kpatJ 

m:h, NLCP, NMEP, Kala Azar, Monoclonal Antibodies, 

"tis. TB research, medical education technology (AIJMS), 

operational research on management of mosquito vectors, PGIMER, 

Central Jalm a Institute. 

ucation research, hepatitis, immunology of TB, cancer 

(J 1990-02 Medical et lucal ion research. human pappilovirus infection and 

cervical c:1 nccr. haemoglobinopathy control, rota virus infection 

control, ch lamydial laboratory, Andhra Pradesh school research 

project. 

Sourn·: G{)-,:-Ailllua[ I{CJl(lr~iS-,-MiiJJstry of Health and Fam1ly Welfare 

01 );\ funding as seen in table 5.9 in the area of health has been towards assisting big 

institutions for their technological upgradation and general upkeep. Its funding being 

more in fit\·our of non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and big institutions, its focus 

h:ts hardly ever been towards rural health system development or towards the 

Jtl~trginalized groups. 
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TAHLES.J() i\SSISTAN('E I'OH JiAi\IILY WELFARE (Rs. in Crores) 

No. Year Pro~ramnu.·s funded Amount Percent 

19XO-X9 Area development project in orissa 29.54 27.63 

I <JX9-<JO No funding. phase II under 

preparation. 

_1 1992-96 Area development project Ill orissa, 77.37 72.37 

concluded in I 996. 
-· 

Tot;d 106.91 100 
., ' Source: (,01, Annual Reports, Muustry of llcalth and hwuly Welfare 

Table 5.10 shows ODA funding in family welfare. It had concentrated mainly on 

promotion or llunily wei rare through infrastructure development for adequate 

provision or services in Orissa. ODA has funded important areas, though once again, 

their import;~nce as public health concern for India can be easily questioned. It has 

f1111ded c;~ncer research and other research projects related to female reproductive tract 

inkctions. all or these have yet to be proved to be public health concerns of such 

111;1gnitudc. Such research can only lead to somehow proving these issues to be worthy 

or government support/attention. and thus making way for technology to come to 

rescue. This shall help create a new market for the pharmaceutical companies and 

other technical products required to overcome these diseases. Such developments are 

l1;11·dly requin:d by a country like India. which still needs to work on its basic health 

infr;~structurc to deal with composite health problems which arc getting increasingly 

colnplic<~tL·d over the years due to various reasons. one or them being - vectors and 

p<~thogens developing resistance to technologies. 

ASSISTANCE FROM liSA I D 

Initially, tile main thrust of lJS assistance to India was on projects that were designed 

to strengthen key institution and transfer of resources for infrastructure programmes 

in <~griculturc and social I(H·cstry. Since mid 19XO. the priority has been diversified to 

i11clude sc1cnce and technology dimension focusing specifically on the 

co1nmerciali:;.ation of tcclmology. Jlealth and llunily welfare is also one of the priority 

<~rL·as" (Ministry of Finance and Company Afll1irs. External assistance 2001-2002, 

New Delhi.). 

liSA I D is one of the major donors to India. While many institutions have stopped 

funding in the health sector wher'~:ls others have joined off late, USAID funding has 

continued over a long stretch of time. Earlier food aid used to be major type of 
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assistanc~: provided by the organization, which has now diversified into many other 

l"unding priorities in the area ol" health and family welfare. Food aid was given under 

the Public Law 4lW (PL 4XO) and here we give a brief account of its assistance under 

this law. 

PL .tXO Tille I 

l 111ller J>J_ -ISO Title I. the U.\' fwd heen providing 'concessional sales· of ./()()d 

co/1/IJJodili<'s to India. The commodities include rice. wheat and edible oil. The total 

value of such l(>od aid. extended over the years 1956 and 1978 was of the order of$ 

..f.X billion. Since 197X there has been no Title I assistance. 

PL .tXO Title II 

l lnder Title II. the US has heen donating agric:u/tural commodities as outright grant. 

TilL· commodities arc processed f(>od and wheat products. The commodities are used 

in school"s mid-day meals. pn:-school child feeding. nutrition programmes. and oil 

sL·cd grower cooperative tkwlopmenl. The supplies are received through voluntary 

<lgL'IKies such as CARt: (Coopcrative lor American Relief Everywhere) and CRS 

({ 'atholic Relict' Services). 

IInder PI, 4XO Title II progr<unmc commodity assistance of US $ 96.859 million 

i11cluding l'rcight has becn dishurscd by USAID during US FY 2000 (October 99-

Scptembn 2000). 

P L .tXO T i I h.· Ill 

l 111l/er 'title Ill. the l/S;/1/J extended o grant l~{ US$ -18 million worth of' assistance in 

the .limn of' edihle oil m·er two years US FY 1992 and 1993. The assistance was 

<'Ill ire(v in gmnt.fi.mn .. ( t·:xtcrnal Assistance 200 1-2002). 

Titk I ol" the Agricultural Tradc Development and Assistance Act of 1954, as 

amended. (Public Law 4XO. X3rd Congress) provides for U.S. government tinancing 

ol" s;iles of lJ.S. agricultural commodities to developing countries and private entities 

(here a lkr called "participants") on concessional credit terms. Sales are made by 

privalc business firms on a bid basis in response to Invitations lor Bids or IFB's issued 

i11 the United Slates by the participant. Sales arc made at 'competitive U.S. market 

prices'. The agreement's coiH:cssionality results fi·om its extended credit periods and 

low rates or interest charged for the financing. A developing country shall be 

considered eligible for P.l ,. 4XO Title I financing if it has a shortage of foreign 

c:-.:changc earnings and has di rticulty meeting all of its food needs through commercial 
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channels. In accordance with the cargo preference provisions ofthe Merchant Marine 

!\ct. 193(), as amended, at least 75 percent or the gross tonnage of commodities 

exported under Title L P.L. 480, must be shipped on privately owned U.S. Hag 

coiJHnen.:ial vessels. 

I ksides · henditing' undernourished people overseas, P.L. 480 programs also support 

;\n1erican agriculture. Strengthening the economics and agricultural infrastructures of 

dncloping countries also means helping to create potential expanded markets for 

li.S. agricultural products. S~:wral of the leading importers of U.S. agricultural 

products, su~:h as Egypt and Thailand, are former recipients of food assistance. Food 

;1id positivdy affects almost every slate in the union, with benctits not only to farmers 

hul also to li.HH.I processors, packers, transporters. railroads, ·stevedores, ocean carriers 

a11d others. In FY 1999, $957 million was traded in Title II food assistance. 

India had become self sunicicnt in terms of food grain production with the success of 

lhe green revolution. Still it has been receiving PL 480 assistance, which is meant to 

support those countries which me unable to produce enough lor self-consumption and 

im·apahle to procure food grains at competitive market prices. Since 1978 onwards, 

;llkr gaining scll'-suniciency in food production, India has been receiving food aid as 

rr;u1ls under PL 480 titk II and Ill. 1\t the same time, millions of tones of food-grains 

;m· rotting in the Indian godowns, creating further problems for the small farmers. 

This in turn lilln:s the l~umers to shill towards cash cropping. These cash crops 

usually sL·rvc as raw materials that are exported to developed countries for further 

processing into finished goods. These details only go on to endorse the view that food 

;1id is more a tool of exercising control over the recipient country's economy rather 

lh;111 a genuine help to the poor or the undernourished. 

L1hlc 5.11 gives an account of !he utilization position of US assistance during the last 

live linancial years: It shows that US assistance has been declining over the years. 

This is because of the political pressure working within the United States to cut the 

overall share of international aid as a part of US GDP. Such pressure has initiated a 

111ove to examine the efli.:ctiveness of aid in meeting developmental goals it is 

supposed to achieve. This in turn has resulted in increased conditionalities on 

rn·ipient counlries. Though India has seen decline in investments by USAID over the 
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years, but recently the trend has taken a reverse with an increase in overall US 

assistance in the health sector i~ the current year. 

TABLE 5.11 UTILIZATION POSITION OF US ASSISTANCE DURING THE LAST FIVE 

FINANCIAL YEARS (in US $ million) 

s Year Grant through Grant as technical Grant on account as Total grant 

No. budget assistance food aid@ 

1 1997-98 14.592 21.214 95.587 131.393 

2 1998-99 14.846 13.898 94.870 123.614 

3 1999-00 14.390 11.810 90.000 116.200 

4 1900-01 16.634 10.320 96.600 125.554 

5 1901-02 14.04 14.770 72.000 102.810 

@ Food aid Is given through US NGOs hke CARE and CRS 

Source: Ministry of Finance and Company Affairs. External assistance 2001-2002, New Delhi. 

The important projects which have been funded by USAID as a direct grant through 

budget are Innovation in family planning services (IFPS) in UP with a total grant of$ 

225 million, AIDS prevention and control (APAC) in Tamil Nadu with a total grant of 

$ 10 million, and AVERT (relating to HIV/AIDS) in Maharashtra with a total grant of 

$ 41.5 million. USAID has also provided grant as technical a~sistance in various 

projects as Technical assistance and support project (TASP) with a total grant of$ 21 

million, Energy management and consultation (EMCA T) with a total grant of $ 27 

million, and Energy conservation and commercialization (ECO) with a total grant of 

$ 25 million. 

ASSISTANCE FOR HEALTH 

USAID had funded private voluntary organizations for health (PVOH) in two phases. 

US $ 120 million supported the first phase of the project. The second phase of PVOH 

ended in 1997with total investment of US $ 1 0 million. During this period it also 

funded family planning and nutrition services, established clinical. epidemiological 

units in two medical colleges in i 986-87 and also provided fellowships. It also 

supported biological research project to improve rural health care. This project 

continued until 1992. US $ 13.1 million was given by USAID against an Indian 

contribution of US $ 7 million. The AIDS prevention project was started in Tamil 
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Nadu in 1995 with an assistance of US $ 10 million. The duration of the project was 

1995-2002. 

ASSISTANCE FOR FAMILY WELFARE 

USAID supported area development projects in Maharashtra, Gujarat, Punjab, 

Haryana and Himachal Pradesh. Contraceptive marketing project, UIP and ORT have 

also been assisted. Initially the funding from USAID was less but from 1990-91 the 

funding increased manifold, and so increased the coverage of these programmes. It 

provided US $ 325 million for a period of ten years. Of this US $ 325 million, US $ 

225 million was earmarked for state/specific act and the rest US $ 100 million was to 

be spent on equipment, services and training. Innovation in family planning services 

in U.P. (IFPS), population simulation project have also received funding. PVOH 

phase II received another UD $ 10 million in 1994-95, whereas US$ 3.3 million have 

been received for strengthening the research capacity of population research centres. 

' 
US economic assistance to India started in 1951 and till 31 March 2002, the total aid 

(including health sector aid) has been around US $ 13.4 Billion. The aid mainly 

comprises development assistance, food and technical assistance. US assistance is 

mainly administered through USAID. 

USAID and family welfare programme: misplaced priorities 

One of the major areas of funding of USAID has been family planning. Increasingly 

large proportions of funds have been allocated to push forward the family welfare 

(more so family planning) programme. The centrally sponsored and 100 percent 

centrally funded family welfare programme provides additional infrastructure, 

manpower and consumables needed for improving health status of women (and 

children) and to meet all the felt needs for fertility regulation. Reduction in the 

population growth rate is the priority objective of the family welfare programme. Just 

to give an idea of the importance attached to the family welfare programme in India, 

by the international community- of the total external aid received from 1980 to 2000, 

69 percent has been only for the family welfare activities and 31 percent for the 

medical and public health activities. 
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India has also been responding with equal fervor to such international stimulations. 

Analyzing the funding for family welfare programme over the years makes the 

situation very clear. 

TABLE 5.12 SHARE OF CDCP AND FAMILY WELFARE IN HEALTH SECTOR BUDGETS 

(Rs. In Lakhs) 

S No. Year Communicable diseases 

1 1951-56 903 (64.5%) 

2 1956-61 1460 (64.9%) 

3 1961-66 1500 (60.2%) 

4 1966-69 939 (41.6%) 

5 1969-74 4335 (37.5%) 

6 1974-79 7962 (34.1%) 

7 1980-85 18211 (27.0%) 

8 1985-90 33988 (25.8%) 

9 1992-97 75759 (30.5%) 

% -Percentage of total expenditure on health sector. 
CDCP =communicable diseases control programme. 

Family welfare 

70 (0.5%) 

30 (1.3%) 

270 (10.8%) 

829 (36.7%) 

3150 (27.3%) 

5160 (22 .1%) 

10100 (15.0%) 

32562 (24.7%) 

65000 (26.0%) 

Source: GOI, Annual Reports, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare 

Table 5.13 Estimates for the ninth five-year plan 

1997;.98 1998-99 1999-2000 

BE RE BE RE BE RE 

Health (including 955 918 1195 981 1195 1062 

ISM&H) 

Family welfare 1829 1829 2489 2253 2920 3120 

BE = budget estimates, RE = revised estimates. 

2000-01 

BE RE 

1378 

3520 

Table 5.12 clearly shows that there is a perpetual decline in investment in the most 

crucial public health concern i.e. control of communicable diseases, and rise in that of 

family welfare programme. It also shows that we were giving "equal priority" to "one 

programme" on one side and "all other programmes" on the other. Table 5.13, breaks 

down the data for each year in the ninth five-year plan. This table also shows that not 
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only was health plan revised negatively unlike the family welfare budget, but it was 

also decreased to half and then one third of the family welfare outlay over the years. 

A close look at the financial assistance given in this chapter reveals that most of the 

funding for family welfare has come either for post-partum programme (NORAD), as 

contraceptives and technical assistance to develop the contraceptives indigenously, as 

training and sensitization of manpower for proper utilization of these contraceptives, 

towards contraceptive research or towards building infrastructure for family welfare 

programme (ADPs). 

Referring to the argument put forward by S.K. Rao - " .. .it is not so much socio

cultural factors like caste, religion, literacy, urbanization etc. but objective socio

economic circumstances like the chances of child survival, the nature of the source of 

livelihood etc, which are factors determining fertility. Therefore, expenditure on 

family planning, which tries to work purely through the former set of variables, 

cannot be expected to influence fertility behavior significantly. All that it can hope 

for, at best, is to help people who are already motivated to limit family size to switch 

over from conventional and cumbersome method of contraception to the modern 

methods" (Rao; ·1976). And this is exactly what seems to be happening in Indian 

context. How far such adherence to international financial dictums is going to take 

India is not hard to imagine! 

ASSISTANCE FROM WORLD BANK 

As mentioned earlier, health became an area of investment for World Bank only in the 

80s. To begin with its investments were largely in developmental projects. 

Assistance for health 
Table 5.14 shows World Bank funding in the health sector. World Bank funding 

increased in the 80s and more dramatically in the 90s when India adopted the new 

economic policy embracing SAP, as directed by World Bank and IMF economists. 

World Bank funding from the very beginning was for India population projects 

(covered as area development projects) and also for water supply and sanitation 

facilities in various states. It's funding for disease control programmes came only in 

90s with main emphasis being on AIDS and malaria control. 
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Table 5.14 Assistance for health (Rs. in Crores) 

S No. Year Programmes funded Amount Percent 

I 1994-95 NACP 250 2.17 

NLEP 302 2.62 

NPCB 554 4.81 

For seven years. 

2 1995-96 NACP, NLEP, NPCB, 

Andhra Pradesh health system development 608 5.27 

project 

West Bengal health system development project 698 6.06 

Kamataka health system development project 

Punjab health system development project 546 4.74 

425 3.69 

3 1996-97 In addition to earlier projects, NTP $ 142 million 48.68 

Malaria control 891.04 7.73 

4 1997-98 Same projects continue in this year. 

5 1998-99 Orissa added with a funding of 415.58 3.60 

6 1999-00 Maharashtra added 727.00 6.31 

7 2000-01 U.P. added 495 4.30 

8 2001-02 Earlier projects continue + foreign travel by 60lakh 0.005 

senior officers which cost 

9 Total 11521.22 100 

US$ l=Rs. 39.5 accordmg to 1996-97 exchange rates. 
Source: GOI, Annual Reports, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare 
Table 5.15 Details of World Bank assistance as against total external assistance 

received by disease control programmes for 1999-2002. (Rs. in crore) 

SNo. Programme 1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002 

1 National anti-malaria programme 120 100 100 

2 National leprosy eradication 49.05 38 52.00 

programme (includes DANIDA 

funding also) 

3 RNTCP 67 (89.24%) 94 (91.22%) 119 (86.86%) 

4 NPCB 60 (92.31%) 65 (86.67%) 96.01 (90.5%) 

5 NACP 135.50 120.50 (88.28%) 166.50(83 .88%) 

%-percent share of World Bank m total assistance received for the programme 

Table 5.15 shows that presently World Bank commands the international funding 

scene for major communicable disease programmes in India. And it must not be 
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forgotten that none of World Bank funding comes as a grant, unlike all other funding 

bodies, they are loans with differing rates of interest. 

World bank and Area development programmes 

India receives maximum funding for this programme from the World Bank in the 

name of area development projects. The area development project scheme was 

initiated in 1973 to overcome the constraints faced by the family welfare programme 

such as 

• Weak infrastructure 

• Poor skills of health functionaries and 

• Inadequate and poor quality of services mainly in low income and backward 

states due to resource constraints. 

The ultimate objective of these projects was to bring down the birth rates through 

creation of facilities for integrated delivery of health, nutrition and maternal and child 

health and family planning services as near to homes as possible, specially in the rural 

areas. Demand for family planning services was sought to be created through 

expansion of information, education and communication activities. India Population 

Projects (IPP) are one of the largest ~chemes for research in family planning. 

Table 5.16 Assistance for family welfare (Rs. in Crore) 

S No. Year Programmes funded Amount 

I 1980-88 ADP in UP and Andhra Pradesh 64.20 

IPP I-IV 61.98 (approx.) 

2 1988-92 IPPV in For 7 years 

Bombay 42.40 

Madras 66.11 * 
3 1992-93 Earlier projects continue Funding increased 

sharply, exact amount not 

specified. 

4 1993-94 Social safety net 40 

5 1994-02 IPP in 12 states, 1,215 

CSSM, Social safety net. 557.70 

6 Total 2047.39 
. . * 60 % of proJect cost was borne by World Bank, remammg was lnd1an contnbutlon . 

ADP = Area Development Project. 
Source: GOI, Annual Reports, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare 
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3.14 

3.03 

2.07 

3.23 

1.95 

59.34 

27.24 
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ADP was started in selected districts of Karnataka and six districts of Uttar Pradesh 

with financial assistance from the World Bank and Swedish International 

Development Agency with the ultimate objective of reducing maternal and child 

mortality, morbidity and birth rates. Construction of institutional buildings for service 

delivery and training and also of staff quarters, in addition to positioning of trained 

staff in the service centres received focused attention under these projects. Over the 

5th to 8th plan period, this scheme was extended to cover even more districts and 

states, the details of which can be seen in annexure II. 

Funding pattern for ADPs 

"The total cost of the project is shared between the government of India and the state 

governments in the ratio of 90:10. The funds are provided to the state governments as 

grant-in-aid under the centrally sponsored family welfare programme. Reimbursement 

is claimed from the external donor agencies on the basis' of expenditure reported by 

the state governments. The assistance in the case ofUNFPA, DANIDA and ODA is in 

the form of grant amounting to 100 percent, 85 percent and 75 percent respectively of 

the total project cost, while the assistance in respect of World Bank projects is in the 

form of loan" (Ministry ofHealth and Family Welfare, 1996-97, pp 64). 

ADPs as a catalyst in increasing debt burden 

TABLE 5.17 PERCENT SHARE OF V ARlO US DONOR AGENCIES IN ASSISTANCE FOR 

ADPs. 

SNo. Donor agency Percent Assist,ance category 
Completed projects- Phase I 
1 World Bank 71.21 Loan 
2 US AID 13.28 Loan+ Grant 
3 ODA (UK) 6.70 Loan+ Grant 
4 DANIDA 9.47 Loan+ Grant 
5 UNFPA 6.03 Grant 
Completed projects- Phase II 
1 DANIDA 3.09 Loan+ Grant 
2 ODA 5.13 Loan+ Grant 
On-going Project- Phase III 
1 World Bank 81.39 Loan 
2 UNFPA 7.2 Grant 
3 Germany 3.15 Loan+ Grant 
Source: GOI, 1996-97. Annual report, MOHFW. 
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An analysis of table 5.17 shows that out of the total funding of Rs.502.35 Crore in 

phase I, only 6.03 percent (UNFPA) was a grant. 71.21 percent (World Bank funding) 

was totally a loan, whereas funding from other sources had varying degrees of loan 

and grant element. In phase II, of the total funding ofRs. 1504 Crores, only Rs. 108.5 

Crores i.e. 7.2 percent (UNFPA) was as grant, eighty one percent i.e. World Bank 

contribution was a loan and the other funds again had varying degrees of loan 

element. This loan we (India) has to pay back to the donor agency with certain rate of 

interest charged over the principal amount. This data becomes important when seen in 

conjugation with India's family welfare programme approach (discussed earlier with 

USAID funding) 
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The family welfare approach adopted by India had a demographic approach to a 

complex problem rooted in the cause of underdevelopment. It did not address the 

problem of underdevelopment and unhealthy environmental and living conditions, 

which lead to morbidity and mortality. For such a family welfare programme, which 

is bound to register failures, which our planners and health committees have known, 

India has succumbed to such huge amounts of loans in the name of international aid. 

The adjoining graphs show the steep rise in the debt outstanding liability of India over 

the past decade, the total amount of external assistance received by India in the same 

period and the share of grant element within that aid received, for the same time 

period. The simple question which arises on the analysis of these data is - 'is 

international aid, in anyway, helping India overcome its health problems, or is it only 

contributing to aggravate its debt liabilities, pushing it closer to the debt trap. 

World bank funding for AIDS control 

Another major area of funding of World Bank is HIV/AIDS. Table 16 shows that 

World Bank is the single largest funder for AIDS programme in India. The first 

indigenously transmitted HIV infection was detected in India in 1986. In 1987, the 

department of health launched the National AIDS Control Programme (NACP). 

During 1987-92 phase, the NACP was operative with technical support from the 

DGHS and funding by the Indian government. 

Opinions about AIDS as a public health concern 

In 1992, the programme took a big leap, when it received huge amount of loan from 

the World Bank and bilateral international institutions. The institutional structure of 

NACP was separated from other departments of health and a separate National AIDS 

Control Organisation (NACO) was created. As argued in a paper by Ritupriya - "the 

first phase of the World Bank AIDS control project for India lasted from 1992-97. 

The funds were poorly utilised, largely because the state governments did not spend 

them. The reasons were cited to be bureaucratic hurdles causing delays in money 

transfers, but it is clear that many states did not see it as a priority area and others did 

not know how to approach the problem of HIV/AIDS. A common perception among 

the administrative and public health professionals was that there is too much hype 

about AIDS. Many also did not agree with what appeared to them to be the main 
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activity for AIDS control - awareness about 'safe sex' ... the second phase of the 

World Bank project was started in 1999, after 2 years of evaluation and completion of 

phase I. In the phase II (1999-2004) added emphasis was given to 'management 

strengthening', and developing care and support for people with HIV/AIDS. The 

former includes 'an experiment' of the World Bank, the loan administration control 

initiatives, where application of a management system under diverse administrative 

and political conditions (as prevail in the diverse Indian states) is being tried for a 

large-scale programme in the social welfare sector. 

The overall thrust and perspective continues to come from the international experts 

through the UNAIDS, an ~gency coordinating the AIDS related tasks of 8 

international agencies (WHO, UNICEF, UNDP, UNFPA, UNIFEM, UNESCO and 

World Bank, with ILO recently being added on). 

The public health expert opinion within the country has been diverse. In the early 

period of the epidemic in India, i.e. the late 1980s and early 1990s, one opinion was 

that this will be a devastating disease in the Indian context and so strong steps are 

necessary to prevent its entry and spread ... the other was denial of the threat of AIDS 

to Indians because of cultural safeguards. A third perspective accepted HIV I AIDS as 

an important public health problem but one to be viewed within the overall 

epidemiological situation, wherein the first view could be termed as 'exaggeration'. It 

also said that the panic generated by this would be counterproductive and that far not 

be used as a too 1. .. 

The first view was closest to the dominant international perspective and was adopted 

as the dominant. .. the second was rejected outright, and the third was ignored by 

clubbing it together with the second as 'denial' and ridiculed as middle class 

hypocrisy or parochial chauvinism. 

There is a fourth stream that draws from international scientific debates of thought on 

AIDS ... and views HIV as only a figment of the scientific imagination and the whole 

hype and programme only a tool of the medical equipment and pharmaceutical 

industry to make profits as well as a mechanism of the international and national elite 

to ignore the exi;:;ting problem of malnutrition, and infectious diseases in the 

developing world and addictions and other lifestyle issues in the developed world. 
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This view, though refutable epidemiologically, has been art important focus globally 

for articulation of dissent against the apparently monolithic dominant official 

international perspective. Unfortunately its extreme position has not allowed it 

credibility in public health. Its discrediting has, on the rebound, given added strength 

to the biomedical view and the pharmaceutical industry has won by the issue to anti

retroviral drugs taking center-stage" (Ritupriya, 2002). 

As regards the status of AIDS being a public health concern for India, Dr. Banerjee 

argues - "introduction of AIDS as a public health problem in the country has exposed 

the pathetic state of public health analysis, practice and research there. It ought to 

have brought out new ideas, not only to more effectively cope with the problem than 

had been done by the other countries of the world. Instead, the authorities concerned; 

failed to follow even the well-established procedures for responding to such 

crises ... the two phases of the World Bank/WHOIUNAIDS driven programme 

brought in a great deal of money but little new thinking. The epidemiological and 

management information system has been exceedingly poor; there have been active 

moves to doctor information by liberal sprinkling of misinformation and 

disinformation. Despite all the efforts, they failed conspicuously in their contention 

that the disease will spread rapidly and India will become the 'AIDS capital of the 

world'. 

At the beginning, there was a case for exercising caution and for error, as the disease 

behavior in the country was not confidently predictable. With retrospect of even the 

fragments of data on the size, speed and extent of its spread, it is time to proceed with 

less frightening perspective of the disease and work towards alternative hypothesis for 

coping with it by initiating public health research. Even 14 years after the first case 

was discovered there are a mere 11,000 AIDS among the 10,000,000 deaths that took 

place in 1999. This certainly does not justify the alarmist or panic reaction against the 

disease that has been the hallmark of the programme all these days" (Banerjee, 

2000). 

World Bank- India's new guiding star 

In 1987, a World Bank policy study - Financing Health Services in veveloping 

Countries, An Agenda for Reform, identified three main problems of health sector for 
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most developing countries. It argued that each of these problems was due in part to 

the efforts of government to cover the full costs of health care for everyone from 

general public revenues. The three problems were -

• Allocation: Insufficient spending on cost-effective health activities. World 

Bank classifies the services provided by the health (care) system into two -

truly "public" health programmes including mainly the preventive and 

promotive aspects of health care, and curative and referral services. And 
' 

according to the bank, government spending even if better allocated, would 

not be sufficient to fully finance for everyone a minimum package of cost

effective health activities. 

• Internal inefficiency of public programmes. 

According to the report - "Non-salary recurrent expenditures for drugs, fuel, 

and maintenance are chronically under funded, a situation that often reduces 

dramatically the effectiveness of health staff ... the quality of government 

health services is often poor; clients face unconcerned or harried personnel, 

shortages of drugs, and deteriorating buildings and equipments." 

• Inequality in the distribution of benefits from health services. This inequity is 

borne out of differentials in access to both government and non-government 

services due to rural-urban divide in distribution of health infrastructure and 

poor purchasing power (in case of access to private health care system). 

The four policy reforms suggested by the bank to counter the above-mentioned 

problems were -

a. Charge users of government health facilities. This would increase the 

resources available to the government health sector and allow more spending 

on under funded programmes. 

b. Provide private insurance and other risk coverage. This would relieve the 

government of the high cost of curative care, while simultaneously protect the 

households from large financial losses. 

c. Use non-government resources effectively. 

d. Decentralize government health services. 

In 1992, World Bank conducted a study on health sector financing in India. Another 

study in 1995, suggested policy and finance strategies for strengthening primary 
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health care services. The 1997 report was on new directions in health sector 

development at the state level: an operational perspective. Another World Bank 

document, which gives us an insight into the policy directions, is the 1993 World 

Development Report. 

The main issues addressed by the World Bank in these reports are-

• Relationship between center and state spending, and on the ways in which 

central level policies can affect the sectors. 

• How health financing is related to efficient and equitable provision of health 

services. They review patterns and trends of resource allocation and find that 

the present pattern of resource allocation impedes the government as it seeks 

to provide the greatest level of benefit for the broadest community. 

• They suggest determined change in policies, especially in context of 

adjustment, in order to avert the low-return public expenditures from being 

reinforced. 

• According to the World Bank, the major concern under adjustment must be 

reallocation of health sector expenditures to achieve greater effectiveness in 

solving national health problems, especially for the poor, who suffer 

disproportionately from poor health and high mortality. The means available 

to achieve this goal, according to the bank are: 

a) "Targeting communicable diseases with public spending 

b) Reinvigorating other primary health care activities that produce 

greatest benefits to the community and to lower income groups in 

order to make them more efficient; and 

c) Encouraging effective private sector health service delivery. These 

themes run throughout the analysis and recommendations" (World 

Bank, 1992. pp vii). 

Contradictory perspective 

An analysis of the issues addressed and recommendations suggested in Bank reports, 

reveals that major conceptual and administrative contradictions about India's public 

health concerns exists in the understanding of the World Bank. While making policy 
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recommendations for the welfare (health) sector, the bank seems more concerned 

about their feasibility in economic terms rather than larger social returns. Such policy 

directions go on to decide the bank's priorities while lending to India. Indian 

government, in tum, maintains this flow of policy directives, by making changes in its 
I 

plans, in order to prevent the much-needed foreign exchange flows from drying up. 

The flow chart shows the route of funding for national health programmes: 

Exogenous reductions in 

Center's revenue ----------... 

MOHFWr<~,..t----

Center's Expenditure 

t ~ 
Planning commission Finance 

commission 

Cuts in untied . 

Cuts in central Scheme Plan grants cuts in untied non-plan grants 

State Expenditure 

Sector specific 

Adjustment at State level 

Macroeconomic effect ----------... 

On input prices Plan/Non Plan l State health budget 

Health Service Programmes 

Exogenous 

Reductions 

in State revenue 

Source: "India: Policy and Finance Strategies for Strengthening Primary Health Care Services." 
World Bank Report No.I3042-IN. May 1995. 

The channels through which structural adjustment affects health spending is shown in 

the flow chart. The exogenous reduction in the center and state's revenue is the whip 

used by the bilateral and multilateral donors to introduce changes in Indian health 
sector. 
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DALY s - a tool for shifting priorities 

World Bank in its study reports puts forward a strong case in favor of non-· 

communicable diseases and injury, and DALY's has been used as a tool to support 

such recommendations. As stated in 1997 report - "The comparison of the 

demographic features in the four states and their evolving burden of disease highlights 

the continuing need to address those diseases which contribute the most to the BOD 

(burden of disease), in a cost effective manner... the emphasis on addressing 

communicable disease should not overlook the marked difference in demographic 

indicators and disease burden at the regional level, state, district and block levels ... 

the data indicate that in the case of urban areas, the emphasis should be in moving 

towards improving lifestyle and behavior patterns ... prevention of NCDs and injury 

are quite cheap and should be promoted. Some curative services for NCD and injury, 

especially at the secondary level, are cost-effective and may be provided by the stat 

governments. Cost sharing should ·be considered for other services which are less cost 

effective, with exemptions for the poor" (World Bank, 1997 .. _ ). 

In the previous chapter the dichotomy between the annual public health needs over 

the years as identified by the plans, and the issues which have received attention over 

the years, had been presented. It revealed that we have designed our programmes 

more based on international funding priorities rather than our own domestic needs. 

How the international priorities are framed is shown here. It is policy directions 

framed on the basis of simplistic, misguided, technical indicators such as DALY s that 

decide the future of our public health priorities. DALY s as a method has been 

severely criticized. 

"DALY is a step forward in terms of incorporation of all levels of suffering from ill 

health. But it as resulted in the narrowing ofthe definition of health and health care. It 

moves back from 'well being as health' to a greater disease orientation. It also takes a 

step back to 'experts' making social choices related to health care, and consciously 

attempts to pre-empt social and political processes. It gives a decontextualised, 

universalistic meaning to health problems, and creates a hegemony of the 

international technocrat. It shifts the focus from diseases that continue to be the major 

problems among the deprived majorities of the third world, to the problems, which are 

the priorities of the industrialized north and the elite sections of the third world. Its se, 
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so far, has been to rationalize further the selective primary health care package of 

medical technologies as against the primary health care approach, that had a far

sighted vision, respect for social and political process and local context, and involved 

intersectoral coordination ... there is a danger of such tools being given greater value 

than they deserve, as they create illusions of an 'objective description of disease and 

suffering'. Such a depiction will further stall deeper analysis and understanding of the 

gap between health policy and people;s needs and perceptions" (Ritupriya, 2001). 

It is essential to mention that all these policy directives given by the World Bank have 

been imbibed by our National health and population policy documents, even though 

their suitability to Indian conditions- can be questioned. While 1983 NHP held close 

resemblance with the Alma-Ata declaration by putting development in the 

centerstage, the draft NHP 2001 holds similar resemblance with the dictates of the 

World Bank. It fosters a very vertical, technocentric approach to health care, and 

holds no links that mark its continuation and further progression with the NHP 1983. 

This is despite the fact that NHP 2001 acknowledges that many goals set by NHP 

1983 remain yet to be fulfilled. While first NHP, emphasizing development as basic 

to health, envisaged proper health system, the 2001 policy completely fails to 

recognize any such relations- as done by the World Bank also. This is where the root 

of the problem lies. This policy also puts financial costs in the forefront and all 

priorities have been decided keeping financial considerations. Excessive dependence 

on private sector is evident, although the policy envisages a regulation of this sector. 

How it plans to do so, and to what extent it shall be successful is a point to be noticed. 

The analysis on Indian planning in the previous chapters brings out the fact that our 

understanding has also been fine tuned to match with that of the World Bank. With 

growth as the primary goal, it is natural that changes in the patterns of investing in 

health will have to be made in order to ensure maximum benefits. Wasteful 

expenditures (earlier known as non-productive investments) need to be identified and 

done away with in order to pave way for smooth economic escalations. It is for this 

very purpose that the bank financed the three studies in India, and put forward the 

health sector reform package. 
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ASSISTANCE FROM UNFPA 

UNFPA has funded projects in Rajasthan and Bihar, with UNFPA meeting about 80 

percent of the total project cost in the states. 

Table 5.18 Assistance for family welfare (in USD) 

s Year Programmes funded Amount Percent 

No. 

1 1980-85 ADP in Bihar and Rajasthan 60 million@ 28.04 

National level scheme for sterilization, 

population education & MPW training 

2 1986-90 Phase III assistance for ADP, 64 million 29.91 

contraceptive production, population 

education, organized sector project 

3 1991- Phase IV assistance for vanous 90 million 42.06 

programmes 

4 Total 214 million 100 
-- .. 

@ UNFPA gave$ 1 for every$ 24 spent by lndm. From 1979 tlll1981 UNFPA gave$ 23.5 mllhon 
against an Indian contribution of 556.3 million. 
Source: GO I, Annual Reports, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare 

UNFPA funding has been mainly for family welfare as area development projects. It 

has played an important role in shifting Indian focus towards family planning 

programme. Even though its contribution has been far less than the World Bank, it is 

important as UNFP A is the only organization whose aid comes as 100 percent grant. 

UNFPA support has been mainly as supply of equipments (mainly contraceptives), 

training in medical technology of sterilization and education. Its focus has thus been 

towards technological interventions for securing family welfare, which ultimately is 

India's focus too, fully realizing that such approach shall not make any long-term 

effect. The family welfare programmes viz. ADP and population control have already 

been discussed in previous pages. 

ASSISTANCE FROM OTHERS 

SAARC 

Details of SAARC &..>3istance appears to be very fractured and short lived, as could be 

inferred from the data provided in the annual reports of MOHFW. It was mainly as 
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workshop and seminars on changing and varying priorities as tuberculosis, chest 

diseases and leprosy in 1985-86, health and population from 1986-90. 

GERMANY 

Funding from Germany first appears in the eighth plan period (1992-97) i.e. post

liberalization. It has been as soft loans for pulse polio immunization programme, rural 

and district health systems for various states and Rajeev Gandhi Cancer institute. 

JAPAN 

Japanese funding started in 1982 when it funded the central research institute for 

production of encephalitis vaccine. Later it has provided funds for construction and/or 

upgradation of SGPGI (Lucknow) and other hospitals and also for polio eradication. 

DFID 

DFID has funded tuberculosis, malaria and now AIDS programme in India starting 

from 90s.the amount of DFID funding has been very small as compared to other 

bilateral and multilateral aid, even though it plays an important role in influencing 

national prioritization of public health issues. 

The decade of 90s and after witnessed many new players in international aid taking 

interest in India's health like France, Netherlands (ORET), Russia (with rather 

sporadic funding) and greater consolidation of stronghold by the veterans. Overall, 

today India is receiving huge amounts of international aid, but how far this 

international assistance is actually aiding India m building a strong, effective, 

accessible and affordable public health system, is a point to be given serious 

considerations. 

Our review bring forth the dichotomy which exists between India's public health 

needs as realized over the years by its five year plans, but ignored while devising 

strategies to address those needs in favor of simpler, populist measures. It also points 

out the links between the issues chosen to be attended to, measures adopted, and the 

pattern of international funding priorities over the years. 

We find that strong links exist between the nature of international funding and 

selection of our national priorities such as family planning and MCH, tuberculosis, 

malaria and AIDS, even though they did not deserve to receive that magnitude of 
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attention and finance they have been receiving over the years. Such measures have 

come at a cost. The planners have constantly been neglecting to acknowledge that fact 

that even in the 21st century, the analysis of Bhore committee about causes oflndia's 

poor public health, hold strong. Secondly, international funding on programme basis 

has tended to push verticalisation. The notion of 'efficiency' and need to save 

probable resources has rendered primary health care to primary level care. 

Our analysis throws up another issue as well. National priorities are influenced not 

only by international funding, but also by prevailing international development 

paradigms. And since World Bank, today stands tall in the international aid scene; its 

opinion enjoys the strongest whip in altering the world perception of any issue, with 

most of the remaining funding agencies to follow. With World Bank providing the 

maximum amount of aid to Indian health sector (table 5.15), there is a major shift in 

the quality of international aid to the Indian health sector. World Bank aid is in the 

form of loans, soft loans for the health sector. Initially social sectors (including the 

health sector) received aid mainly in the form of grants. Now it has transformed to 

loans, which have to be repaid within a specified period, with interest. This is another 

reason forcing towards privatization of the health sector, as repayment of these loans 

requires the health sector to become a profitable business. Health sector started 

opening up right from the sixth plan, and by the eighth plan, which coincides with 

India adopting the new economic policy; health had already become a lucrative 

sector. This is the time when we note a sudden increase in the number of bilateral 

donors, increase in the amount of funding by the existing donors, World Bank 

pushing inexorable suggestions for restructuring and financing the Indian health 

sector. This also resulted in national plans accepting the technocentric thrust where 

technology exchange and purchase becomes central to health planning. 

India has also readily adopted these policy prescriptions and the tenth plan is 

ironically a sad replica of the World Bank policy prescriptions, which to me seem 

highly unsuitable for Indian conditions. 
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Chapter-V 
THE INDIAN EXPERIENCE 
OF INTERNATIONAL AID

A DISCUSSION 



International development aid appeared· on the global scene to aid the reconstruction 

of devastated Europe after the Second World War. Since then international aid has 

undergone tremendous change. It was forced to shift its focus from developed 

European nations, which no longer needed such capital (which came with strings 

attached), as their economies became strong enough to raise money from the 

international financial markets to the underdeveloped third world. This transition was 

not borne out of any altruistic motives of financial organisations, but was an effort to 

strengthen their own position in the international financial scene. Today it has become 

a very powerful tool of influencing planning priorities of developing nations. 

\Ve have studied international aid at two levels. Firstly, the evolution of aid, its 

definition, history, political economy at the global level. And secondly, it examines 

operational details and discourses on international aid to India's health sector and its 

dynamics. For the latter part, India's five-year plans are studied in relation to the 

health sector. The attempt is to find the shifts iri the perspective over the years, and 

the effect it had thereof, on the planning priorities. 

India has been receiving international aid since the first five-year plan. Ironically, 

when Indian economy was fragile and in greater need of international aid, it hardly 

received any, nor did it intend to rely on external assistance for its development. But 

gradually with each succesive plan the need for aid grew and so did the support from 

international financial agencies. 

SHIFTING PATTERN OF AID 

There have been two visible shifts involving the form and the type of aid that has 

come to India. 

A) SHIFT IN NATURE OF AID- FROM GRANT TO LOANS 

India has experienced this shift in nature of aid i.e. from grant to loans. Initially aid 

came more freely (though never as an absolute grant-in-aid, it always had some share 

of loans), although in meagre amounts as compared to what India receives today. 

Such aid matches with the general understanding that aid is free, untied and a 

generous help. Until the end of ninth five-year plan. the percentage of total grant 

element in the total external assistance received is only 9.04 percent (annexure I). The 
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The rest comprises of goverment and non-goyerment loans which have to be repaid 

within a specified time period with certain rate of interest. 

Annexure II shows aid receipts have been growing gradually till the sixth five-year plan 

and drastically thereafter. Today India has a huge debt to repay, so much so that most 

external assistance it receives goes for debt servicing rather than for actual development 

programmes. 

n) SHIFT IN THE AREA OF FUNDING 

If we look at international assistance since the 50s, among the government loans and 

grants, during the initial years of industrialization and green revolution, major portion has 

gone to the government thrust areas like agriculture, fertilizer and irrigation. Later, since 

the 70s, infrastructure, and now power sector became the focus. Today India receives 

huge amount of loans under Structural Adjustment Programmes. This is given with the 

idea to offset the negative implications of structural adjustments. SAP, as has already 

been discussed in chapter I, is more to save the international banking system from its 

crisis, than to bail out the developing countries of their balance of payment problems. 

External assistance for health sector was very little in the initial planning years. Funding 

in the health sector during the first three plans concentrated in the area of communicable 

diseases like malaria, leprosy, tuberculosis, small pox etc. India also received large 

amounts of food aid under PL 480. In addition to thesis, funding was also received for 

family planning programme. However, the balance between the outlays of CDDs and 

FPP was maintained till mid 60s. 

Jii. order to get the much needed foreign exchange, a country accepts the terms and 

conditions of the donor agencies. Once it invests certain amount in a programme the 

entire focus shifts towards ru1ming that programme successfully so that the source of 

further assistance does not dry up. Most of the times such programmes are in accordance 

with the international priorities set by the developed world. This trend is visible across 

projects and sectors. We have focussed our analysis on the health sector to understand 

what were the implications of aid in India's failure to protect it~ public health interests. 

The third plan was the first to witness a slight cut in outlay for CDs and sudden increase 

in FP investments. Since then with an exception of fifth and sixth plans, FP has been 
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allocated increasing amounts of funds. We have argued in chapter III that despite the 

awareness of a suitable strategy for fertility control, India shifter its approach to first an 

aggressive and coercive strategy and later to a purely technology oriented reproductive 

health approach. This shift clearly due to the heavy influence of international funding 

agencies and their priorities. The share of COs in total health outlay has been on a 

decline. Among CDs malaria, tuberculosis and HIV have become the thrust areas in 

national programmes. These are also the programmes that now are the prime focus of 

international funding priorities. The entire global fund proposed by the macroeconomic 

commission has been built to focus on these problems. 

IMPLICATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL AID FOR HEALTH SECTOR 

PLANNING 

There exists a strong relationship between international funding priorities and national 

programine planning. The programmes receiving international aid ultimately gain 

precedence over the rest of the programmes. The public health needs of our country, as 

idcntilied by the first five year plan, in terms of mitigating the impact of poverty on the 

I iving conditions of people by adopting a development approach for building a socialist 

society where public good is rated above personal gains, still remain even in the 21st 

century. Still more than 60 percent of our population is waiting for safe drinking water 

supply and sanitation coverage, same proportion of population remains malnourished 

(undernourished to be precise), housing and unemployment conditions remain grave and 

aggravating with each passing day. Social security measures that were accepted as 

essential for the welfare state in fact serve the interests of international capital. 

Some international agencies have aided India in achieving its health objectives whereas. 

many have twisted its policies towards issues of more global rather than national concern. 

Organizations like DFID, Netherlands (ORET), DANIDA, SIDA, WHO, UNICEF have 

provided necessary support and guidance for careful programme implementation. 

Whereas others like UNFPA, ODA (UK), USAID and World Bank who have provided 

huge sums of finance only to serve the interests of developed capitalist economies in the 

name of helping the poor. Family welfare or the family planning programme has always 
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gained precedence over health in Indian planning. Thanks to these international donor 

interventions, today India has yet to conquer malnutrition and control communicable 

diseases. WHO, which was once behind the Alma-Ata declaration also could not 

resist the pressure of these giant international funding agencies. Over the years its 

assistance has also shifted more towards family welfare programme whose approach 

is highly questionable. 

The manner in which these donor agencies operate in the country also gives a very 

confusing picture. There does· not appear a planned operational strategy for 

interventions. Instead, the country has been divided into pieces with each organization 

adopting a small piece of area for intervention. The programmes for which assistance 

is provided is also divided into various components. Different donors take up different 

components of the same programme. With varying approaches and amount of funding 

for each component of one programme the final success of the programme becomes 

questionable. This also focuses on the arbitrary nature of interventions. Presence of 

careful planning of interventions cannot be seen. In such a scenario the agency, which 

provides maximum assistance, gains precedence over the others in terms of choice of 

programme components and areas of interventions. The very fact that they assist with 

large amounts of foreign exchange works as a whip to turn the policy directions in 

favour of their interests. World Bank is one such classic example. The bank, which till 

mid 80s did not believe in health sector investments, later started investing heavily in 

this sector. So much so that today it is the largest donor agency to India. Its 

interventions have helped drastically in reforming India's health sector. Not that only 

the World Bank is responsible for these changes, others also have contributed there 

share, but it is the Bank's interventions which gave thrust to the entire process. These 

changes are discussed in greater detain in this chapter. 

A) HEALTH SERVICE SYSTEMS EPITOMISING HEALTH SYSTEMS 

Since mid 80s instead of working towards building a health system covering the 

population, we have only focused on the health service delivery system, giving 

priority to preventive and promotive care on paper and curative care in reality. The 

initial plans at least remained aware of this dichotomy between words and deeds, the 

later ones, more so the eighth and ninth plan made it the order of the day. They have 

adopteti the world bank dictum of divorcing the preventive and promotive care from 
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the curative component of public health, making the former the 'liability' of the 

public sector, while the latter is being awarded to the private sector for its 'perceived 

efficiency' in serving the 'clients'. This step has been taken sidelining the fact that 

preventive, promotive and curative aspects form the integral core of public health 

services and none of the components can be separated without altering the nature of 

health services for the population concerned. Curative care proves to be ineffective as 

a control mechanism in absence of effective preventive and promotive programmes, 

as can be empirically seen in India where communicable diseases still continue to be 

the major killers. 

B) CHANGE IN PLANNING PERSPECTIVE 

Pcn;peeHve on h~~:tlth toduy has Ufl:~~rg:om: rr gea 6hang~ from th!=! time lndla started to 

plan for Ul~ notion. Health was a right of every citizen and a responsibility of the state. 

The understanding managed to survive until the sixth five-year plan. The first national 

health policy ( 1983) was designed immediately after alma-ata, which reinforced such 

a view. Yet these two important milestones were the first to introduce the notion of 

shifting responsibility from the state to the NGOs and the private sector. 

Seventh plan saw a change in the perspective of health when health was seen as an 

investment. The idea was to invest for a healthy 'human resource' which would result 

in more production. This seems more to promote the idea that health is an important 

factor in increasing production, and that investments in health itself can improve the~ 

quality of human resource, even if the sructure of economy remains unchanged. It 

overlooks the fact that improvements in health are dependent on the strutural changes 

in the economy i.e. one which improves employment opportunities, increases 

purchasing power, increases accessibility to basic services etc, and inputs in health 

alone without structural changes will have limited impact. 

This shift over the eighth and ninth plan made health as a commodity, an item of 

consumption. It has ceased to be a right, now individuals are most important and they 

are to decide the standards of health they can 'afford' to achieve. Health has moved 

from demand driven facility to a supply determined commodity - fiercely marketed 

and inflated - making it a luxury for most rather than a necessity. The increasing 
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intervention of the World Bank as seen in chapter V are primarily responsible for 

these shifts as World Bank influences WHO and forces it to shift its own perspective. 

c) PRIMARY HEAL TI-l CARE VS PRIMARY LEVEL CARE 

Another impact of international aid is the illusionary structure of Primary Health Care 

(PHC). PHC has experienced a change from having a comprehensive health care 

approach to being selective primary health care, then it transformed into first level 

care and now only essential health care. The basic health care package is also not the 

one designed according to our needs but is the one suggested by the World Bank 

experts. 

The distinctive features of PHC were that it-

• "considered developmental inputs, other than health, as necessary for health. 

• Included secondary and tertiary care as elements of primary health care and 

• Understood that people's health needs, participation, and affordability of care 

were basic to PHC. 

The inability of the Alma Ata declaration to centrally locate the developmental issue 

on the debate on public health, in contrast to the importance given to technology and 

its organization, set the stage for the transformation of PHC at its inception. The 

concept of equity in development and self-reliance was lost and mere reorganization 

of health services remained the focus of PHC. This obscured the distinction between 

'basic health care' and 'comprehensive primary health care'. The term PHC thus got 

automatically diluted into basic health care for all practical purposes". (Qadeer, I. 

2003). 

Eighth and ninth plans that mark total departure from the original concept of PHC was 

a phenomenon experienced under the influence of politics of international aid played 

by the World Bank. It was peculiar not only for India but for most of the developing 

countries. "For the south Asian countries, the 1990s have been a significant period in 

which the concept of PHC regressed one step closer to its extinction. The acceptance 

of structural adjustment policies brought along with them a new notion of reforms, 

very different from the reforms of the 1970s. In the health sector, it meant cutbacks in 

the role of the public sector, privatization, and cost recoveries. In the social arena, it 
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meant cutbacks on all other welfare inputs, undermining of food security systems, and 

increasing the burden of unemployment for the poor. 'Reforms' then, was a mere 

euphemism for 'adjustments'. To give these reforms a human face, a veil of a 'safety 

net' was drawn to protect the vulnerable, but this veil remained invisible". (Qadeer, I. 

2003). 

It is not surprising then that in the draft tenth plan the concern of planners has shifted 

to health tourism rather than PHC. The good public sector hospital are to attract 

foreign patients to earn foreign exchange and make profits at par with industrial 

productive units (GOI 2002) rather than worry about the marginalized at whose cost 

health tourism will be promoted. 

D) FINANCIAL COSTS VERSUS PEOPLE'S NEEDS 

World Bank analysis of India's poor state of public health, and recommendations 

given to resolve them are an indicator of its poor conceptual understanding as far as 

public health planning is concerned. Its cost-benefit analysis, based on purely 

economic standards fail to capture the social costs of its recommendations in the long- . 

term. While the original concept of public health prioritization focuses on 

accommodating people's perception of their illnesses, the bank uses experts to decide 

priorities. 

In the Bank's views, restructuring the financial allocation is the best possible way in 

achieving the health objectives. In case additional resources are not available, 

especially for preventive and promotive services, the government will need to 

redefine its priorities in the health sector and be much less optimistic about its 

objectives and goals (World Bank, 1995). The focus of public spending, according to 

the bank, should be in areas where private investment is negligible such as preventive 

health care, infectious disease control and limited disease interventions providing 

inpatient treatments. This might also mean reducing the current public investments in 

medical education; tertiary care and government subsidized insurance schemes, and 

allowing the private sector to play a greater role in these areas. 

Such steps as recommended by the World Bank- as cutbacks in subsidies, instead of 

incorporating socio-economic strategies of disease control- as clean water supply, 
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food security, sanitation and housing - its overconfidence in the medical 

interventions, supporting standard essential public health package for all developing 

countries rather than using an epidemiological basis for disease prioritization, and 

pushing private sector in public health domain- only show World Bank's concern for 

the monetary rather than social costs. Such an approach is detrimental for the poor. 

The shift in focus has been from - providing for people's needs to providing what 

public funds can support. Due to SAP and cut down in funding for public health 

services, the present focus has shifted to what can be provided at minimum cost -

whether or not it has scientific basis and social relevance. A classic example is the 

essential public health package; introduced as a standard check for all developing 

countries in 1993, and followed up in India, later analyzed in 1995 and 1997 reports. 

The standard package includes AEPI, FPP, tobacco and other drugs, AIDS prevention 

and school health programmes. The only basis of this package is that it can produce 

substantial health gains at modest cost. Such a package is supported inspite of the fact 

that every report has identified respiratory and diarrhoeal diseases to account for a 

large proportion of childhood mortality and preventable mortality and morbidity 

especially among the poor. Communicable diseases are also the major killers. (World 

Bank, 1997) 

This inadequate approach has pervaded India's health planning process that today 

depends entirely on the advice of the Bank, WHO and other donors. All of them 

including the European commission are pushing for removal of poverty and disease 

through technology. This increases business for them and more loans to purchase the 

technology for the LDCs governments that are implementing the structural adjustment 

policies to satisfy their donors. 

E) SHIFT FROM COMPREHENSIVE TO TECHNOCENTRIC STRATEGIES 

Even in the domain of curative health care system, Indian planning has mainly 

focused on vertical disease control programmes. They rely heavily on technological 

accuracy rather than efficiency in terms of coverage and cost effectiveness and 

efficacy. Also the choice of diseases to be attended by means of national disease 

control programmes has been found to be conforming more to the funding patterns of 
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the international agencies rather than Indian needs. It has been shown in the analysis 

in chapter V, how the choice of most of the national programmes actually lack any 

epidemiological basis. Mostly India has received funding as technical assistance in the 

form of drugs, equipment or expertise from international consultants. This has 

directed India's public health interventions towards being more technical rather than 

comprehensive. Faulty choice of issues to be attended and an increasingly techno 

centric approach, has rendered our public health investments more or less ineffective 

in tackling the situation which has become complex with non communicable diseases 

sharing the diseases burden along with the communicable diseases. 

This multiple burden of disease, absence of a proper health system, investment of 

scarce resources in programmes of dubious epidemiological significance, unbalanced 

growth of the health care system having more of urban curative bias - as if these were 

not enough challenges for India to face - that came the World Bank prescription of 

sectoral adjustment programme. The only long term public health vision, India had 

ever invested into (on its own without any external international influence), was an 

infrastructure for delivering preventive, promotive and curative health care. India did 

build a huge infrastructure over the years. However instead of bulding upon it, it was 

allowed to develop an urban bias with heavy dependence on curative care packages 

the rural set up was transformed into a second rate system of PHC. 

With the World Bank prescription, based on its only considerations of lowering the 

financial costs in public health interventions, the most severe impact is being felt by 

our efforts to build a universally accessible health care infrastructure. In order to cut 

down the non-plan expenditure on maintenance of the existing infrastructure, the 

Bank suggested of passing the secondary and tertiary care services to the private 

sector, whereas public sector is left with only 'primary level care' where it is 

prescribed to provide a basic essential package of services as designed by World Bank 

experts (who once again prove their ignorance about Indian needs). Primary health 

care, in absence of a proper referral system of secondary and tertiary care services, 

invariably ceases to loose its value for comprehensive public health interventions, 

more so when its functioning is further restricted to provision of only piecemeal 

reprocuctive health services, child care interventions, and AIDS interventions. 
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According to the World Bank-" Public health programmes work in three ways: they 

deliver specific health services to populations (for example, immunizations), they 

promote healthy behavior, and promote healthy environments. Governments play a 

leading role, and provision of information through public education is a central 

feature of most programmes, especially those designed to change behavior. But 

difficult choices have to be made about the best use of public money. The expanded 

programme of immunization (EPI), - is highly cost effective, at about $ 25 per DALY 

gained, but not all programmes offer such good value for money ... six particularly 

cost-effective public health services in the realms of population based services 

(including immunization), nutrition, fertility, tobacco and other drugs, the household 

and external environment (including control of insect vectors of disease), and AIDS. 

Public health packages in developing countries should include components in most or 

all ofthese six areas." (WDR, 1993. pp 72) 

The focus of 1995 and 1997 World Bank studies in India has also been to reallocate 

and manage health sector financing in a way to ensure maximum support to curative 

health care system. This is to an extent that preventive and promotive aspects of 

public health have been almost totally starved of any menti~m in these reports, and 

whenever they do find mention, it is with regards to some technical interventions 

only. 

These reports give an impression that the major problems of mortality and morbidity 

are a result of limited resources of the health service systems. In other words, if the 

health care system were adequately financed, more lives would be saved. And it is to 

restructure the financial set up, by including public-private partnerships, that these 

studies had been conducted. These reports overlook the fact that a country's level 

health and mortality is dependent on many more important factors, and not only on its 

medical services. This does not mean that medical technology is not required in the 

realm of public health, but that it is not justified to explain a country's state of health 

by its medical services. It is unjustified to see the problem of malnutrition m 

developing countries as protein and/or iron and /or vitamin deficiency, or 

overnutrition leading to obesity. Malnutrition as a publir: health problem in a 

developing country cannot be anything but undernutrition and that too undernutrition 
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m terms of insufficient overall diet (calorie) intake, and not m fragments or 

micronutrient deficiency- as the World Bank perceives it to be. 

The decline of mortality rates in American and European economies began much 

before the discovery ofantibacterial drugs, which are now seen as main instruments 

for the success of medical intervention. Mass therapeutics and immunization 

programmes were questioned by the third world experiences, when they showed 

limited success when implemented through weak infrastructure amidst populations 

living under conditions of extreme deprivations. Except for the eradication of small 

pox, none of the other programmes could achieve the expected results. "Thus, the 

need to tackle poverty, wh1ch was at the root of constraints such as poor nutritional 

status, sanitation and the availability of drinking water, housing and transportation 

emerged as one of the major thrusts in public health debates ... The importance of 

providing subsistence and welfare infrastructure along with basic health services and 

the critical role of people's participation, control, and self-sufficiency had been 

undeniable in the experience of countries such as china, Cuba, Nicaragua and 

Zimbabwe." (Seetaprabhu, K. and Sudarshan, R. ed.2003. pp 222) 

F) PUSHING THE CASE FOR MARKET ECONOMIES 

Comparing the state of health in developing countries with that of market economies 

(mainly developed countries), World Bank advocates that 'market economies' have 

better health standards. "One simple statistic gives a sense of the remaining burden of 

disease: about 12.4 million children under age 5 died in 1990 in the developing world. 

Had those children faced the mortality risks of children in the established market 

economies, the number of deaths would have been cut by more than 90 percent, to 1.1 

million." (WDR, 1993. pp 25) 

In other instance it states that "the higher the disease burden, the higher the proportion 

attributable to the communicable group of causes. Sub-Saharan Africa has the highest 

disease burden per 1000 population, and 71 percent of this is from the communicable 

disease group, whereas in Latin America (a medium burden region) the figure is 42 

percent and in established market economies it is only 10 percent." (WDR, 1993. pp 

29) 
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Such a comparison cannot be justified on any parameters. The high burden of disease 

in Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America and other developing (and socialist) economies 

is due to poverty and subsequent poor health system. It has nothing to do with market 

economies. The established market economies have their health systems in place, with 

mass poverty attended to a large extent. They have good water supply and sanitation 

facilities, housing, clothing, food and environmental faculties, which are essential in 

controlling (especially communicable) diseases. McKeown has outlined the causes of 

low levels of mortality in European countries long back. The evidence shows that the 

most dramatic declines in mortality and increases in life expectancy occurred during 

the 20111 century before medical care proved effective. And a lot of credit for such 

improvements goes to chadwickian sanitary reform movement and ensuring food and 

adequate clothing for the masses. The developed market economies have also gone 

through stages wherein welfare measures for the masses marked the decline in 

communicable diseases, while the industrial revolution and the economic growth 

improved living conditions. Medical interventions came at a time when 

communicable diseases were either on a decline or completely eradicated. Each step 

followed the other but did not overshadow each other. However, the World Bank in 

its analysis chose to ignore this gradual progression and compares what the developed 

world is today. It would have been closer to reality had it compared Sub-Saharan 

Africa today with what Britain was at the time of industrial revolution, when socio

economic conditions ofthe two regions were at least comparable, if not the same. 

The proponents of market economies also ignore the fact that historically colonization 

of Asia and Africa has played a key role in destroying their agricultural economies 

and in transforming them into dependent and poor countries. At the same time the 

surpluses appropriated from these countries were involved in the production and 

welfare interventions of the state in the colonizing countries. LDCs today have· no 

such advantages. 

It is also critical to note that given the importance of financial capital in today's 

globalised world for forces that are working for expanding markets are very powerful. 

The private capital MNCs and developed national governments depend on expanding 

markets. Hence they are coming together as public private partnerships and 
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penetrating new areas of investments. Medical services are one such area hence health 

sectors of LDCs are being readjusted through health sector reforms. 

G) SHIFT FROM REGULATING PRIVATE SECTOR TO REGULATING PUBLIC SECTOR 

The 1995 World Bank report concluded that India had achieved significant 

improvements in health status of its population and developed an extensive basic 

health care infrastructure. It also says that the public primary health care system, 

especially its preventive and promotive services, is overextended in terms of its 

capacity to provide and maintain services at peripheral facilities; and the system is 

underfinanced for the range of services it is expected to provide. (World Bank, 1995.) 

The reason for low finances of public system has been attributed to the high non-plan 

expenditure (almost 80 percent of state health budgets), which goes for maintenance 

of the already existing infrastructure and other costs. Therefore, the bank 

recommended the public sector to hold back further expansion of infrastructure and 

utilize the money saved thereof, in the upkeep of the existing facilities and 

maintaining supplies in order to provide better services. Sounds convincing though, 

evidences point to a different reality. 

No doubt health care services are quite developed in India, but a major part of health 

care exists not in the public sector, but in the private sector, which is essentially 

curative. The main objective ofmedical care is aiding in the achievement of health by 

making available basic health care services- curative, preventive and promotive- to 

all who need it. The services must be appropriate, adequate and rational in order to be 

effective besides being dynamic in nature in order to meet the changing 

epidemiological needs. (Jesani. 2003. pp 222) 

"While in absolute terms the size of the health care sector appears to be 'good 

enough', its distribution is very lopsided ... there is an overwhelming dominance of 

private sector in all categories. In fact, on examining the data from the 1961, 1971 and 

1981 census, we find that there is a progressive de-ruralisation in the location of 

doctors. In 1961, 49.69 percent of all doctors were in rural areas, but in 1981, only 

41.2 percent were located there. As a consequence, for urban areas, the doctor

population ratio (1 urban doctor for J87 urban persons) is better than many of the 

developed countries. The ratio for rural areas (1 rural doctor for 1,611 rural persons) 
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is bad, but the ratio of doctors at the PHCs (1 PHC doctor for 24,938 rural persons) is 

the worst. Thus, the real under development is related to government service and not 

the whole health care sector." (Jesani. 2003.) 

Once the centre is convinced of the need for change, international agencies have 

proved to be instrumental in fostering the interests of the pharmaceutical industries, 

by supporting a technocentric approach through vertical disease control programmes 

in the developing world. Now their fierce lobbying for private sector as the sole 

rescue from the vagaries of the public sector is another part of their effort to push the 

interests of international capital markets and the market economic structure of the 

developed west. So powerful is the influence of international aid that it has convinced 

the public sector of its own inefficiency without even introspecting the actual reasons 

behind such inefficiency. So convinced is our public sector of its inabilities, that it 

blatantly and vehemently proposes to follow the schema designed by foreign 

agencies for itself. The eighth plan mentions- "The public sector will have to become 

very selective in the coverage of activities and in making investments and should 

clearly define its objective principles. The following principles will have to followed: 

• The public sector should make investments only in those areas where investment 

is of an infrastructural nature which is necessary in facilitating growth and 

development as a whole and where private sector participation is not likely to 

come forth to an adequate extent within a reasonable time perspective. 

• The public sector may also withdraw from areas where no public purpose is 

served by its presence. The public sector should come in where the investment is 

essentially for preservation and augmentation of basic resources of the country, 

like land, forest, water and ecology, science and technology or for running key 

infrastructural activities. The public sector will have responsibility for meeting 

social needs or for regulating long term interests of the society like population 

control, health, education etc. 

e In large parts of public sector operations where commodities or services are 

produced and distributed, ,unless it is necessary for protecting the poorest in the 

society, the principle of market economy should be accepted as the main operative 

principle. It means charging as per cost and costing with full efficiency in 

operations." (Government Oflndia(1992) Eighth five year plan) 
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These principles rooted in policies of donors adopted by our public sector show how 

international aid is creating a suitable atmosphere for the private sector to enter 

smoothly. Government interventions in areas profitable for the private sector is 

considered as disorder which renders the system inefficient. Anything which is not 

suitable for the markets is seen as inefficient and therefore needs to be replaced by the 

more efficient markets. Areas which have little scope for monetary returns, even if 

they create heavy externalities, as in the case of preventive and promotive services, 

have been left for the non-efficient government to address. 

SUMMING UP 

The impact of following the guidelines of international funding agencies is such that 

today if we attempt to search for India's vision for public. health and try to analyze its 

strategy adopted to realize its goal - all that we find is a disjointed, mosaic of 

interventions which have no link with their preceding steps. Health sector has been 

treated with utmost negligence, to begin with, when we did not concentrate on 

keeping development as central and developing a strong health system, and now this 

sector is being used for getting further concessions from the international players for 

investments in rather more productive sectors. 

''Not surprisingly, considering the pronounced structural anomalies, such 

technocentric 'categorical' or 'vertical' global programmes as those of immunization, 

control of AIDS, eradication of tuberculosis, poliomyelitis and leprosy that were 

imposed on the people of poor countries at the cost of billions of US dollars, failed to 

attain even the limited objectives that were set for them. In the bargain, the 

rudimentary infrastructure of the health services in the poor countries has further 

suffered from neglect because of their preoccupation with trying to implement high 

priority global vertical programmes. Apparently, the flaws of the 'techno-managerial' 

programmes that are pushed by WHO and other international agencies, such as the 

World Bank, have become so obvious that the government of a country like India, 

which had hitherto been faithfully following the line laid down in the global vertical 

programmes,has been impelled to make a forthright 'confession' in the final version 

of its national health policy of 2002 about the degree to which the health services 

have suffered because of these programmes. It says: over the last decade or so, the 

government has relied upon a 'vertical' implementation structure for its disease 

control programmes. Through this, the system has been able to make a substantial 
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dent in reducing the burden of diseases, however, such an organizational structure, 

which requires an independent manpower for each disease programme,is extremely 

expensive and difficult to sustain. Over a long range, 'vertical' structures may only be 

affordable which offer a reasonable possibility of elimination or eradication in a 

foreseeable time frame .. .It is a widespread perception that over the last decade and a 

half, the rural health staff has become a vertical structure for the implementation of 

family welfare activities. As a result where there is no separate vertical structure, 

there is no service delivery system at all." (Banerjee, 2002.) 

Although India has been a recipient of international aid since independence i.e. more 

than half a century, yet studies regarding this external assistance have been few and 

far between. Another fact is that aid has never occupied a prominent place in the 

scheme of financing development in India. "If we treat official development 

assistance as aid as it is generally done, aid had been only around 0.4 percent of 

India's GNP during the last decade. The entire quantum of aid including non-official 

assistance has never been over 1 percent of the GNP. Even so, aid does play an 

important role in India's development. It is not quantity but quality that matters." 

(Cox, Aidan. et.al. 2002) 

There is nothing wrong when a country invests to attract foreign resources. Such a 

step is necessary for growth and development. The problem arises when such 

development comes at the cost of millions of lives which could be saved, if only 

planning could had been a little bit more sensitive, sensible, pragmatic . and 

scientifically designed and methodologically implemented. This is the problem with 

India. Its social stratification and class structure has ensured that the planners who 

dominate have upper class roots and perspectives (believing in SAP as the only path 

to development), and chose to sign on the dotted lines. They neglect what should have 

been India's priorities and accept the strategies, which would please the rich donors, 

and finally have landed in a gamut of contradictions, which seem difficult to resolve if 

the present frame of planning is to continue. 
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ANNEXURES 



ANNEXURE I 

Total external assistance received bv GOI, 1951-2001 - . (Rs. in Crores) 

SNo. Category Public Value of Receipts Percentage 
sector Agreement 
outlay Concluded 

I First five-year plan 1951-56 
Government loan 2069 
Non-government loan 243.79 121.57 5.87 
Grant 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 137.96 70.18 3.39 

381.75 191.75 9.26 
2 Second five-year plan 1956-61 

Government loan 4800 
Non-government loan 2409.68 1186.32 24.71 
Grant 0.00 83.24 1.73 
Total 121.46 160.64 3.35 

2531.14 1430.20 29.79 
3 Third five-year plan 1961-66 

Government loan 8577 
Non-government loan 2666.13 2772.60 32.33 
Grant 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 132.58 107.15 1.25 

2798.71 2879.75 33.58 
4 Yearly plan 1966-67 

Government loan 6756 for 1426.80 1034.30 
Non-government loan 1966-69 0.00 0.00 
Grant 79.70 97.10 
Total 1506.50 1131.40 

5 Yearly plan 1967-68 
Government loan 702.00 1073.03 
Non-government loan 0.00 61.87 
Grant 16.80 60.70 
Total 718.80 1195.60 

6 Yearly plan 1968-69 
Government loan 878.40 728.64 
Non-government loan 0.00 108.76 
Grant 68.40 65.20 
Total 946.80 902.60 

7 Fourth five-year plan 1969-74 
Government loan 15902 
Non-government loan 3976.00 3139.94 19.75 
Grant 0.00 80.96 0.51 
Total 196.20 152.80 0.96 

4172.20 4183.70 26.31 
8 Fifth five-year plan 1974-78 

Government loan 39303 
Non-government loan 6153.90 4615.03 11.74 
Grant 0.00 226.25 0.58 
Total 1354.20 883.75 2.25 

7508.10 5725.03 14.57 



9 Yearly plan 1978-79 
Government loan 1894.60 822.76 
Non-government loan 0.00 81.35 
Grant 441.10 273.36 
Total 2335.70 1177.47 

10 Yearly plan 1979-80 
Government loan 1295.10 973.06 
Non-government loan 0.00 75.60 
Grant 564.40 304.53 
Total 1859.50 1353.19 

II Sixth five-year plan1980-85 
Government loan 97,500 
Non-government loan 15197.20 8713.43 8.94 
Grant 0.00 409.12 0.42 
Total 1564.10 1780.14 1.83 

16761.30 10902.69 11.18 
12 Seventh five-year plan 1985-90 

Government loan 39,649 
Non-government loan 41325.20 18998.88 47.92 
Grant 0.00 1123.49 2.83 
Total 2739.50 2572.74 6.49 

44,064.70 22,695.11 57.24 
13 Yearly plan 1990-91 

Government loan 64717 6795.28 5638.58 8.71 
Non-government loan 806.02 531.46 0.82 
Grant 522.08 534.25 0.83 
Total 8123.38 6704.29 10.35 

14 Yearly plan 1991-92 
Government loan 72317 9785.01 9116.25 12.61 
Non-government loan 2657.25 1579.56 2.18 
Grant 1119.08 918.98 1.27 
Total 13,561.34 11,614.79 16.06 

15 Eighth five-year plan 1992-97 
Government loan 4,34,100 
Non-government loan 49157.59 43451.57 10.01 
Grant 13016.97 8421.44 1.94 
Total 8821.56 4830.44 1.01 

70,996.12 56,703.45 13.06 
16 Ninth five-year plan 1997-2002 

Government loan 8,59,200 65011.71 51919.93 6.04 
Non-government loan 14854.67 14192.14 1.65 

9071.28 5280.29 0.6 

Total (upto march 2002) 88937.67 71392.36 
Grand total loans 240253.30 182091.13 11.07 
Grand total grants 26950.40 18092.25 1.10 
Grand total 1644890 267203.71 200183.38 12.17 

. . Source: GOI, 2001-2002 External Assistance, Mmistry of Fmance and Company Affairs . 



ANNEXURE II 

Details of funding for area Development Projects (ADPs) 

Name of the Name of the states No. of Project cost Period of 
donor agency covered districts (Rs. in operation 

Crores) 
Completed projects - Phase I 
I. World Bank 

IPP-I karnataka 5 09.33 1973-80 
Uttar Pradesh 6 11.87 1973-80 

IPP-II Andhra Pradesh 3 31.40 1980-88 
Uttar Pradesh 6 73.33 1980-88 

IPP-III Karnataka 6 71.31 1984-92 
Kerala 4 53.36 1984-92 

IPP-IV West Bengal 4 117.12 1985-94 
II. USAID Gujarat 2 15.76 1980-86 

Haryana 3 8.75 1980-86 
Himachal Pradesh 3 14.75 1980-86 
Maharashtra 3 15.13 1980-86 
Punjab 3 12.34 1980-86 

III. ODA (UK) Orissa 5 33.67 1980-87 
IV.DANIDA Madhya Pradesh 8 26.50 1981-88 

Tamil Nadu 2 21.08 1981-88 
V. UNFPA Bihar 11 16.51 1981-87 

Rajasthan 4 13.81 1980-86 

Completed projects- Phase II 
1. DANIDA Madhya Pradesh 8 21.85 1989-95 

Tamil Nadu 2 24.77 1989-95 
2. World Bank 

IPP-V Chennai 1 89.13 1988-96 
Mumbai 1 71.45 1988-96 

3.0DA Orissa 5 77.25 1.11.89 to 
31.3.96 

On-going Project- Phase II 
I. World Bank 

IPP-VI Uttar Pradesh State wide 94.00 1990-97 
Madhya Pradesh 39.00 -do-
Andhra Pradesh 69.66 -do-
NIHFW 1.75 -do-



IPP-VII Punjab 48.66 1990-91 to 31-
STATE 12-97 

Haryana WIDE 42.42 -do-
Bihar 88.18 -do-
Gujarat 43.90 -do-
J&K 51.54 -do-
NIHFW 1.48 -do-
Social Marketing 33.85 -do-
NGOs/IEC 24.59 -do-
Unallocated 1.10 -do-

IPP-VIII Delhi 47.25 6.8.93-5.8.98 
Calcutta 101.64 -do-
Hyderabad 35.15 -do-
Bangalore 39.23 -do-
Min. of Health & 0.10 -do-
FW(MOHFW) 

IPP-IX Assam 101.22 16.6.94-june, 01 
Kama taka 114.75 -do-
Rajasthan 108.57 -do-
MOHFW 10.46 -do-

II. UNFPA Rajasthan 13 34.85 1.4.89-31.3.96 
Maharashtra 5 38.36 1.4.89-31.12.96 
Himachal Pradesh 9 35.29 1.4.89-

31.03.95* 
III. GERMANY Maharashtra 4 47.40 20.5.96-19.5.01 

* under extensiOn. 
Source: GOI, annual reports, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. 
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